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{, the Court of R. L. Yorke, Esqr., {. C. S., Add!. Sessions 

fud(t, Jfeetu/. 

In the case of King· Emperor versus P. Spratt and others. 

Examination of Motiram Gajanan Desai accused under section 342 
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, made before me R. L. Yorke, 
Addl. Sessions Judge at Meerut on the 16th day of November 1931. 

• My name is Motiram Gajanan Desai; my father's name is Gajanan 
Sadanand Desai; I am by caste of the Prabhu community; 35 years of 
age; by occupation Journalist; my home is at Bombay, P<>lice·station •• 
district Bombay; I reside at 327 Thakurdwar, Bombay 2. 

Q. You heard your statement in the Lower Court P. 2612 read 

out to you on I7·3·3•· Is that statement correct? 

A. Yes with a few misprints. 

Q. The following evidence relates to your Foreign Connections:
p i872 C, 2583, 2379 (I), 1254, 1260, 1281, 1256, 2417, 1676, 527 (I), 
1174, and 1666. Have you anything to say about this evidence? (At 
accused's request I give him all his papers together.) 

The remaining'evidence against you falls into the following groups: 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties' Connections: P 1246, 526 (48), 1252, 
416 (16) (•P 2155 P), Krantikari dated 4·2·29, P io99: 18oo, 1277, • 
1242, 1243 and 1244. 

(Spark):-P 1986 and (I), 1262,526 (3), 526 (4), 1251 (==2006 P) · 

P 2159P, P 2006P (1), 195, 670 and 1257 

Articles etc:-P 863 (=492), 1424, 1263, 1264, 1265, u66, 1267, 
1268, 1269, 1270, 1245, 1250, 1271, 1272, 1273· 1274• 1275· 1276, 1241, 
1253, 1255, 1259, 146, 1476, 1818, 1277 A, 1247, 1248, 1258 and u61. 

A. I do not want to go over the ground that is covered by my 
statement in the Lower Court. After a few preliminary remarks I will 
chronologically deal with exhibits relating to my stay in England. I am 
a journalist by profession and an avowed and unrepentant Socialist by 
conviction. Within a fortnight of my arrest when I applied for bail I 
claimed that I was innocent of the charge preferred against me and 
invited the Prosecution to produce ·even a scrap of evidence to prove 
that I was in any way connected with any of the alleged conspiratorial 
organisations mentioned in the complaint. And after detaining me in 
jail for more than two years I claim the Prosecution have utterly failed 
to do so. The Prosecution do not allege that I was a member of the 
\Yorkers' and Peasants' Party or the Communist Party or any other 
organisations mentioned as offending bodies.. In the words of the 
Magistrate the only activity I am charged with is the editing of a \Veekly 
paper, the 'Spark', a fact which I had admitted from the beginning. 
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But out of the 281 Prosecution witnesses, not one has either depo$ed or 
submitted any documentary evidenc~ to show that this paper was started 
or financed or conducted by a?y of the alleged .con.spiratorial bodies 
or that there was any common intention or agreement between me and 
any of the .cJ·accused in the dock or co·~onsp~rator~ abroad, in P\lrsuance 
of which this paper ~as la~n~he~ or ~OQduc~ed. And the only positiv~ 

evidence o~ my as:'od:atio~ "'ith any 9£ the co·accused given py lnspe~tor 
M. N. Des~i, P. W. 215, was to the effect that ~ was present at the 
Press table taking notes at the public meeting on Lenin Day <January 
19:!9) organised. by the W. P. P. Bombay. ·There is not a' scrap of 
evidence to show that .I knew any of the accused or they knew me except 
as a journalist knows the members of the publi'c and is known to them. 
About the existence of most of the accused I was not cvep ().:Ware . 

• , • , ., , , ••• ,.1 , , , I ' l .I , 1•, , \, I' 

But a common agreement is sought to be inferred, firstly from the 
tl)ne of the 'Spark', secondly the publication therein of articles contributed 

I 

by ~ few q~ th~ ~cc~sed, t~irdly fr~m th~ fa,c~ tha~ son~e Communist or 
Comm~f!.istic ne~spapers and periodic~ls wer~ foun~ in my offic~ ~nd 

lastly from some stra.y references jn the letters ~f ~.ome Q£ the accus~d 

mainly welcoming the appearance of my weekly- the only Socialist 

~oglish paper i~ th.~ country. 

A~ regar~.~ ~~e prst-~he t?n~ an4 ~onte~t.~ of ~he '?par~'~l make 
bold to say that any competent journalist or anyone ..y~o ~~s a firs~ h,and 
acquaintance with modern politics would not take longer than a day to go 
through the file of the 'Spark' an~ come to a fina..l conclusion whether 
the 'Spark' was really a Socialist weekly, a~ its sub-title proclaims, or a 
Communist organ. It was open to the Pros~cution to bring some such 
wi.tn·e~s-:-a journalist, a publi~ist or a professor to give auth~ritative 

' . . . l . . . l 

evidence on this point. It is no good for the Prosecution Counsel, who 
betr.ayed his iamentable ignorance of modern politic.s, especi~lly th~ 
traditions and policy of Socialism while cro~s·examining Mr. Brailsford, 
tq chiim that the 'Sp~rk~, althougq avow~dly a, Soci~list p~per, was really 
engaged in pre~~hing Communism~ There is ~o ~uch .evidence op record, 
no~ in the lon~ a.n~ mdancholy processiot} of frosecution 'Yitnesses was 
there one who c~uld sp~ak ~ith ~n,,wledg~ on the subject It is a 
curious omission on the part of th~ Pros~cuti<?~ if!. a c~se of thi~ 
c~aracter, involving differe!lt political do~trines, progra~n~t:!s and policies, 
in~uencing ~c~ions and ~ve~ts which are the ~~bject·Irl~tter of this case. 
~he only pro~ecutioq wit?~ss wit~ int~llect;.I~l attainments ~oupled with 
knowledge of history and economics was Mr. Fordham, I. C. S. I tried 
to elic~t ·information. f~o~ pim on the question. of Imperialis1~, a~ 
the a~ti-Imperialist char~cter of the 'Spa~k' had beeq emph~sised by the 
Pro~ecutiJn, until I 'Yas . preyented by y9ur Hono~r. from a~~ing a~y 

further questio~s to thh; witness as yoq refu~e4 ~() ~onsider him an 
•'exp~rt". The ne~t best thing I coul~ d9 was, ~h~ fO?rpent I heard that 
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~Ir. H. N. Brailsford, a journalist and Socialist of International reputa· 
tinn had come to this country. to request your Honour to summon him 
as a Court \Vitness. And I put to him practically all the points and 
circumstances relating to the subject-matter of the 'Spark' and the 
conduct of the paper which either the Prosecution or the Magistrate had 
relied upon as betraying the Communist tone of the paper. His answers 
to my questions speak for themselves. It was open to the Prosecution 
to put to him any specific passage or article in the 'Spark' which in their 
view belied the declared Socialist character of the paper. But although 
they detained him for two days in the box they significantly refrained 
from applying this fair test. I will deal with the tone' and conrents of 
the 'Spark' in greater detail at a later stage 

:Jl ,, star in £, tlattd. 

Now to turn to the evidence relating to the period I was in England 
from September 1924 to October 1927. As evidence of association 
during my stay in, England the Prosecution have put in a page from a 
note-book kept by Inspector S. Ghulam Murtaza of Bihar purporting 
to be a copy in his handwriting of a letter alleged to have been written 
by me to Mr. D. P. Sinha at Patna from London on 18·6·1925. 
(P1872C put in by P. \V. Ioo) When I was shown these loose sheets 
of paper b~ the Magistrate at the time of my statement I said, 11 I doubt 
if the letter quoted is correctly copied.'' When P. W. too was giving 
evidence your Honour has of your own accord noted, "Witness is 
partially paralysed and changes from English to Urdu." Questioned 
by Mr. Nimbkar he said, "I retired from service on account of paralysis. 
I have been suffering from it for three years •. My memory is defective." 
He retired sometime in 1926. We are left to guess what stage of 
di1apidation his memory and English had reached by 14·7·1925 when 
he is supposed to have copied my letter. 

In the course of this copy he writes with reference to Mr. Sinha's 
public activities "Your lead in connecting the Indian Labour Party," 
then crosses out "connecting'' and on the top of it writes something that 
looks like "launding''. He wrongly spells the words ''dramatis personae". 
Again he has wrongly spelt "Triestin Loyd & Co.'' In the very 
second sentence he has abbreviated the word received into 
"reed.". He has again wrongly spelt "assaram'' in reference to Sabar· 
mati Ashram. At the end of the letter he has again wrongly spelt the 
word ''Thakurdwara" in my address In the Lower Court the Prosecu· 
tion relied on this doubtful document to show my connection with the 
Labour Research Department-in the words of the Junior Crown Counsel 
"that well known poisonous Communist organisation, which sent 
Mr. Spratt to India.'' 1 have already denied I ever worked with them. 
But I have frankly said that I went there occasionally, just as 1 went 
to the British Museum or India Office Libraries and consulted them for 
statistical references. I did not know it was a Communist organisation. 
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Mr. ar.ailsford has already deposed. that he w.as himself :.t subscriber to 
the L. R. D. in 1926 when he was. the editor of the_ "New Leader". He. 
further added "Mr. Sydney \Vebb was its founder •... I visited it$ 
office and used its services for getting information •.....••. It was chiefly. 
supp,>rtecl by Trade Unions. lt published. much valuable information, 
whi<:h is used by members ol m~ part}"~ \Vhen I was a subscriber 1. did 
not find it a Co.mmuni.st. organisation." In the Lower Court,. when the. 
L. R. D. was cited as a conspiratorial body,, Mr. 'Wilson,, the editor of 
the "Pioneer" was quite surprised, and for his. disconcerti~g comments 
ia this C()nnection, this very Prosecution instituted contempt of co111rt 
proceedings and the poor man ultimately lost his job. 

I do not care whether the L R. D was, is or is going to be a 
Communist body or whether there was some remote connection or spiritual 
affinity with the Communist Party. All I would like to know from 
the Prosecution is how, under the circumstances I have narrated, they 
expect a foreign journalist in London to know that the L. R. D. 
was in fact a Communist organisation, poisonous or otherwise. I am 
glad to know that the Magistrate has declined to attach any importance 
to this doubtful document P 1872 and upheld my explanation. ..When 
he was in England he used to visit the L. R. D. But it is quite possible 
that his explanation on this point is correct, that he went there for 
purposes of reference ... 

Before we take leave of P 1872 I must say a few words with 
reference to another sentence in this document about which the Prosecu· 
tion at a very late stage of the trial in this Court have made some pass• 
ing comments-! mean the reference to Indian· Lascars in London. It 
should be noted that no reference to ·this sentence was made by 
Mr. Langford James tither in his Opening Address in the Lower Court or 
here; nor by the Junior Crown Counsel when summing up the case 
against me in the Lower Court, and in spite of the fact that the 
Magistrate questioned me exhaustively with reference to th~ evidence 
against me and even with regard to this very document .he 
did not make the slightest reference to this sentence nor 
is there any reference to it in the Committal Order. This shows neither 
the Prosecution nor the Magistrate attached the slightest importance 
to this sentence. I do not know what value your Honour would attach 
to this rather belated brainwave of the ~rosecution. But in order to avoid 
any possible misinterpretation of this sentence I would like to· explain 
this p0int also. It is reasonable to suppose under the circumstances that 
it was only when the Prosecution realised the utter flimsiness of 
the evidence as to association during my stay in England, especially 
after my statement in the Lower Court supported by various 
documents \\ hich I have put in, that the Prosecution thought there was 
something in this stray sentence to get at me. And they are trying to 
support it with an article published in the "Bombay Chronicle'' in 1925, 

p 2583, which also contains a reference to Indian Seamen in London. 
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It ~hould be again noted that the letter P 2583 was put in when a11 the 
Prosecution witnesses, were over and the Prosecution evidence had 
practically closed. No explanation is forthcoming why this particular 
issue of the "Bombay Chronicle" was not put in in the Lower Court or 
why it was not put in in this Court through any of the Bombay Prosecu· 
tion witnesses, for instance the Chief Reporter of the "Bombay 
Chronicle". Are we to believe that it was put in as an afterthought, 
especially when Mr. Brailsford's evidence had knocked the bottom out 
of the· Prosecution evidence about association during my stay in England? 
In this connection it should be remembered that the Prosecution claim 
that this particular file of the ''Bombay Chronicle'' was in their possession 
for more than two. years and therefore they requested the Court for 
permission to return the same retaining only a copy of the particular 
article. But if the Prosecution had made this insinuation in time about 
my having anything to do with the Indian Seamen's Union in London 
I could have easily disproved it, for this fact can be proved or disproved 
through an English witness. I could have disproved it for instance 
through the Scotland Yard witnesses who gave evidence on the subject. 
But significantly the Prosecution made this suggestion when these 
witnesses had left the country. The reference in P 1872 is as follows: 
"We have been trying to form a Trade Union centre in conjunction with 
people in Bombay and Calcutta for the Indian Lascars over here. There 
are at a time 1500 Indian Seamen in Britain. You might find some 
information on the subject in my article of 16/ 4.'' In my statement in 
the Lower Court I have already said that I am not connected with any 
Trade Union whatsoever. Ever since I left the University I have been 
a journalist and nothing but a journalist. And in all the mass of 
evidence before you, both Prosecution and Defence, except for the stray 
reference in this loose sheet of paper there is nothing to show or suggest 
that I was at any time engaged in otber than a journalist+e activity. Even 
in this document the context just before and after this sentence shows • 
that I was actually interested in writing about my journalistic achieve· 
ments in London, The passage immediately preceding runs thus after 
the already mentioned reference to L. R. D. "I have been contributing 
to one of the Labour papers. I wonder if you notice any o£ my articles 
in the "Bombay Choronicle"; they h::,ve been appearing recently under 
a different pseudonym, 'From an occasional correspondent''', Later 
I write about the references to l\Ir. Sinha's public activities that have 
appeared in the press. And again in the last para I write "The 'Voice' 
and the 'Chronicle' have financially been of late in very low water and 
have not been able to pay me adequately of late. The labour papers 
here that I have an access to, are very much in the same position as our 
National papers". 

In view of these facts, I hope your Honour will have no hesitation 
m accepting my statement. that the particular sentence has not been 
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correctly copied by P. \V. 100 ; what I did write was that "~y have 
been trying to form a Trade Union centre etc." instead of "we have 
been trying to form a Trade Union centre etc.11 

N~~ to. retur~ to~ t5~3. an article l'ublished in the "Bombay 
Chronicle" in its iss~e of 1 6·4·25 received . 11fro'm a~ occasional corres• 
pondent, London March J''. I wonder wh<1-t significance the Prosecution 
attach to this article and what sort of explanation is expected from 
me. I straightaway admit that it is on~ of the many articles I sent to this 
paper. At the time of writing this one I . wa~ not yet appointed the 
official correspondent of the '" ?om bay Chronicle,,. That came later. 
At this· time I was trying to get that job and was contributing to the 
paper from time to time. Hence the editor writes at the top of the 
article~ " From an occasional correspondent". 

The article . speaks for itself and the three 'tops' given by the 
sub-editor of the ''Chronicle" give an idea of the contents of th7 same, 
namely (1) Export <1£ British Capital (2) Centre of gravity shifted (3) 
Indian Seamen in London. 1 he first half of the article is taken up with a 
serious discussion of the relative futility of the boycott of the foreign 
goods in view of the free import of the foreign capital-a thing of 
common knowledge to socialists and students of economics but generally 
overlooked by a sentimental nationalist. This dissertation h~ in connec· 
tion with the news published a few days earlier in the British Press arid 
referred to in the article about the probable formation of a· British Steel 
Trust mainly to operate in India. The latter half of the article gives a 
couple of news items of interest to India about events that happened in 
the preceding week or Sfl. The first is a brief report of a public meeting 
of Indian Seamen in the East End of London, where speeches were 
made on the benefit ·of. Trade Unionism. The second news item refers to 
the impending expulsion of th~ Paris Correspondent of the Calcutta 
','fonvard" from France. I may incidentally mention here that .both these 
news items had appeared in several London papers at the .time. 

D/t7:II~31· 

\Vhen Mr. Kemp, the Crown Counsel, put in this .article he said 
that it contains a reference to Indian seamen. Certainly it does:·- And 
so long as Indian seamen have not been unfairly ousted from western 
waters there will continue to be occasional references to Indian .seamen 
in the contributions of the London Correspondents of Indian papers, 
especially in view of the mendacious propaganda that is C3trried on Jrom 
.time to time against .the Indian lascars. 

I was fairly well known as an Indian journalist in the newspaper 
and :Labour circles qf London; .and individuals and associations used to 
send me notices and reports of ,public functio~s, ;especially those in some 
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way connected with India and the East. It was in this fashion I had 
received a report of this meeting of Indian seamen and I incorporated a 
summary of it in my article to the Bombay Chronicle, following it with 
a descriptive paragraph giving a rough idea of the sort of life Indian 
seamen and Indian pedlars lead in London . 

• 
I was personally never connected with any organisation of Indian 

seamen But I went about London with my eyes and ears open and had 
picked up a certain amount of gossip-a part of which I retail in this 
article-about the East End of London especially what is known as 
the Poplar and Lime-house area. ' This squalid district of London with 
its mean streets and meaner houses, but because of the sharp social 
contrasts it presents, has acquired an air of mystery and has become a 
perennial source of rnmantic interest to tourists and writers of sensational 
fiction and scenarios, and in consequence the sights, the sounds .and the 
smells of this unsavoury bit of old London have become almost world famous. 
Again from time to time a wave of race~hatred passes over Britain and 
a scare is raised against foreigners residing in England by publishing 
sensational stories about their lives and marriages with English girls etc. 
in the Press A few responsible papers like the Manchester Guardian 
try to counteract this mischief by giving sober descriptions of the foreign 
colonies residing in England. Here are two cuttings from two 
British papers, the Evening Chronicle of Manchester and th€ Manchester 
Guardian, giving news and views on the subject similar to the one I have 
dealt with in my article in the Bombay Chronicle. The first is from 
the Evening Chronicle, Manchester and gives an idea of the propa· 
ganda done by some retired Anglo-Indians against India. "Propaganda 
fear. · Emissaries from India in disguise. ALancashire man who was a 
director and manager of a Blackburn Mill and later spent 13 years as 
weaving master of the Muir Mill, Cawnpore, in conversation with an 
Evening Chronicle reporter this afternoon suggested that there might be 
Indians in this country who, posing as pedlars, are emissaries of the 
Indian Swarajists, and who might be carrying on a legitimate, but no 
less insidious, campaign of propaganda, intended to arouse sympathy in 
Britain for India's claims to independence." 

He is Mr. W. Coucill, of Leyland Avenue, Getley, who has an 
intimate knowledge of the Textile industry, both at home •and in India. 

"I am convinced," he said, "that the real object of the visit of 
some of these men is not to make a living by peddling- I do not see how 
they can-but to carry out a subtle work of propaganda to convert 
public opinion in Britain in favour of independence for India." 

There is another paragraph in the same column of the same paper 
which runs as follows:-

"Secret of Indian cotton pedlars. Goods imported from France. 
A propaganda theory from our own representative. Bolton, Saturday." 
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"I was assured to-day by several of the· Punjab Indians who are 
peddling cotton voile and artificial silk goods in Bolton that their wares 
were not made in India, but in France, whence they are despatched to 
England. •How many friends of yoUJsare here?' I ask the leader of 
the group of Indian pedlars to·day. 'Eleben', he answered. 'Some 
bin tree, forr yerr, two year een in England'. . Mastering lingual difficul· 
ties with mutual success we gradually evoived some understanding after 
weary meaningless words had ·led to nothing'. 'Where do you get 
scarves, handkerchieves', I said, 'from India, your native land'. The 
leader shook his head and smiled again, perhaps at the impulsiveness of 
Englishmen. Smiling their way in. 'From boss in London', he said. 
' Where is it made?' 'France~, he answered. 'Boss in France sends 
it to boss in London, who sends it to you?' 'Yes'. 

11 I learnt further from the swarthy Indians that some of them have 
visited Scotland and Ireland peddling their goods. Their good nature 
and good temper is helping them to smile their way into the homes of 
English people, to whom they have little difficulty in selling their goods. 
To my mind these Indians who are innocent of any organised attem~ts to 
sell goods not made in Lancashire or Bolton, and unsuspectedly have 
1ncurred the anger of Bolton and Lancashire by their method of selling. 
A few minutes before I left the lodging house where they are staying, a 
parcel was delivered and as -1 passed it I noticed the label from a foreign 
firm. '' 

uThe second cutting is from the Manchester Guardian and gives its 
editorial on ''Indian pedlars". It runs as follows:-

"A number of pedlars have arrived in Bolton, and have been selling 
artificial silk and voile goods of Indian manufacture from door to 
door. This has naturally annoyed those Bolton shopkeepers who se11 
similar goods, especially as the Indian pedlars undercut their prices. 
Already there is a talk of the Bolton Chamber of Trade taking up the 
matter. In fact, before we know where we are, we may have Bolton 
launching out on an economic boycott. Deplorable as this would be 
in some ways, it would at least serve to illustrate just what an economic 
boycott is and just what causes it. Lancashire in her present plight 
has every reason to resent the intrusion of foreign merchants carrying 
goods which she herself produces. In the same \vay Indian nationalists 
resent the sale of Lancashire goods in Bombay. Not having an effective 
Chamber of Trade, they stand outside shops where Lancashire goods 
are sold and point out to prospective purchasers the duty of patriotic 
Indians to buy Indian cloth, just as an indignant Bolton shopkeeper 
might follow one of these Indian pedlars and remonstrate with _any 
Bolton citizen so little patriotic as to be tempted by his goods. Can 
~Ir. Gandhi have spared time from' watching St. George's to despatch 
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these Indian merchants on their way? Can he intend them to illustrate 
a principle that mere words have proved inadequate to expl~in? It is 
possible. He is a wily Mahatma fond of exposition by parable. Or 
it may be that India, in the fir~t flush of her new nationhood is emulating 
the methods of our own great Empire. These inconsiderable 
pedlars, like f1·! Elizabethan traders who after many perils and difficulties 
were able to buy and sell in India, to their own great enrichment, Il1ay 
be called by future historians merchant adventurers, founders of an 

Empire.,. 

With regard to the second news item in the Bombay Chronicle 
article P 2583-the impending expulsion of Mr. Lohani, the Paris 
Correspondent of the Forward (Calcutta), I may mention that this 
news was featured among other papers in the Daily Herald of London; 
and I remember the paper had further published in this connection that 
Miss Ellen Wilkinson, M. P., a member of Mr. MacDonald's last Labour 
Government, went by aeroplane to Paris to participate in the meeting to 
protest .against this violation of the right of asylum by the French 
Government. Thus it will be seen that in this article I have done no 
more than to give news and views about events that happened in the 
preceding week or two and which I thought would interest the Indian 
readers. And the editor of a nationalist paper like the Bombay 
Chronicle confirmed my view about the news value of these events by 
publishing my article. As London Correspondent of a serious nation· 
alist paper, what else did the Prosecution expect me to write about? 
Did they expect me to try to retail the gossip of the well-known bar 
room of the Trocadere restaurant in Piccadilly where Anglo-Indian 
diehards are accustomed to forgather, or did . they expect me to send 
across to India the daily dope manufactured in the lie-factories of Lords 
Beaverbrook and Rothermere (Beaver-Crook and Bothermere as they are 
called generally) about India, Ireland, Soviet Russia, the Labour 
Party, American rivalry and other pet aversions of these illustrious 
guides of British public opiniont 

If the Prosecution are trying to build a theory, on the basis of 
this passing reference to Indian seamen in London in a':! article six years • 
old that I must therefore be connected with Indian seamen or their 
Union in London which in their turn are alleged to be connected with 
the carrying of conspiratorial letters, which are exhibited in this case 

' is it not reasonable to demand why they are not able to place before the 
Court any less frivolous evidence on the point ? 

This article is dated 3rd March 1925 and I stayed on in London 
until September 1927 and in. the meanwhile was constantly writing to 
papers and friends in India i similarly since my return to India until the 
date of my arrest in 1929 I was writing to people in England. Moreover 
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the l'rosecution on their own showing had been in t~ehabit of temper· 
ing, photographing and pilfering letters~ mine as well as other peoples'. 
In that ca~e why· hav.e th~ Prosecution not put in a siqgle letter, either 
in origin~l or a photo~raph, from the mas's of intercepted documents, 
that would show the slightest conp~ction I could ha:ve with this Indian 
Seamen's Union in. London?. Nor, it will be r~membered, did they care 
to ask a si~g.le. qp~stion w.ith rderence to me of ally of th~ Scotland Yard 
witnesses, partict}larly those that gave eyidence about the Indian 
seamen and their Union in London. In the absence of any such evide!lce, 
this vague and belated insinuation on the part of the Prosecution cannot 
be treated seriously.' 

Yesterday when you1· Honour had finished dictating your ques· 
tions to me and had given me the m,J.mb~rs of all the exhibits which you 
want me. to expiain, the learned Crown Counsel Mr. Kemp got up and 
suggested to you a fresh document which he threatens to use against me. 
I do not know if your Honour has finally included that exhibit namely 
P 2379 in your list of: exhibits which you want me to explain. Anyway 
I fe.el that: of all the surprises I have received in this case beginning 
with m,y surprising arrest, the greatest surprise is the news that this 
exhibit will be used against me. 

This docuii)ent, as P. W. 4 who gave evidence about it says, was 
seized a$ far back as. 14th October 1925 and the Sc;ot!anq Yard officials 
in England as well as the PrQsec;ution in this case;: must have had full · 
knowledge of ~ts contents long before the 'trial started in your Court. 
Thi$ document was fileq a~ a Prosecution exhibit in the lower court. 
And yet the Junior Cro"-:n Cqun~el who delivered tb~ closing address 
on behalf of the Prosec~:Ition before the Magistrate began his statement 
in the case against me with the. following s~ntence, "It is true that there 
is no evtdence on the 1eco,d. that Desai i~ ~ member of the W. P. P. 

or C. P." (llnderlinings are mine). The learned Magistrate in his 

Committal Order while dealing with my case says as· follows, 1'·But 
befor~ he can be chargee\ with conspiracy, some closer connection than 
some simiiarity of purpose has to be shown. Desai was not a member 

· of the W. P. P: or of the C. P. I. anci so proof of connection has to be 
shown otherwise." · The late ~'lr. Langford ~arne~ i~ his openi~g 
Address befor~ this Court evidently accepted this position an~ mad~ tlO 

reference to any evidence even remott;!ly suggestin& that I wa~ a member 
at any time of any Communist Party in the world. After all this, would 
it not surprise any one to hear it suggested at this absurdly late stage 
of the trial that the reference to one Desai in this document P .2379 (I) 

is a referetce to myself and that the initials "M. A,'' are a mistake for 
"M. G.'' even though there is not a· particle of evidence to suppqrt 

this theory ? 



Your Honour, like Smith in England, Desai is a very ·common 
name throughout the Bombay Presidency. And several Desais would be 
found amon<Y Indians in England at any time. It is a surname used 

0 • 

equally by Marahattas, Gujrathis, Parsis and Mohammedans; and Desa1s 
are spread over all classes of society beginning from Mr. B.J. Desai who is 
a leader of the Bar to which Mr. Kemp himself belongs and who com· 
mands a practice equal to that of :my other lawyer in this country, down to 

. an humble journalist like myself. In England I was often confused wit~ 
Mr. Mahadeva Desai who works on the editorial staff of "Young India" 
and is now the Chief Private Secretary of Mahatma Gandhi, and who 
also shares the initial "M" with me. In the records of this case itself 
there are at least fo"ur Desais, three of whom besides the "Desai" of 'this 
exhibit (P 2379 (r)) have the letter "M'' as their first initial. First of all 
there is myself; secondly, there is the C. I. D. Inspector M. N. Desai of 
Bombay 1P. W. 215) and thirdly, the Desai who is referred to in P j845 
(letter from Bishop to Saklatwala) and whose full name, I understand is 
Mukur_1d Desai and who, I hear, acted as a private secretary of Mr. 
Saklatwala during the last tour in India in the earlier part of 1927 when I 
was still in England. To this list may be added one ~hande Rao Desai a 
textile worker of Bombay whose application form for being enrolled as a 
member of the W. P. P. Bombay is on the record of this case. 

For a layman, like myself, therefore, the suggestion that "M. A. 
Desai" of P 2379 , I) is myself (M. G. Desai' appears as ridiculous as a 
suggestion that one J. \V. Johnstone mentioned in· the list of conspirators 
in this case is the same as the Right Honourable Mr. T. Johnstone who 
until a couple of months back was an important Cabinet Minister of 
Britain. It may as well be suggested that an ordinance should be 
immediately issued prohibiting the import into India of any one bearinO' 

. b 

the name Mr. Brown because two Browns-E. H. and H. R.-are also 
mentioned in the same list of conspirators abroad. An analysis of the 
results of the Bombay University Ex~minations of any year would reveal 
that there are at least fifty Desais and at least a dozen Desais with the 
initial letter "1\1" each time. 

This exhibit P 2379 ( 1) leaves no room for inference. If 
Mr. Kemp's theory be correct, some enthusiastic fellow welcomes me as a 
member of tl:e Communist Party on the 15th September 1925, that is to 
say about three weeks after Mr. Brailsford had recommended me to the 
editor of the Daily Herald vide D 58o, and about three months before 
I was elected a member of the Parliamentary Labour Club of which the 
present Prime Minister Mr. Ramsay MacDonald is the President, vide 
the Secretary's letter intimating election, filed by me in the Lower Court 
during my statement! (D 728). 
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This exhibit P 2379 (1) directs the nine persons mentioned therein 
to transfer their party membership ''to C. P. G. B. during their sojourn 
in Britain.'' It is in evidence here that the office of the C. P. G. B. was 
searched several times and more than one Scotland Yard witnesses to 
these searches have been examined as Prosecution witnesses in this case. 
They have not produced any docum.ent even to suggest that I was at any 
time, according to the direction contained in P 2379 (I), "transferred'' 
on to the list ot the C. P. G. B. members. The Scotland Yard witnesses · 
who have deposed to their intimate knowledge of Communists in 
England-Indian or British-have not suggested even by inference that I 
had anything to do with any Communist Party or any Communist de· 
monstration. In fact I feel confident that if in the course of the examina· 

• 
tion of P. \V. 4 Mr. Renshaw of Scotland Yard my name had been put 
to hi n, just as three other names from the list of names contained in 
P 2379 (1) were actually put to him, namely Virmani, Nandi and Upa· 
dhaya, he would have looked at my face with surprise and would have 
certainly denied that he ever saw me anywhere near a Communist 
demonstration or a Communist Party Officef, or even heard me mentioned 
in connection with men connected with the Communist Party. I would 
therefore leave this exhibit P 2379 ( 1 ), at that and trust that I would not 
be convicted for the mere coincidence of bearing the name Desai. 

There is one more precious document the :Prosecution have put V'}1.> 

in their futile attempt to prove my connection with the conspirators 
abroad. I ~ean the letter of introduction froqt the editor of the "Sunday 
Worker'' to me. P 1254, you will observe, ·is a formal letter of intro• 
duction written on the office notepaper and there is nothing to show that 
the editor knew me in any other capacity than as an Indian journalist, 
nor does it at the same time indicate that I was regularly or irregularly 
working for the paper. I had several letters of a similar tharacter froiil 
British editors and journalists and I have already put in a jew as exhibits. 
This letter of introduction is dated 30th June 1926 and I returned .~o 

India in November 1927 This letter of introduction I had se~ured to 
facilitate my collecting news and securing intervi~ws etc. in Labour 
circles in my capacity as a London Correspondent of the "Bombay 
Chronicle". In connection with the "Sunday Worker" also I may refer 
to the Sixty-first Annual Report of the Trade Union Congress 19.29 
referred to by the Prosecution and point to the passage which says that 
the ''Sunday \Vorker" had appealed for funds over the signatures of 
prominent members of the General 'Council of T. U. C. and the Parli~

mentary Labour Party. Mr. Brailsford in his cross-examination by. 
Mr. Kemp said, "The J Sunday Worker' was edited by William Paul. 
Personally he was a Communist. It was not the official organ of the 
Communist Party. Its editorial policy was always that of a paper taking 
an independent Left \Ving view. I did not in my answer to Mr. Sinha 
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intend to classify it as a Communist paper." For myself I could see 
that the "Sunday \Vorker" was a progressive Labour paper entirely free 

from any Imperialist prejudice against India, Egypt and other eastern 
countries. But I never knew that either the editor or the paper was in 
any way connected with the Communist Party. This letter of introduc· 
tion is dated 3oth June 1926 and I returned to India in November 1927. 

The very fact that since my return to India I have not sent a single 
piece of news or article to the "Sunday Worker'' will incidentally show 
how slight and formal was my acquaintance with the paper even when 

in England. 

D/r8·I1·31. 

During my stay in Englan.d I received letters of introduction 
similar to P. 1254 and some showing far closer contact with different 
papers, from various British editors, journalists and publicists~ I have 
already put in a few, copies of which I happened to have retained, as 
defence exhibits and some of them have been verified by Mr. Brailsford. 
Mr. Brailsford said in his evidence, " I recommended Desai to several 

' papers, including the editors of the Manchester Guardian, the Daily News 
and the Daily Herald. I recommended him for employment on the staff of 
the first and the third of these. Desai told me he was acting as the 
London Correspondent of the Bombay Chronicle. The letter shown to 
me marked D 579 is one of those I received in reply to my request that 
the Daily News should give some work to Desai. Letter marked D sSo 
(only a portion surviving) is a letter written by me to Desai telling him 
I think that I had spoken to Hamilton Fyfe, editor of the Daily Herald." 
Since I was recently let out on bail, I could go down to Bombay in the· 
holidays and have been able to recover from my old papers the torn 
portion of D s8o, Mr. Brailsford's letter to me which I now beg to put in. 
The letter now reads as follows :-

"25th August 1925. Dear Mr. Desai-I have written warmly to 
Mr. Hamilton Fyfe to ask him if he could do anything to help you. I 
hope the result will be satisfactory. I am returning your document. I 
do not think you understand what the l.L.P. is aiming at, but perhaps 
some day we will have a talk about this. 

Mr. Brailsford further said:-

Sincerely Yours, 
(Sd.) H. N. Brailsford, 

The editor." 

"D 581 (r) & (2) are two letters issued by my assistant whose 
signature I. identify· in regard to contributions from Desai to the New 
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Leader. I am fairly .familiar with the handwriting of Colonel \Vedgwood 
and can say that the . signature on D 582 is his. He was in the first 
Labour Ministry. The addressee Mr. Gillies isa permapentofficial of the 
Labour Party, in charge, of its Internatio.nal ,si~e. L~tt~r D 4 (E) is 
also in Colonel \Vedgwood's . handwriting. At the dat~ :of that letter 
Mr. George Lansbury was m.anager .of the Daily Herald .. ! r~cognise 
the signature of Mr. Norman Ewer in the letter shown to m~, . .D 583". 

During my last visit to Bombay I have a~sobeen able tor~cover 
the envelope of D ~.a letter from Colonel Wedgwood to Mr. ,L,3:nsbury. 
The letter was found in my search but the envelope was left behind by 
the Police, but which I would now like to put in. (E.nv,elope, tendered 
and marked D 4 (E)). 

The writing on the envelope rep.ds as follows :-

"To introduce Mr. M •. G •. De$ai .to George L~,n~pury, ~.P., B<;>w" .• 

The letter reads as follows :-

''7th· March 1925. Dear George-This is to introduce. Mr. M. G. 
Desai, a Labour man from India, who is journalistically inclined. He 
writes with knowledge and we happen to agree on the ne~~ssi~y of 
getting an L. P. started in India. 

Your advice to him will be helpful. 

Yours.: 

(Sd.} Jo.~hia c. Wedgw.oocl.'' 

D 582 is addressed to Gillies Esqr., 33 Eccleston Sq~re, S. W,. I. 
to introduce Mr. M. G. Desai. The letter runs as follows :-

"7·3·25. Dear Gillies · Could you see Mr. Desai, the bearer of 
~his note, and give him advi,ce . and news ;iS to how w~ ~a~ h~lR .Li\bpur 
m India. He is in with those who are tryin~ to start a.11 !--· P ~ t~~re. 

D 583 runs as follows:-

Yours: 

(Sd.) Joshia ~· Wedgwood." 

"The Daily Herald 
Carmelite S~ree:t, 

LoQ~qnJ ,E. C. 4· . . 
15•12•1925 
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To, 

M.G. Desai, 

14, Rutland Street, 

N. W. I. 

Dear Desai-1 am terribly sorry that it was not possible to use 
your notes on Swarajists' indifference to labour, because, as you know, 

.\ 

the strike ended on the very day that you gave them to me. 

I hope that next time we shall have better luck. 

Mr. Brailsford further said:-

Yours sincerely, 
(Sd.) W. N. Ewer 

Foreign Editor." 

ni know ..:Mr. Hubert Peet who is a member of the Society of 
Friends and was in 1925 conducting a press agency devoted to Eastern 
affairs. I also know a Mr. Phillips Price, now a member of Parliament. 
He was a correspondent of the Mancheste~ Guardian in Russia and is 
the author of a book called "Reminiscenc~of the Russian Revolution." 

During my statement in the Lower Court I put in the following 
two letters, one from Mr. Peet to the editor of the Daily News, London 
and another from Mr. D.P. Sinha to Mr. 'Phillips Price. The first runs as 

follows:-

To, 

Hugh Jones EsQUIRE, 

"Far and Near Press Bureau, 
Edinburgh House, 

Eaton Gate, London, 
S. W. I. 

15th October 1924. 

The Daily News, Bouverie Street, 

E. C. 4· 

Dear Hugh Jones-This note is to introduce to you Mr. M. G. 
Desai, a student of Patrick Geddes, Bombay, who is now representing 
"The Voice of India'' in this country. I have suggested to him that he 
might be able to write something acceptable to you on the Election 
from the point of view of an Indian visitor. 

Yours sincerely, 
{Sd.) Hubert Peet." 
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(Letter tendered and marked D 726). 

The second letter is addressed on t~<1 ~nv~lop~ to Mr. Phillips 

Price. 

'Sutgrove'. Tuffiey, Gloucester." 

The letter runs as (ollo_ws :-

l(u Uppe(. aedford Place, . ' 

Russ~l Square, Lonqon. 
·~ ' '. ' . '' I • ' . ~ f I ' ... . ~ . I ' ! 

16th December 1924. 

My de.~r P,ric;~ T~is letter is to introduce to you my friend M. G. 
Desai w~o · i~ the r~pres~~tative of an Indian paper called "The Voice 
of India''... He ·is. very anxious to cultivate acquaintance with you. 
And I am sure you would like to see him. 

Yours sincerely';" 
(Sd.) Devaki Prasad Sinha." 

\Vith regard to his own relations with me Mr. Brailsford said 
"1 know Desai accused. I first met- him in 'London in 1925 pr~bably. 
He brought me a letter from th.e Servants of i~dia and "a 'personal 
introduction from Professor Pat~ick · Geddes. He ~as 'in frequedt, fairly 
close touch with me while he was in England. He explained the purpose 
of his visit by sayil;tg that ~~ 'Yisheq 'o study the ideas and the working 
of the Socialist Party in Great Britain. He also wished to get experi~ 

. ence in Lal;)()ur jqurn~lism with a view to using it afterwards in 
•' l I , . I. ·"' -

India.. . . • • The letters marked D 577 and D 578 are the two letters 
referre~ to above. ~hich Desai brought to me as letters of introduction." 
Professor Gedde.s' letter runs as follows:-

Dsn ~~~~iv~~sitx pf Bom~~y, 
~ep')rtment of ~oci.?\o,gy & Civics, 

· Bo~bay 29th April 1924. 

Mr. M. G. Desai, B.A., is an old student of this Department, who 
. • • I ' ... , .. 

has devoted considerable time and thought to social studies since com~ 
ing to us after taking his degree, and he i.s ~ow condn.ui~g ·t~~~ i~ 
periods of active travel, recently to the Farther East, and now in simila~ 
journeys of no less ardent inquiry in as 'many countries 'a's ~ay ;~ of 
the western world. From such active and studious wanderi~gs, I. doub~ 
not that ht: will briQg ~orne ~o India a wealth of experiences and of 
useful and pra~ti~~f sugg~stio~~ also. So I can not but wish him good 
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speed, and confidently recommend him also to the friendly offices of 
kindred department, and teachers in universities and colleges, as also of 
social workers in the various cities and regions he will be visiting in 
course of this comprehensive scheme of studies. 

(Sd.) Patrick Geddes, 
Professor of Sociology and Civics, 

University of Bombay." 

This letter was submitted.to the American Consulate in ~ombay 

when I wanted a visa, as I wished at that time to proceed to America. 
The following are the remarks on this document of the American Consul 
T. E. Burke and it also bears a seal of the American Consulate, Bombay, 
India. His remarks run as foliows :-

"American Consulate, Bombay, 

(Inda). 

July IO, 1924. 

This document, submitted to this office by Moti Ram Gajanan 
Desai, who has applied here for a visa of his passport, is believed to be 
authentic. 

(Sd.) T.E. Burke, 
American Vice Consul." 

Professor Patrick Geddes is in Scotland now. The letter from 
Servants of India Society runs as follows :-

"Servants of India Society's Home, 
Sandhurst Road, Girgaum. 

Bombay 27th March 1924 

Mr. M. G. Desai, B. A. of the Bombay University has been 
known to me for the last four or five years. He is very enthusiastic and 
was associated with me in investigating some of the city problems. He 
is now thinking of proceeding to U.S.A. to add to his knowledge and 
experience. His recent visit to China and Japan ~ill stand him in good 
stead and I wish him success in his tour especially undertaken with a 
view to studying sociological conditions. 

(Sd.) C. S. Deole." 

\Vith regard to my contributions to the "New Leader'' 
Mr. Brailsford said, "his contributions were passed by me 
personally. I found noth.ing in his contributions inconsistent with the 
ideals of my paper. 'The article on page 4 of the issue of the ''New 
Leader" dated 22-1·26 D. 9 is one of the said articles.' In his cross· 
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examination by the Prosecution Mr. Brailsford said ''He (Desai) asked 
me for introductions in Independent Labour. Party circles which I gave 

him''. 

In my search was found a membership card of the South·west 
St. Pancras Labour Party issued in my name and dated January 1926 

which I have already put in as Ex: D 554· I was staying in that Ward 
in London It might be reme~bered in this con~ection that the resolu
tion disaffiliating Communists from all Labour Party organisations 
was passed as far back as 1924 at the Annual Labour Party c'onfereq.ce 

, ' '. 

held at Liverpool. Hence in 1926 no Communist would have. been 
•• ·.•' I • ' ' • 

admitted or been allowed to continue memberS~hip of the local branch of 
the Labour Party. 

Jn my statement in the Lower Court I have said that I was 
elected a member of the Parliamentary Labour Club and I put in a letter 
from the Secretary of the Club dated 16th March 1926. Unlike the 
1917 Club, (Labour) Gerard Street, this club is ~n exclusive body mainly 
m~ant for the Labour M.Ps., and others are only admitted . if very . . . 
strongly recommended. The letter from the Parliamentary Labour Club 
runs as follows:...... ' . . . . 

(Letter tendered and marked D 728.) 

To, 

Mr. M. G. Desai, 

" 11, Tufton Street, 
Westminster, S.W.I. 

22n~ January 1926, 

14 Rutland Street, N.W.I. 

Dear Sir, 

I hav~ the plea~ure to inform you that you have been elected a 
member of th~ Parliamentary Labour Club, and the Committee hope 
that you will make full use of the Club's facilities. The annual subs
cription is £•· lS. od. w4ich l shall be pleased to receive at your 

. ' convemence. 

Yours faithfully, 
(Sd.) Lilian Dawson". 

In the letter head is printed that the Rt. Hon'ble ]. Ramsay 
MacDonald, 1\1. P., is the President and among the members of the 
Executive are Mr$. J. R. Clynes, Mrs. Noef Buxton and <:olonel 
Lestrange Malone, and among !he trustees are Rt. Hon'ble Arthur 
Henderson, M.P., and Mrs. Sydney \Vebir. 
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(Letter tendered and marked D 729 ( 1) ) 

"Joseph Smithson Ltd., 
SEP\VANTS OF INDI:A SOCIETY'S 27 Cannon Street, 

BRANCH Lf8M,tRY London E. C. 4• 
BOMBAY 4th March 1925. 

Mr M. G. Desai, 
Indian Students Hostel, 

112, Gower Street, 
w. c. I. 

Dear Mr. Desai, 

You will see by the enclosed P. C. that Mr. Wedgwood can see 
us on Friday, but you will note that we have to be at the House of 
Commons at J· 30 p. rn., so will yvu please meet me at the National 
Liberal Club at J·IS instead of 3·45· 
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(Sd.) Pro: C. H. S. 

D. M." 



D/r9~11:JI 

Your Honour, I had never anti~ipated this Prosecution and. the 
curious way it would try to attack me ar.d as such I never kept a careful 
record of my corr~spond~pee while in England. But these few letters 
that I have been aple to rescue' from my old papers, are, I am sure, 
enough to expose the abs4-rdity 9£ th~ at~empt on the ~art of the Prosecu· 
tion to connect me with th~ Britjsh Com~mnjst Party on the strength 
of a (ormal Jetter of introdu~tion from the editor of the Suijday Worker,' 
a paper which, the Pros~ctttion alle~e, was or is- I (\m not sure which
in som~ way or other connected with the British Communist Party .. 

Return to India. 

Tqe pext dOC\Jment the Prosecqtion have put in ;~.gainst me is 
P 147~-the <;:ustqms offici;:Lls''Iist of books and paper~ found with m~ 
on la~ding from the s. s~ Aquifaia on 28t.h Novemp~r 1927. As rn.o~t 
of tqese books p.nd pap~rs we~e r~turned to me ip a few cJ<tys, b~ing 
found unobjectionable, ;1.qd as many of them agaiq. f1gqr~ iq th~ li&t of 
books and papers seized at my Pl<!c~ at the timfi! pf my arr~~t. l will de~l 
later with poth these search-lists to~eth~r. 

After my return to India I worked for a brief while on the Bombay 
Chronicle and then I went over to the Indian National Herald, another 
nationalist daily of Bombay, and worked on the latter paper as Assistant 
Editor, until the end of the year 1928. By the end of 1928 I left the 
Herald because of its financial collapse. On this point the Senior Crown 
Coumel would probablv be my best defence witness. He was then an 
acting Judge of the Bombay High Court and it w,as he w110 passed the 
order far liquidating the conct';rn wheJ;J the c;r~ditors o{ th~ pap~r pr~ssed 
for winding up the concern1 althoqgh the paper lingered' on for some 
months more. 

Since th~ tim~ 1 landed in India in November 1927 till the 
January of 1929 when I started the Spark, the Prosecution do not even 
suggest that I participated in any of the activities of th~ W, P. P~ or 
the C. P. I ; nor have they produced even the slighte~t ~vjd~nc~ ~o show 
that I took any part in the Labour unrest in Bqmbay Qr outside. This 
in itself is significant because it was exa~;:tly in 1928 that the Labour 
troubles in Bombay reached their height and the vV. P. P. also was 
most active. $o many GJ~D, reporters <!.nd inspectors of the Intelli
g~'nce Branch have come and given evidep.ce in this Cqurt. but not: one 
has S!Jggeste4 that I w~~ ~ven pres~nt at any of the s.trike meetings. or 
the \V. P. P. demonstrations. In this connect{ em l W4Y also. point out 
that although ~uch a largo mass of correspondence files, minute·books, 
account· books. and the huge scribenda of the W. P. P. was found at 
different plac'!s, amongst others at their Bombay office, at their Calcutta 
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office and also a large deposit at Mr. Thengdi's_ place in Poona, there is 
not to be found anywhere any mention or remote suggestion that I should, 
be approached or used to run a paper for the Party officially or unofficially. 
Nor is there any such reference in the cryptic or secret or open corre~· 
pondence, whether inland or £oteign

1
which seems to have been systemati

cally intercepted. Nor was my arrival heralded, announced or commented , 
upon in any letter or document. In other words, since my coming to 
India until I started my paper after more than a year I do not exist at 

all so far as this case and the alleged conspiracy are concerned. 

The first piece of Prosecution evidence as to my alleged conspira· 
torial activity since my return to India is P 1261. It is a loose-leaf 
reporter's note· book, in which are to be found my brief jottings of speeches 
made by various speakers at the public meeting called by the W.P.P. to 
celeberate Lenin's Death Anniversary held at Jinnah Hall in Bombay 
on 21st January 1929. A report of thi_s meeting appeared in the next 
issue of the Spark; and fuller reports of the meeting had appeared in the 
me~hwhile in the daily papers of Bombay. In this connection I can do 
no better than quote what one of the chief Prosecution witnesses, 
Inspector M. N. Desai of the Bombay C.I.D .. P.W. 215, said in his 
evidence: "I attended the Lenin Day meeting on 22nd January 1929 at 
which Usmani accused presided. I saw Desai accused there but I 
cannot say if he was reporting that meeting on behalf of the National 

I 
Herald. He was seated among the reporters ........ I saw reports of 
the Lenin Day meetings in other newspapers, such ·as the Ti_mes of India, 
the Bombay Chrontcle, etc." Earlier he had said, ''There was also a 
representative of the Bombay Chronicle. I used to read the National 
Herald regularly at that time. I knew a number of men on ~ staff. 
Desai accused was working there after his return from England. I saw. 
him doing so" 

Next we come to P 526- the wire I sent to Mr. Spratt to send an 
article of thousand words for the Spark on Public Safety Bill. This was 
followed by P 1246 I same as P 526 (4) ) a letter to the same effect. 
Both the wire and letter are perfectly straightforward communications 
that any editor would send to a gentleman from whom he wapts a con
tribution on any particular subject. At this time I wa~ anxious to secure 
an article on the Public Safety Bill from Mr. Spratt for it was openly 
stated in the ne IVSpaper columns and in the debates of the Legislative 
Assembly that he was likely to be the very first victim of this measure ; 
and in fact I refer to this possibility in my letter and bid him 'au revoir' 
in that case If he had actually betn deported soon after I secured an 
article on the subject from him, it would have been what we journalists 
call a scoop from my paper. Hence the urgent wire. I understand that the 
Statesman and the Englishman of Calcutta tried to secure and did secu1e 
an interview and photo of Mr. Sprad when it was rumoured that he was 
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likely to be arrested vtry soon. This was several months before his actual 
arrest. I further hear that a representative of the Statesman, in order to 
se::::ure that interview, went to the length of inviting him to dinner. I may 
adl her~~itever else ~Ir. Spratt is or is not,. anyo~e will admit that ~e 
has a fine wrist for English prose and on certam subJects, not necessanly 
confined to Labour, whatever he may write is likely to be good copy. 

To this wire and letter of mine Mr. Spratt replied in P 1251 for· 
warding an article on the Public Safety Bill which is not printed as it 
was found in my search, but the draft of this article found at Mr. 'Spratt's 
place at Calcutta has been printed as P 526 (401. In Mr. Spratt's letter 
to me also there is not the slightest sign to show that he was forwarding 
this article to a Party organ. In fact the tone of both these letters, mine 
as well as Mr. Spratt's,. written almost in bourgeois style, suggest the 
contrary Mr. Spratt gives me a free hand to cut his article if 1 like. 
I did not find the article 'too long for my pap:!r, as he feared, but I have 
altered a few expre~sions. As I have already said in the Lower Court 
I published. this article in the Spark for its topical interest and not 
because the views of the writer on the Public. Safety Bill were identical 
with mine, but rather because the writer was vitally concerned in the 
subject, and as such wh~t he had to say about it had great news value~ 

In his letter Mr. Spratt of his own accord incidentally suggested 
that I might send a copy of my paper by V. P. P. to some three 
gentlemen of his acquaintance in Bengal and to some three more I 
~ight send first a !!pecimen number <tnd lat~r a y. ~· P. I had never 
known these people nor heard about them; but any readers paying their 
subscription i11 adva;tce :tre always welcomed from the point of view 
of any newspaper office. 

The 1\Iagistrate m the Committal Order picks up the following 
words from this letter of l\fr. Spratt: " Muzaffar will no doubt be 
writing to you re: sales here " and quietly drops out the 
immediately preceding sentence "I can think of no more addresses at the 
moment." The context before and after the statement about sales 
makes 'it quite clear that the rderence is to the suggested V. P. Ps. 
1\lr. Muzaffar Ahmad observes in his statement that he had himself 
suggested most of. those names as he fancied that they might like to have 
the paper as there was no other English Socialist paper in the country. 
But he was not sure if all of them would accept V. P. Ps. if sent to them 
unless he had communicated with them ; and later the Spark would have 
been informed more definitely with regard to the last four persons named 
in 1\Ir. Spratt's letter. 

The Magistrate on the imaginary basis of this sentence makes the 
sweeping generalisation "that they (members of theW P.P.) help in its 
(Spark's) sales,'' without even stdpping to make sure if any weekly 
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consignment of the copies of the paper were being sent to Mr. Muzaffar 
Ahmad or any other member of the \V.P.P. for that matter. In fact not 

a single copy of the paper was sent to Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad and ~o 
member of the \V. P. P. received a free copy of the paper and, as lS 

obvious from other exhibits, one or two \V.P.P. members outside 
Bombay, who wlnted to get a copy of the Spark, found it a little difficult 

to get any copy of the paper. 

And in consequence no dumps of the copies of the "Spark" were 
found in any of the searches except of the Spark Office. Hence to say 
that the members of theW. P P. helped in the sale of the paper 
is an irresponsible statement. A single copy of a few issues of the 
paper was being sent for some time and that too not regularly to Mr. 
Spratt in ordinary courtesy in return for the article he had written for 

the paper in response to my invitation. 

P 527 , 1) is a letter to C. P. Dutt from Philip (Spratt) dated 14th 
March 1929. In the course of it he writes, "You remind me of the 
question of sending press reports to the Sunday Worker and so on. I 
feel very guilty abJut this. I found soon after I carne that I should 
have to get some sort of license from the Director General of Posts 
and Telegraphs in order to wire at press rates. Otherwise it is irnpossi· 
bl} expensive of course and at that I simply dropped it. Subsequently 
Desai told me in Bombay that he intended to do something but I do not 
know if he did. I saw him for a few days in Calcutta, but forgot to raise 
the question. Muzaffar ~s writing to the Sunday Worker this week, 
asking them to appl r to the D. G. at Delhi on his behalf. When he has 
got his license, if he gets it, perhaps we can do something." 

The first time I met Mr. Philip Spratt in my iife was in the 
editorial offices of the Bombay Chronicle some time in December 1927 
when I was working on the paper. Mr. Spratt had come to give some 
mater·ial to the paper on some Labour subject and I was introduced to 
him by another member of the staff .Mr. L. G. Khare. As I had recently 
returned from England, we three of us bad a brief chat. In the course 
of the conversations I said .. I was working in England as the London 
Correspondent of the Bombay Chronicle and I occasionally contributed 
to the Labour papers." Mr. Spratt inquired if I would continue writing 
to the Labour papers. If I remember rightly, I said '' I wondered how 
much t1me I would get for that, working as I would be on a daily paper 
in Bombay; we are fairly busy here. But I may. perhaps try to suppiernent 
my income by sending news from time to time to papers like the Daily 
Herald and the New Leader as I used to do in London." He suggested 
that "in that case I may also send news to the Sunday \Vorker." "The 
Sunday Worker people," he added, "were keen on getting fresh news 



from India and would pay for it." As a. matter offact I neversent a 
single piece of news to the Sunday Worker. I{ I had, it would surely 

have been here in the Prosecution exhibits. 

The next time I saw Mr. Spratt~ was after Q'!Ore than a year in ~he 
~rounds of the !~dian National Congress during its a.nnual, session at 
D ' . • 

Calcutta·. I do not suppose he then referred to this subjec~ of sending 
news at all. Twice I think we had a random talk on things in general 
including Congress oratory and Mr. Spratt's health, which }ooked rather 
bad at that time. The talk was entirely as. between tw0 acquaintances-a 
publicist and a journalist. I also made some passing comments on the 
references to socialism in either the Presidential Address at the 
Labour Federation or the National Congress and the different class 
composition of the two bodies. Mr. Spratt inquired if I had seriously 
studied socialist literature. "Not studied exactly" J said, "but in a 
journalist fashion I have read here and there. Why ?'' I asked. "I just 
wondered'' he said "if you could write a pamphlet on class struggle". ~ 

replied 11 I did not feel particularly competent to do it ; besides I hardly 
had any time-" 

I 

Mr. Spratt was on one occasion distributing some literature 
connected with the recently held W~' P. P. Conference. fie ~ave me a ' 
copy ·of the Presidential speech P I 277 and some fi:ve or si~ !copies •. of 
the printed resolutions passed at the W .. P. P. Conference (P 1242, 

~ 1.243, P ~244) to pass o~ to my friends in the press ~nclosure in the 
Congress '!andal. . 

I never wanted to write thai pamphlet on class struggle ; but 
when I myself wanted an article ·from him/ some time later ·on the 
Public Safety Bill when I was running the Spark, in ordinary ~ourtesy I 
had 'to re{er to the point and repeat my excuse about lack o£ time flS J 
did in :p. 1 249· Beyond these casual meetings with an .interval of nearly 
a year between them and later my writing to Mr. Spratt to sen~ ~n 
article for the Spark, neither of us had anything to do ~ith each othe~. 

Lower down in P 527 (I) Mr. Spratt writes"Have you seen 
Desai's 'Spark' 'by the way? He has done it quite well ·I think in the 
circumstances, :but it was a :hopeless ·proposition from thei first. We 
have heard nothing of it now for three· weeks, so it must· have collapsed, 
I suppose, (I am wrong. As I write nos. 5 and 6 but not4 are received)." 
If Mr. Spratt assumed that some one in England, who 'as he probably 
knew, was taking a close and continuous' interest· in Indian affairs from 
week to week, might possibly have come to know of the 'Spark, the only 
paper of its kind in the country, more than· two months after ·its actual 
appe~trance, there is nothing particularly surprising. As a matter of fact, 
I did send copies of the Spark to severaL Labour papers in· Britain. 
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Among the persons to whom Mr. Spratt had suggested I might 
send the V. P. Ps. is the name of 1\Ir. G. C. Basak of Dacca. He 
accepted the V.P.P. I sent him. At the close of his letter dated 8th 
~Iarch 1929 to Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad (P 2159), Mr Basak observes "I 
am in regular receipt of _the Spark. Some dailies are inquiring of it 
whether they can ge~in exchange." This confirms Mr. Muzaffar's 
statement that it was he who had suggested th&t a V.P.P. should be sent 
to Mr. Basak. Evidently he had subsequently informed Mr. Basak 

about it. 

On I 3th March I 929 after receiving the Spark for a couple of 
months, Mr. Basak sent an artie!~ on "Imperialist lie" to my paper 
(P I25i) and in the covering letter he says that he had two more articles 
on "Economic development of Soviet Russia" and on "The Youth 
Movement" and if I had any use for them I might write to him. As 
the article he had already sent was not suitable for my paper, 1 did not 
write for any more nor even sent him a reply. This is another instance 
of the detached position of my paper and myself. 

Let me next deal with P 1335 and P 481. In P 1335 dated uth 
February I929 Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad in a letter to Mr. Ghate draws 
attention to the following. sentence in the report of the Lenin Day 
meeting in Bombay that appeared in the Spark, "Shaukat Usmaui, the 
President graphically described the scenes of frenzied grief of the 
Russian people at the news of Lenin's death, to which' he was an eye 
witness";'and he points out that at the time of Lenin's death Usmani 
was not in Russia but a prisoner in Peshawar District Jail, and suggests 
to Mr. Ghate to ask Mr. Shaukat Usmani to send in a contradiction to 
the paper. In P 480 Mr. Usmani informed Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad that 
he had sent in the contradiction to the paper and explains that the wrong 
impression was probably created by his too graphically describing the 
frenzy of the people in Moscow at the time of Lenin's death. I did 
not care to publish this contradiction of the report as I considered it too 
insignificant a detail. If the Spark had really been a party paper such 
an ignorance of Mr. Shaukat Usmani's antecedents would not in the 
first place have been betrayed in the report of the meeting; secondly, in 
that case Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad would have written directly to the paper; 
and thirdly, the paper would not have ignored the contradiction when it 
received it. That is probably why your Honour has not cared even to 
put these exhibits to me <Mthough they have been referred to in the 
Committal Order. But as I am anxious to explain all evidence against 
me I thought I might as weil deal with these exhibits. 

D! 20·II·JI. 

So much for Bengal. Now for U P. In the absence of any 
direct evidenceJconnect~ the Spark with the \V. P. P. the Magistrate 
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wronlgy asserts :that. my paper ''was )anticipated and welcomed by 
other conspirators in Bombay, Beqgal and U. P." and hints at the 
. probability _of some previ_ous information beiQg! circulated among the 
memper~. 'We.haye.se~n. the evidence :abOtJLBel?gal; before we exa· 
~mine the .re&t of the .evidence it may be r.elevant.to ,remember a few 
,facts:-:-

\1) .Socialism as a.political ~chool·had very few· exponents in 'India 
:at the_time :I_.~ta~t~d my pa~r .. Hence small as :my paper was,- it was the 
only Socialist newspaper throughou~ the length and breadth .of lthe 
country. 

_(2) By my writip.gs .on Socialist subjects both in tthe ·British and 
Indian press my existence _was not. entirely unknown .to ,workers in the 
_field.o(I,..~qour. As dealers inpublicity, a certain amount of _publicity 
comes to attach .itself to us..newspaper people. If you deal in colours, 
for instance, your hands are apt to get coloured. 

' . . 

.(J) 'f:he.a9,ve.rtisement of ,the paper was ,qppearing rin ·the Bombay 
dailies. a good many days before the first issue.of the· Spark ·was pub· 
lished. 

(4) Even in a backward country 'like India, one may 1emember 
that there are such things as news agencies. 'When 1 filed the decla· 
ration for the paper before the Chief Presidency Magistrate Bombay 
{P 1986), the news was 'broadcast by the Free 'Press of 'India. The 
Free Press also 1elegraphed an extract from the editorial in the first 
issue of the Spark -outlining •the -poJ:icy of the paper . 

. (51 The Spark when it made its appearance was noticed .and 
reviewecJ in diffe~ent sections of the .Press. For tbe editorial comments 
of the Bom_bay <;hron.icle, the Indian National Herald and the Times 
of Indi·•, you may refer to the 2nd and 3rd numbers of the Spark. 

U nqer thes~ Girc;umstances is it at all surprising that among 
pthers some memQer~ pf the W, P ~ P. should also have come to know 
of my paper and tpat t.here ~h~l.lld be incidental references to the Spark 
i~ the correspondence of some of the accused who were taking a keen 
interest and ~ promine~t part in Labour activities ? Now let us see the 
nature of these comments on the part of persons in U. P. In spite of 
the fact that letters were being systematically intercepted, the C. I. D. 
have not secured a single letter from M. G. Desai to any "conspirator" 
in U. P. or vice vef'sa ; nor is there any cross reference to any such 
letter. The reason for this is quite obvious. . There was no such thing. 

The Kr;lntikari, '-l weekly pilper in Hindi of Jhansi 'n U. P. in 
its issue of 4th February ~929; i. e. a week after the first issue of the 
"Spark" had already co~e out, publishes a belated piece· of news that 
a Socialist weekly called the Spark wzll be soon coming out in Bombay 
and that Mr. M. G. Desai will edit the paper. This is how it runs:-

1'Sammyawadi Patra niklega. 
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... Bambai se Shighrah hi 'Chingari' nam ka ek Saptahik Sammya· 
wadi Patra niklega. Patra ka sampadan mistar M. G. Desai karenge." 

It will be seen that the Hindi word that is used for "Socialist'' 
is 'Sammyawadi' which is correct. But according to the prosecution 
witness himself, the Hindi translator, there is no other different word 
available in Hindi for Communism. Taking advantage of this fact in 
the English translation of the Prosecution exhibit P 431 T the word 
"Sammyawadi'' has been translated as Communist., 

P 431 T runs as follows:-

"The Communist paper would be published. 

""'The Communist Weekly entitled the 'Chingari' will shortly be 
published from Bombay. It would be edited by Mr. M. G. Desai." 

. Now the Prosecution naively asked for an explanation from me 
how a paper in Jhansi published that a "Communist" paper called 
the Sp_ark would soon come out in Bombay. As a matter of fact it is 
the Prosecution who owe me an explanation for these slim tactics. 

The next piece of evidence about my conspiratorial activity in 
U. P. is P 433· This is a register of the same paper Krantikari of 
Jhansi, and on the page devoted to the exchange list of the paper you 
find the name of the Spark amongst numerous other Indian journals 
including the Navjivan of Mahatma . Gandhi, the ~Pratap of the late 
Mr. Ganesh Shanker Vidhyarthi, the Abhyudaya that belongs, I under· 
stand, to Pandit Malaviya's school, the Aj, the Matwala and other 
papers. I feel flattered to learn that the Krantikari wanted a copy of 
the Spark in exchange just as some papers in Dacca also did, to which 
fact Mr. Gopal Basak refers in P 2159. But I do not know·what 
explanation is at all called for in this connection. Are the Prosecution 
people really so ill informed as not to be aware of the general practice 
in newspaper offices to secure copies of other papers by exchanging 
their own ? Just as doctors and, I believe, lawyers do not take fees 
from each other, we journalists generally do not bny papers but 
exchange them. If they had searched other newspaper offices they 
would have found the name of the Spark on the exchange list of several 
other paper~ as our office used to receive so many papers free. One 
wonders how much elementary knowledge about the modern world 
one will have to impart to this anti·diluvian ~rosecution before one 
finishes with this wonderful trial. 

Next let us see the references to me or my paper in the corres .. 
pondence of Mr. P. C. Joshi, a college student of Allahabad. His 
letters, apart from betraying his almost hectic enthusiasm about things 
in general, also show his extreme carelessness in writing; witness for 
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instance his habit of never dating his letters. · In spite of the fact that 
there never has been any correspondence whatsoever between me and 
Mr. P. C. Joshi, still the Magistrat~ maintains that "he (Desai) was 
~I so known to P. C. Joshi, who wrote to Muzaffar Ahmad 'I also read 
Desai is to edit a weekly. Is it true? When is it to come out?' 
(P 21 55), as if Desai needed no introduction to either side. This was 
on February 14th, 1929." 

In answer I beg to point out that the objective world we live in 
does not consist of a series of bourgeois drawing rooms with their 
formal introductions and inane exchange of 'how-do·you·do's. People 
may come to know about a journalist without his knowing them at all. ' 
Thanks to the tremendous publicity given to this case, to·day ~ much 
wider circle of people, for instance, might have come to know about me 
without my ever having the pleasur~ of knowing them. From the way 
Mr. Joshi mention$ my name and the y;ay he inquires as to when the 
paper ·is to come out towards the close of this letter of his to 
Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad dated 14th February 1929, i.e. more than a 
fortnight after the paper had actually come out, it is clear that up· to 
that date Mr. Joshi had not seen a single copy of any issue of the paper, 
nor had he received any correct information about the same. So great 
indeed was my conspiratorial connection with Mr. P. C. Joshi! He had 
evidently read somewhere in the press the news about the expected 
coming out of my paper-probably he had come across the news item 
in the columns of the Krantikari of 4th February (P 431 T) to which 
I h we referred earlier. Curious to know more about the paper he 
writes t9 ·Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad; as the letter 'had nothing more to add, 
Mr~Muzaffar Ahmad does not even refer to the subject in his subse· 
quent letters to Mr. P. C. Joshi. Mr. Joshi seems to have made a 
similar enquiry of someone he knew in Bombay namely Mr. S. V. 
Ghate. The latter informs him in a letter dated I sth March 1929 
(P 1099) as follows:-

"I am telling the editor of the Spark to send you a copy of the 
first number. As far as l know it is being sent to the editor of the 
Krantikari, which is not sent to our Party any way". Mr. Joshi could 
have written directly to the Spark office for copies of the paper if he had 
been known to me or even knew the· address of the Spark office'. He 
did not even know that the Krantikari was already getting it in the usual 
course of things by way of exchange. In the meanwhile Mr. Joshi had 
obviously come across the second and third issues of the Spark and so 
he again writes to Mr. Ghate in P I80v "I have not received the Spark 
no. 1, or any issue after No. 3·'' 

If this correspondence of Mr. P.C. Joshi proves anything, it proves 
that the Spark was not only not a Party organ, but the Party was in no 
way concerned in its sales or distribution. Hence Mr. 1\'luzaffar Ahmad . . - ' -
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had nothing more to tell 1\Ir. Joshi, and 1\Ir. Ghate, the Secretary 
of the Party in Bombay, could not send him directly a copy of the 
paper but had to forward the request to the editor of the paper. If the 
Spark had been a Party organ, open or concealed, the Party members 
at least would have had no difficulty in getting copies of the paper regu· 
larly and Mr. Joshi himself would have regularly received copies of it. 
But actually even such a wide-awake member of the Party as Mr. P C. 
Joshi was enquiring, nearly three weeks after the paper was actually 
out, if it was true that such a paper was going to come out; and he had · 
not been receiving the paper regularly as late as the middle of March, r.e. 
nearly two months after the paper was actually out. 

On sth March, 1929, Mr. Joshi sends a post card to Mr. Gauri 
Shankar of Meerut (P 195) and in the postscript he writes :'Bombay 
se sabtahik 'Spark nikal rahf!. hai tumhen mila? Party ka anuyayi hai:' 

1h.is has been translated in P 195 as "The Weekly Spark is· being 
published from Bombay. Did you get it? It is an organ of the Party." 
The Prosecution witness, the Hindi translator P. W. 118 admitted in 
this Court that "Partyka anuyayi hai" has been wrongly rendered as 
11an organ of the Party." "It means it is a supporter or follower of the 
Party'', This too is an unwarranted inference on the part of Mr. P. C. 
Joshi; and I can only ascribe it to 1\Ir. Joshi's immature ideas at that 
stage and his inability to discriminate between one school of socialism 
and another. Anyway, in saying that the paper was a supporter of the 
Party, it is Mr. Joshi's own youthful fancy that has been at work. Not 
only had he received no information from me but even his correspond
ence with the members of his own Party does not contain anything that 
would support such an inference. On the contrary P 474, a letter 
from Mr. S. V. Ghate, Secretary of the W. P. P. Bombay to 
Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad dated 14th March 1929, P 2163P, a letter from 
Mr. Nimbkar, the General Secretary of the All-India W P. P. to 
Mr. Muzaffar Ahmad and P 1098, a letter from Mr. Nimbkar to 
Mr. P. C. Joshi, the last two dated 15th March 1929, which give an idea 
of what the Party and Party members had been doing in Bombay since 
the Calcutta Conference in response to persistent demands for informa· 
tion on the part of Messrs. Muzaffar Ahmad and P. C. Joshi, do not 
contain even any remote references to the existence of the Spark. 1 

Mr. R. S. Nimbkar in P 2163 writes "Lenin Day was celebrated by 
the Bombay Party. You might have read a report in the press about it". 
He might have referred to the report of the meeting in the Spark if the 
Party had been any ·way interested in the paper, but he does not. 

As there is no evidence of any one in the Punjab having been 
interested in the Spark let us return to Bombay. 

P 2417 P is a letter from Mr. Bradley to Mr. Potter Wilson dated 
2nd February 1929 and in the postscript he refers to the coming out of 
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the Spark and says he is enclosing a copy of the first issue of the paper 
~Ir. Bradley is the best person to explain this reference and he has done 
so on page 587 in his statement.· Mr. Bradley never had anything to do 
with me or with my paper. Mr. Bradley sent an article .on the "Jharia 
Trade Union Congress" to the Spark, just as he had sent similar articles 
on the same subject to, I believe, the Bombay Chronicle, the Forward 
of Calcutta and other papers .. I also published this article in the Spark 
in order to provoke a discussion on the subject in the columns of my 
paper as a controversy was already going on in the press on the subject. 
My publishing his article does not mean that I agreed with what he 
wrote and the Magistrate's remark that "he (Bradley) obviously 
regarded it as a vehicle for conspir.::.cy" is both far·fetched and absurd. 

\Vhile summing up the case against me in the Lb\ve~ Court, the 
Junior Prosecuting Counsel referring to P ·1676 said, 'It is a letter from 
Mr. M. N. Roy to Mr. Adhikari in which you will find fvir. Roy also 
getting interested in Mr. Desai's paper and he encloses an article for 
the Spark". The letter is dated 25th February and is signed by R, 
and the article is signed by Abdul Rahman. I do not know if R 
or Abdul Rahman means :VI. N. Roy. I never had any connection 
or communication with Mr. M. N. Roy directly or indirectly. I 
never sent him any copy of the Spark. If there was any torres· 
pondence at ail between Mr. Adhikari and Mr. Roy, as the Prosecu· 
tion ·allege, I was never aware of it. Beyond contribu'ting a few articles 
to the Spark Mr. Adhikari had nothing wha.tsoever to do with me or 
my paper. I never knew Mr. Adhikari had anything to do either with 
the Communist Party of theW P. P. This article by Abdul Rahman 
in P 1676 never reached me and the question of publishing it did not 
arise. If the Prosecution story about this letter is true, it seems Mr. Roy 
might have received a copy of the first issue of the Spark, perhaps sent 
by Ivlr. Adhikari or any one else. "In fact when he saw it", to quote the 
Committal Order, ''Roy was rather disappointed." Roy inquires 'in this 
letter P 1676 "Is it the outcome. of private initiative or it is officious?'' 
and from the internal evidence of 'the contents of 'the paper, especially the 
fact that the paper was "branded c..s a socialist weekly" and ·i'in the 'leading 
article the Daily Herald of London it cited as an unrealisab1e ideat, 
he comes to the correct conclu:~ion that the paper had evidently nothing to 
do with the \V. P. P. Referring to the sentence in the first editorial"It 
is almost utopian for instance to expect a sociali5t daily in Bombay like 
the Dai1y.Herald in London", Mr. Roy writes "This sentence made me 
think th:1t perhaps the Spark is the outcome of private initiative; for such 
a sentence would be impermissible in our organ even officious". By even 
"officious" he perhaps means even semi-official. 

P I I 7 4 is a half finished letter dated I 5th March found on· the type· 
writer in the Girni Kamgar Union Office. ·I do not know if it was really 



typed by Mr .. -\dhikari as the Prosecution aliege or by any one else, nor 
do I know if the words ''Dear friend" found at tl;e top of this letter at all 
refer to Mr. M. N. Roy. Towards the end of this documentyou will find 
the following sentence, "Iskra is in other hands but we control it to a 
certain Pxtent. If we could finance it we co~ld get guaranteed control. 
(A word scratched out) of English material." The Prosecution suggest 
that the word Iskra here stands for Spark. Accepting for the sake of 
argument the Prosecution story about this d?cument, one thing is clear 
from this documei.1t itself ; the Spark was not in any way financed by the 
W. P P. or C. P. It was ·'in other hands" that is obviously non·Party 
hands. As for the clause "to a certain extent we control it" I can most 
categorically say that it had not the remotest semblence of reality. Accord· 
ing to the Prosecution the W. P. P. wanted to capture so many organi· 
sations. If the \V. P. P. or Mr Adhikari or any one else had any designs 
on the Spark, I was not aware of any, and I would never have allowed 
my paper to be absorbed or controlled or influenced by any third party. 
My experience as a subordinate member' on the editorial staff of the two 
nation;;1.list dailies in Bombay had been sufficiently painful. The senior 
Crown Counsel Mr Kemp might remember that when the Indian National 
Herald went into bankruptcy, the subordinate members of the editorial 
staff were those who suffered most. When I had come to run a paper of 
my. uwn it was least likely that I would let go my grip on the same. 

But I wonder why the Prosecution persist in maintaining that the 
word Iskra in this letter refers to my paper, the Spark, especially when 
a paper called Iskra is specifically referred to in two docum~nts, as definite· 
ly distinct from the Spark. I refer to P 526 ( 48) and to P 670. These 
seem to be jottings by Mr. Spratt and Bradley respectively. In the first, 
besides mentioning the Spark, Iskra is mentioned as an irregular news 
and propaganda sheet; similarly in the letter, P 670, besides the mention 

• of Spark, Iskra is referred tu as an English paper in Bengal. The exact 
words are as follows: "English · Iskra, Bengal". When the Prosecution 
have given such an elaborate importance to the word Iskra in P 1174, it 
is strange that they should have ignored the specific references to a 
distinct paper called Iskra in thc£e two documents. Is it because it cuts 
across their pet theory that the word Iskra in P 1174 definitely refers to 
my paper, the Spark? 

I do not know why the Spark either should have been mentioned 
in these rough jottings. Messrs. Spratt and Bradley are the proper 
persons to explain them, if they at all remember what these stray jottings 
really mean. I can at best hazard a guess. It seems P 526 (48) were 
the provisional jottings made by Mr. Spratt when he wanted to send to 
1\lr. Bradley a review of the ge.neral political situation in the country; 
giving him information of things in Bengal and making enquiries of 
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things in Bombay, and P 670 are the notes of Mr. Bradley ~hen he 
rece:ved that report. The· internal evidence of these two documents 
also shows that these related to .a review of things in general and nqt of 
mere Communist activities. 

p 1281 is a letter to Mr. Shah dated 15th March 19.29 from one 
Mr. Kh •rdikar in Berlin, towards the close of which. he writ~s, "I do 
not know Mr. M. G. Desai's address. Will you please give him my 
address and ask him to w~ite to me?." I am no~ sur~ whp tpis Khardikar 
is. But perhaps he is one of the young men w:ho cp.me· to see me in the 
Herald office, and, as 1 had, recently returned from England, enquired as 
t<J the cost of living in England etc. and the different SGhools ofjournalism 
and· the chances of an Indian making a li·ving in Engla:J:;ld as a journalist. 
So far as I remember I discouraged hillil, pointing to. ~h.e eno~mous 

unemployment in all professions in England inclu~ing journaF.sm, thanks 
to the policy of amalgamating different papers.. I know ~othing more 
about this gentleman and I was never in correspondence with hiJ,U .. 
Probably when he heard about the liquidation. of the Herald h.e qid 
not know where to write to me, as I did not give my home adcl,re~s to 
casual visitors. 

P 1666 is a letter dated 27·3·29, i.e. seven days after my arrest, 
from the League against Imperialism to the editor of the Spark It 
begins as follows :- · 

"Dear sir-Enclosed please find a copy of our latest ~ress "ervic~ 
no. I 1 for your use and information. We call your attention to the 
appeal of the League against Imperialism e11ti tied "Against British 
terror in India'' which, please note, is being sent all over the world, and 
we shall appreciate it very much if you will be so kind as to give it as much 
publicity as possible, etc." I am sorry 1 was not in a position to oblige them 
even if I had wanted to. As one cannot have the plea.sure of witnessing one's • 
own funeral, similarly I could not stay behind in Bombay to publish 
reports in my paper about the world·wide condetl}nation of our own 
arrest, for the appeal entitled ···Against British terror in India" deals 
mainly with our ar~est. P 1424 are manuscript pages of a Hindi book 
entitled "Mahatma Lenin" by Dr. Vishwa Nath M-ukherji. I never had , 
the pleasure of knowing ')r. Vishwa Nath Mukherji of Gorakhpur 
(U. P ) ; ·1or in fact was I aware of his existence until I ~~s brought 
to the District Jail, Meerut, and I have been learning Hindi since then. 
Even if these manuscript pages of. a proposed Hindi book had come 
my way the contents would have been as unintelligible to me as the 
contents of a Chinese manuscript. I do not know what I .have got to . 
do with this exhibit. 

Similarly P 863 is a copy of a Marathi .illu~trated magazine called 
"Chitramaya J agat", meanii1g illustrated world. It was found in 



Mr. D. R. Thengdi's search at Poona. I do not know. what I have got 
to do with this exhibit either, I had never contributed nor subscribed 
to this magazine ; nor had I come across this copy of the magazine. 
I do not know what the contents are. I returned to India in November 
1927 by S. S. Aquileia. After more thal}(ihree years' stay in England as 
a journalist I had naturall; with me a large quantity of books and periodi· 
cals on different subjects. Some of these were seized on mere suspicion 
by the Preventive officer of the Bombay Customs office, a list of which 
is put in by the Prosecution as P 1476. But most of these boooks were 
returned to me after some days. ~any of them figure once again in the 
search of the Spark office carried out more than a year afterwards, exactly 
in the same way as the unexhibited books and periodicals from my search 
that have been returned to me are likely to be in my house if it were 
searched some time hence-which God forbid. 

D 5 (C) is a letter from the Assistant Collector of Customs 
Preventive service, Bombay, to me. It reads as follows:-

Sir, 

"New Customs House 

28th December, I 927. 

In continuation of my Jetter R. 0. C. no. 29, I9JS, of the 15th 
instant I have the honour to request you to call over at this office during 
office hours on any working day when the ·literature etc., which does not 
come within'lhe purview of section 19 of the Sea Customs Act will be 
handed over to you.'' 

It may be observed in this connection that the majority of the 
b.Jok~ and periodicals in my search-list made at the time of my arrest, 
some of which have been put in as either Prosecution or defence exhibits, 
bear the numbers that were given to them by the Customs people and 
the P. W. 2 20 recognised them as such. The unintelligible and arbitrary 
way in which these books and papers of mine were seized by the Prevent· 
ive offic{!r of the Custom3 is sh:lwn by his a:imission in his evidence. 
He said, "I exercised my own dtlcretion in selecting the letters for 
detention. There was no particular reason except connection with some 
foreign gentleman for detaining the letter from H. N. Brailsford and no 
particular reason for detaining the others. It is more or less correct to 
say that I detained the book 'Revolution by reason' (by Sir Oswald 
Mosley, M.P. Exh: D SJ, becluse revolution appeared from the name to 
be the subject. \Ve do not have much time to study the books. 'Songs 
for Socialists' and the 'Socialist Annual' were taken because of the 
reference to Socialism.'' But the cream of the joke lies with reference 
tl) the book named in the Customs list as "American Communism on 
conditions in Ireland". I do not know what is meant by ''American 
Communism" and what it has to do with conditions in Ireland ; but the 



book tbat was f~und with m~ was a copy 9£ that well known report of the 
American Commis.siou. on conditions in Ireland after the war. 

Now let me deal with the articles from ~y search-list that the 
Prosecution have put in as exhibits from P 1241 to :P 1277. I pave 
already given a general exphnation about them i~ my stat~ment ir~ the 
Lower Court and do not desire to waste time by repeating \t here. ' I 
am sure your Honour will take it into consideration, These pooks, 

• "' • ' f • I 

periodicals and manuscrirts roughly fall into three classes:-

(x) Things that I brought with me from England and many of 
which were seized by the customs and subsequently returned as innocent. 

{2) Papers ano periodicals th~t belong to the ye~r 19~8 wh!=q I was 
working as an .-\ ssistant Editor on the staff ot th~ I~~i~n +':1iltipnal 
Herald, and most of· the periodicals belong to this year. These were 
not sent tp m~ but to th~ Herald. As I had recently retp.rned from 
England, the :gqitqr·in·Chief generally asked me to write the leading 
articles and notes on foreign subjects, and the foreign periodicals and 
paper$ received by the }~erald were usually sent to my place. 

(3) The documents that I myself came to receive as editor of the 
Spark. 

P 1211 are pencil scribblin~s o~ a couple o~ loose and torn sheets ~£ 
yellow paper, rescued from the · waste-paper basket iq my offic~. This 
exhibit has been given the prem~er place in the Prosecution e:l(hibits fro~ 
my search. Amongst other things it contains the following gems :-:-. . . 

"To begin with after war we find bgs of epid of peace treaties 
but hist is proof to us mor7 cap it talks of peace but i~ preparing for 
war ..••.. Split up Runs .... and excuse of lives iry him of Imperialism 
Lower down S. R. is to British imperialism ..••.. Ccming Brit is in S its 
direct anti thesis.. • .. Before intern cor1dition here was unemp working 
class diss:!ntioJ. .•.•.. Oa ev~ of stri.{e treac 1erou3 lea:l~r:; all rushed 
do1vn to Dnrn Street in Thl n~s gorvel!ed for peace." .... .' ... 

Later still"lt was com ruin B and G to have another war to end 
wars ........ France was poor control and Gn excl col in conflict .•.... 
Mayer fair Kelley Peace Pact why ack of and interest of world ...... ·. 
In this wonderful empire where Sino war gets has gn India is called 
brightest jewel." The writing is not mine nor do the Prosecution 
suggest that it i~ ; nor do I know what exactly it all means. Probably 
they are the summary of some article in a magazine or the notes of some 
speech left inadvertently in my office by some reporter of the J3ombay 
Chronicle or the Indian National Herald, members of the staff of which 
used to visit me in my office. Anyway, I have never us~~ these notes 
nor noticed them either until they were elabprately print~d as a 
Prosecution e~hibit. 
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P 1242. 1243· 1244: I have already explained that Mr. Spratt 
gave these to me when he met me in the grounds of the Indian Kational 
Congress at Calcutta and he requested me to pass on these printed 
copies of the resolutions passed at the \V. P. P :\.nnual Conference to 
my friends in the press enclosure. I did nothing of the kind ::nd hence 
these five or six copies remained with me in my attache case. 

P 1245 is a booklet entitled "Manifesto of the Communist Party" 
by Karl Marx and Fredrick Engels. It is a book of historical value. 
It may be an unheard of curiosity to the Prosecution but no socialist 
in the world of wh1tever schooi would be unacquainted with it. It 
would be interesting to note what the present Premier Right Honourable 
Ramsay Mac Uonald has to say about l\Iarx and his Communist 
Manifesto a.nd his position in the Socialist ~tovement:--

"To·day, Marx is known over as wide a world as even Christ or 
Mohammed. He holds a position equal to any one of the few . teachers 
who have founded religious movements His writings largely unread, are 
held as inspired, and on differences of interpretation of what he has 
said or writtr:n, sects of the faithful are founded, and bitter internecine 
war is carried on. Books and treatises written upon him and his 
doctrines are legion, and are to be found in every language which 
commands a printing press. The validity of his economic theories is 
more than doubtful, his historical philusophy is in the same position. 
But, as with a great religious teacher, tbat in no way diminishes the 
homage paid to him, nor stamps out attempts to regard his ~ord as the 
last thing that has been said Such a position is not won except for 
some good reason, and we have not far to seek for the service which 
gained for Marx this extraordinary fame. He was the first to give the 
working classes a hope that by adopting a certain policy, they would 
attain to freedom ; the policy which he put before them was one which 
enlivened their spirit,_ appealed to the intelligence and set the lines of 
their battle just in such a way as to inspire them with the greatest 
possible fighting zeal> both on account of the rich fruits of the victory 
that was to be gained and of the steely antagonism against the enemy 
which it put in their hearts. ~Iarx called, in clear clarion tones, to 
battle, and made the soldiers feel that it was m an Armageddon that 
they fought. 

""'Marx began by brushing aside the utopian idealistic socialism of 
the French school which he found to be prevalent. ..... Marx brought 
the science and philosophy of his time to aid the working class struggle, 
to give it a meaning, a dialectic and armoury. In him intellect and 
revolutionary enthusiasm had a common lodgment, and they together 
lit fires destined to burn in the hearts of many generations ...... This 
was done by no new gospel. The economic criticism of jlarx contained 
no new discoveries; indeed, if plagiarism consisted in saying what has 



been said' by others, the unfounded accusation that Marx plagiarised 
on his English fore-runners would be true .... His powell of personality, 
his vitality, gave energy to movement, his intellectual achievements 
rlised its self·confidence. his clear conception of methods gave it both 
form and direction, his philosophising gave it a relationship to hi!'tory, 
and all these combined made the modern Socialist Movement a fighting, 
a hoping and a constructing pcm·er. Thus Marx became a personal 
embodiment o£ the working class revolt agair.st Capitalism and its fight 
for Socialism." 

About the Communist Manifesto, a copy of which has been put 
itt as a Prosecution exhibit, P I 245, he writes as follows: -

''In the 'Communist Manifesto', written in 1847, we have really 
the whole gist of the Marxi4lt. doctrines and it is worth summarising as 
it is not at all well known now. It combines that masterly ~idth of 
intellectuai sweep and that thrilling and stirring appeal to the common 
mind which I regard as the secret of the power of Marx ~t 
working-class movements everywhere. No narrow nationalism~ its 
force; it is an exposition of laws that hold as good in Japan as in Great 
Brftain, in India as in France, and in China as in America. It begins 
with a proud statement that 'every ruling class in Europe has sought 
to attach infamy to its opponents by calling them Communists.' Here 
the author adds an important footnote which runs ,as follows:-" It is 
necessary to,warn readers that the Communist Movement of that time, 
which became known later on as the Social Democratic Movement, was 
a different thing from the Communist Movement of our day," I may 
point out here that I have quoted only one 'small passage from this 
Communist Manifesto in the Spark in its issue of 24th February 1929 

and it relates to the above reference in the last sentence of Mr. Ramsay 
MacDonald, "It begins with a proud statement that every ruling class 
in Europe has sought to attach infamy to its opponents by calling them 
Communists." The passage quoted runs as follows :-''Where is the 
party in opposition that has not been decried as Communistic by its 
opponents 'in power ? Where is the opposition that has not hurled back 
the branding reproach of Communism agaicst the more advanced opposi · 
tion parties." (Marx and Engels' Communist Manifesto, March 1848). 
This quotation I put in the Spark in view of the reckless statements and 
the indiscriminate attack on Socialists and Communists that were at that 
time being made in the Legislative Assembly while the Public:, Safety 
Bill was being discussed, especially by Government members and their 
supporters. 

Later 1\Ir. MacDonald sums up the teachings of Marx and defines 
"his place in the Socialist Movement :-''When. Marx changed men's 
conceptions of the movement of · Socialism . from being a: revolt and 
protest against an evil within society to being an expression of the pro· 
lJnged working 'Of natural laws towards a fulfilment, he, .in consequence, 



changed the methods by which the working of the laws was to be aided 
and speeded up. Socialist activities had to· concern themselves with 
society as a whoie -with the complete group of relationships subject to 
Capitalism. ~he Socialist Movement became part of the political 
movement of the working classes ; the establishment of Socialism 
became the goal of working-class politics; political liberty ceased to. 
be regarded as an end in itself, but became a means to economic 
liberty -or, to write more accurately (though in that cruder form of 
separation and subordination they were too commonly presented, 
and are now by the Commnnist l\Iovement of to·day ), political and 
economic liberties were seen to be organically connected, neither 
existing without the other. .lfarx wrote itt a 1"1!Ziolu:zonary t:me itz man'' 
re(pects not u,lftke our own, ana so we /ind m hi· sollmces the hope of 

viJ/mce atonl(side a ltust in potitics-tllus butlz tlte coflstuuu. ,,aftst tmd 

non-constitutiotta!ist have bem 'lblt to claim his sanction. 

"""lhis was the work of ~brx, and it so completely changed the 
conce~tion, the policy, and the organised movement of socialism that 
it may be regar Jed as having brought forth a new movement altogether. 
Therefore I find Marx's fame and position, not in his theories and 
explanations (all of which are subject to the limitations of the thought, 
knowledge and politics of his time, and to his ~wn errors, and none ot 
these will survive the reconsideration of future times) but as I have 
said, in the simple fact that he imparted to the working-class movement 
and to Socialism a greatness and a majesty in the evolt<tion of human 
society, and gave it a method which sustained hopes for a prolonged 
conflict. That is why the fate of Marximtheory of value or of economic 
determinism will have no effect upon th~· place he occupies amongst 
the leaders of mankind. That place is secured by something more 
abiding. His vision of things and his understanding of their meaning 
und tendency is in no way impaired by the explanations he gave of 
them, and it was his vision and understanding that he contributed to 
m1k:e a feebly vague aspiration into a virile and a definite movement, 
He saw the truth with power, and that remains alive when explanations 
of it fail and only gather the dust of beliefs that have been outlived. 
Marx was greater and more abiding than Marxism. Th:s he himself 
saw when he is said to have excbimed one day, deafened by the squab
bles of the disciples and would-be disciples, 'thank God I am no 
Marxist,' It is not Marxism that survives but 1\larx." 

It would be relevant to point out in this connection what I said on 
this subject in my statement in the Lower Court :"" ''There is a certain 
interest in Marxian theory displayed in the columns of the Spark. I do 
not pledge myself to every word or statement of Marx; but l consider 
that )larx was one of the great thinkers of the last century. His 
philosophy is not a monopoly of the Communists. Independent intel· 
lectuals like :\lr. Lindsay, Master of Balliol, have written books about him 



eulogising his work, an~ prominent men in the Second International 
like Kautsky and Hilferding swear by him just as fervently a.s any one 
else. Even the present Premier has paid him a glowing tribute in his 
•socialism, critical and constructive.' The above quotations are 
from the same book published in 1924. Thus it will be wrong to say 
.that I am a .Marxist if ~ means th~t I swear by every word an~ state· 
ment of Marx or either that · l accept a Communist interpretation of 
Marxist theories. 

Before I return once again to the Prosecution exhibits from my 
search· list I may refer to P 146 which was not found in· my search but 
which has been put to me and by oversight I yesterday forgot to refer 
to it. 

P 146 is a list of addresses found at the office~ of the ~~ngal Jute 
\Vorkers' Association in which is the following:-

"M. G. Desai c/o Worker's and Peasants' Party, Dwarka Das 
Mansions, Bombay." 

I do not know anything about this. I never gave such ;;n addres~ 
to anybody and I never had the need of giving such an address to 
anybody either, My permanent address for the last four generations has 
always been my ance~tral home in Bombay which is next to Zaol?a's 
Temple, 327 Thakurdwar, ,Bombay 2, That is the address I ~ave given 
to the Court and that is the address in my p;;~.ssport. I .do not know 
whose vagary I have to thank for this wrong address. 

Your Honour might have heard the story about Mark Twain. 
Some fool had sent him a letter with the following address on the 
envelope:-

"1\Iark Twain Esquire, God knows where"; still the letter reached 
him. But I never received any letter sent to .cjo W. P. P. Bornbay. U 
I had it would surely have been here in the .Prosecution exhibits. 

Now to return again to the Prosecution exhibits put in from my 
search, P 1247 and P 1248 are manuscript articles giving Trade Union 
news about the Bombay Dock workers sent to the Spark. A.s I did 
not approve of them I did not use them. 

P 1249 and P 1251 are my letters to Spratt and his reply forward· 
ing his article on the Public Safety Bill. I have already dealt with 
these exhibits in another part of my statement. 

P uso is a portion of a manuscript article by C.G. Shah reviewing 
Trotsky's Life of Lenin. The printed exhibit does not give an idea of 
the original, large portions of which haye been crossed out and not 



published. This will bear out what I said in my statement in the Lower 
Court that I made a free use of my editorial scissors when necessary. 

P 1252 is a typed article describin;.r the programme and policy of 
the \Vorkers' and Peasants' Party sent to the Spark in the hope of 
publication.. As it was purely propagandist in its contents and had no 
top1cal news interest, I could not possibly• make room for it in my 
paper . 

.P 1253 is a typed ar:icle entitled "On the eve of the Congress" 
by M. G. Desai. It is a draft article based mainly on reports appearing 
in Calcutta papers, and tries to give an idea of the political atmosphere 
on the eve of the Indian National Congress. As I myself on a second 
thought did not like this article and as I could not verify all the facts I 
did not send it anywhere for publication. I went to Calcutta as 'a 

representative of the Indian National Herald to cover the annual 
Session of the Indian National Congress there. By the time I reached 
Calcutta theW. P. P. Conference was aheady over. The All-Parties 
Conference c::mtinued for some time later. 

P 1254 is a letter of introduction from the editor of the Sunday 
Worker. I have already dealt with it while referring to my stay in' 
England. 

P 1255 and 1256:-These two articles came to the Spark office 
through the inland post. I remember this because it was shortly after a 
controversy had been raised in some of the well known papers over the 
authenticity of a certain letter from one M. N. Roy which was read out 
in the Legislative Assembly during the de bates on the Public Safety 
Bill. 

As a journalist, I had come across the name of M. N. Roy appear· 
ing in connection with Communist and anti-Communist news. For 
this reason my curiosity was roused and I noticed the postal stamp and 
seal which I found to be of the inland post and' n')t foreign. That made 
me still more suspicious. Be5ides there was no covering letter and 
nothing to indicate who had sent them to me. One article was signed 
"M N. Roy.'' \Vhen I ·read the contents of these two articles I found 
them utterly U;:'lsuitable fur my u'e; since my paper was not intended to 
publish such pro:Jagandist or suspicious documents, I unhesitatingly 
decided to reject them ; and as such they were lying among the rejected 
material on one of the shelves of the Spark office. 

P 1257 and 1257 E are an envelope and a letter forwarding an 
article from l\lr Gopal Basak of Dacca. I have already dealt with them 
while referring to :\lr. Basak in another part of the statement. 

P 1258 are well-known extracts frum the late Dr. Sun Vat Sen's 
writings which are often quoted in magazine articles giving the sketch 



of his life. Only the first extract-the last letter ,he dictated from his 
death· bed-was printed in the Spark on the occasion of the anniversary of 
his death. Just as in the case of Mahatma Gandhi or Kemal or Zaghlul· 
Pashas, all Asiatics take a profound interest in the utterances and 
activities of the late Dr. Sun Yat Sen of China. During the trouble 
in China in 1925-26 the Chinese nationalists were running a Press 
Service in London to supply information to newspapers and journalists. 
These extracts are from one of these news bulletins. 

P 1259 is the manuscript of l\fr. Bradley's article on the }haria 
Congress. Similar articles purporting to come from Mr. Bradley on the 
same subject were appearing in other Indian papers. It will be seen 
from the manuscript that I have cut out portions from the original and 
pasted the rest together before sending it to the press. 

P I 260 is a copy of the report of the first Conference of the British 
Section of the League against Imperialism held in London on July 7• 
1928. Incidentally, it can be seen from the contents that at this period 
at least well·known non-Communists had taken part in this Conference. 
Mr. Alex Gossip, General Secretary of the National Amalgamated 
Furnishing Trades Association, was in the Chair. 

In the report the Chairman "Alex Gossip" regretted that the 
Chairman, J. Maxton, was unable to be present at the first public 
meeting of the British Section of the League. He considered that 
nobody had a right to call themselves Socialists and at the same time to 
believe in Imperialism-particularly the var.iety known as British 
Imperialism, which, in opposition to all ethical ideas, stood for the 
oppression of those weaker than themselves. He welcomed the 
Confrence as helping to dispel the effects of the very misleading history 
accounts given to children at school. "The late Mr. A. J. Cook moved 
a resolution No. 1 on "World Imperialism and War":-

"This Conference declares that world Imperialism is a constant 
menace to world peace and that the increasing control of the capitaiist 
States by the trusts and monopolies, whose interests are served by 
Imperialist policy, seriously hampers the industrial and political freedom 
of the workers, in the 'a,ivanced' as well as in the oppresseo countries. 

"This Conference. therefore, declares that a struggle against world 
lmperialisrn, m preparation for which the workers of the exploiting 
countries mu"t ally themselves with the workers and peasants of the 
oppressed peoples, 111ust be carrted to a successful issue before worid 
peace can be secuted". 

In the course of his speech Mr Cook said, "It is the business 
of all bona·fide workers to fight against the fake patriotism of our 
masters and to stand openly and unashamedly on the platform of 'class 



against class'. Take the situation which faces us in this, the basic 
industry of Britain. . See our pits closing down, our men and women 
being rapidly starved, and a progressively contracting market for our 
coal. 

"They made us the victims of a process of mutual assassination 
by imposing longer hours and lower wages, in order that, the coal~ 
owners said, Britain could win new markets for coal by selling at much 
lower prices abroad. 

"It has all been in vain, for in every coal-producing country tbe 
same arguments have been used, whilst in colonial countries-parti· 
cularly in India and China the forces of the British State have been 
ruthlessly used to maintain a condition of slavery and repression, as 
the means to reduce the cost of production in those countries." 

I 

The resolution on India and the Simon Commission was moved 
by Mr Snnivasa Iyengar, "who had been especially appointed to 
represent the Indian National Congress." l\Ir. Iyengar said that he 
had experienced his first real pleasure since he had been in England 
in attending the meeting of the League ; until then his feeling had 
been a feeling of despair. But the League was taking hold of a. real 
idealism, and concentrating attention on the welfare of the masses and 
not on the governing classes.'' 

"In England he found that Parliament was not the ruler of the 
people; the Government is in the daily press which gives no expression 
at all to idealism, but only to an unblushing exploitation of the world, 
including millions of their countryltlen in these islands. War was brought 
about by Imperialist rivalry. Exploitation begets exploitation. But for 
the experiment which was being made that dav by the League we should 
be faced with all the problems which have had to be faced for the last 
two generations here." The Indian National Congress had had the 
pleasure of affiliating to the League during Mr. Iyengar's chair· 
manship. The League against Imperialism should be made one of the 
strongest organisations in this country. The League must be made a 
supreme organisation. He had found the British political movement 
polygamous, one man might be a member of the I. L P., another a 
member of the Labour Party, a man may belong to the Liberal Party, 
he may also be a Conservative. A movement so parcelled out cannot be 
fruitful, an allegiance so divided cannot possibly lead to a strong policy 
in international affairs. "If you are not careful'', said Mr. Iyengar, 
"by the time you have gained power your party will have metged into 
something else and you will not know what principles it stands for. 
You must not put your faith in Parliament. \Ve do not possess the 
least faith in legislatures." 

~lr. I yen gar had visited South \Vales and found that the condi · 
tions there, having regard to the different standard of necessaries, are 



equally as bad as in India...... He looked forward to the League 
against Imperialism establishing "a new friendship between the common 
people of all the countries of the world. It must be made a live institu· 
tion so that it might remove the blight of Imperialism which disfigures 
British culture. Complete independence was India's goal.'' 

The resolution on India and the Simon Commission runs as 
follows:-

"This Conference of working·class organisations in London 
declares its complete opposition to the Imperi~list policy of the Baldwin 
Government towards India. It voices its full solidarity with the Indian 
people in their rejection of the farce of the Simon Commission, which it 
recognises as an attempt of British Imperialism to fasten the shackles of 
expioitation still more firmly on India and it condemns the participation 
in the Commission by the Labour Party, which thereby makes common 
cause with the Imperialists. This Conference pledges its support for the 
struggle of the Indian people against Imperialist oppression, express· 
ed in the Indian demand for complete national independence and for 
the election of a representative Constituent Assembly to decide the 
political future of India." 

The Secretary then read a letter from Mr. Mardy Jones, ~1. P., who 
was prevented from attending the Conference and from moving the re· 
solution on British Imperialism. 

Mr. A Fenner Brockway, Political Secretary of the I, L P. and 
editor of the New Leader, then moved the following resolution on 
11 British Imperialism" :- · 

"This Conference representing over Ioo,ooo London organised 
workers, sends its sincere greetings to the oppressed peoples of India, 
Egypt, South Africa, West and East Africa, Burma, the West Indies 
and other countries e~ploited by Bri~ish Imperialism under the Union 
Jack. It also sends its greetings to the peoples of China, Persia, 
Afghanistan, Arabia, Abyssinia and other independent countries whose 
national liberty and economic freedom are seriously threatened by the 
British Empire., 

"\Ve express our belief that the workers in the colonial countries 
while cooperating with all classes who are prepared to fight for national 
liberty, will have to take the lead in that struggle. 

"This Conference declares that colonial exploit;ltion provid,es the' 
British capitalist class with its easiest and most c41bundant source of 
profits, and thus constitutes its chief reserve -..of strength in its struggle 
'vith ~he British workers. It declares further, that .the sweated labour 
which the capitalists command in countries such as India, Egypt and 
China, is proving an ever-increasing menace to British textile workers, 
miners, metal workers, etc. 



"Therefore we undertake to secure the maximum possible support 
in the British wvrking·class movement for the struggle of colonial 
workers, confident that British workers will understand the need for a 
class alliance with every people fighting our common enemy, the British 

capitalist class." 

Mr. Brockway regretted having to take the place of Maxton, but 
assured the audience that ''the Chairman of the I. L. P. who was also 
Chairman of the League against Imperialism stood whole-heartedly 
for the League. In the Maxton· Cook rallying call they had con· 
centrated on the industrial position at horne, but just as they demanded 
a bolder attitude by the Labour Party in home affairs, so they demanded 
that the attitude of the Labour Party should be !.older in its opposition 
to Im'perialism." ............... Mr. Brockway further said "India today 
is an example of the effects of the capitalists using the labour of the 
colonial countries to cut the wages of the workers in this country. 
l\1odern capitalism with its most effective equipment is being entrenched 
in these Eastern countries The working·class of those countries 
should ·also start with the latest ideas of organisation and strategy, and 
with those modern conceptions there should be no reason why the 
working-class of the East should not advance much more rapidly and 

• without the long struggle that took place in the \Vest." 

This copy of the report of the First Conference of the League 
against Imperialism was received by the Indian National Herald in 
1928 when I was working on. its staff. I am ~ot responsible for the 
contents nnd I have not used them anywhere. 

I) 1261 is a loose leaf notebook in which there are brief jottings 
of the speeches made at the Lenin Day Meeting in Bombay. I wrote 
out a report of the meeting in the Spark at the end of the week partly 
with the help of these notes but mainly depending on the fuller reports 
of the meeting which had appeared m the Bombay dailies in the 
meanwhile. 

P 126:1 are issues of the Spark. The Police brought only five 
copies of each issue as specimen copies but a large number of copies 
of each issue were left behind in the Spark Office. 

P 1263 are four copies of Kranti of different dates but all issued 
in February and March 1929. They were sent to the Spark Office with 
a view that a copy of the Spark would be sent to that paper in exchange . 

• 
P 1264 are several issues of the American monthly 11 The New 

:\lasses" published in 1926 and 1927 when I was in England. I had 
brought them with me and the Customs people passed these on to me 
and they remained with me. 



P 1265, P 1266, P 126i, P 1268, P 1270, P 1274 are issues of 
different papers and periodicals, all belonging to the year i928 when I 
was working on the staff of the Herald. These periodicals were never 
sent to me, and if they had been there would surely have been 
Prosecution evidence for the ~arne. Most of them came irregularly to 
the Indian National Herald, as, I understand, they come to most of the. 
Indian papers. And some had b,oen sent for review. 

P 1246 was also sent to the Indian National Herald. 

P 1269 are 12 issues of the "Labour Monthly". Three belong to 
1925, 2 to 1926 and I to 1927. These had been brought by me from 
England. There are five issues belonging to 1928, which came 
irregularly to the Office of the !ndi~n National Herald. The "Labour 
l\lonthly" publishes articles on Internationai Labour problems from 
contributors from different countries. Hence many of the articles often 
contain valuable information on Labour matters although I had often to 
differ from the conciusions. I have been a regular subscriber to the 
"New Leader" for the last many years. I was never a subscriber to the 
"Labour Monthly''. Sometimes I bought some stray issues of this 
magazine which is sold at most bookstalls in London. 

P 1271 is a booklet on "Imperialism" by Emile Burns. It is 
numbered 19 in the syllabus series, giving an outline course for students' 
classes and study circles by the L. R D. In the syilabus series on 
page 2 of this booklet you will find No. I.''Th~ British Labour Move
ment" by G D. H Cole. No. 4 again on "English Economic History'' 
is also by the same author. Similarly No.8 on "Unemployment" and 
No. 10 on "Trade Union. Problems and Policy" are also by G. D. H. 
Cole while Maurice Dobb has written No. 16, a booklet on "Money and 
Prices." No. 13 on "Economic Geography" is by J. F. Horrapin. 
No. IS in the s~ries on Public Finance is by Hugh Dalton, who was 
U nder·Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the last Labour Govern· 
ment. No. 7 on "Periods of Working-class History" is by R. W. 
Postgate. No. 9, "An outline of Local Government" is by Elderman 
John :Scurr, who was a Labour 1\Iember of Parliament for several years 
before his death. I hope it is not necessary for me to describe the position 
of i\lr. G. D. H. Cole and l\Ir. Maurice Dobb in the British academic · 
world. Is it really necessary for any student of Socialism to justify his 
intellectual curiosity as to whq.t British authors themselves of different 
schools of thought have to say on the subject of Ip1perialism ? In my 
search were also found the following books on the same and similar 
subjects which I have put in as Defence exhibits. They are as follows:
D 537 "Labour Party and Empire" by Dr. Haden Guest, who was once 
a Labour l\1. P. but subsequently went over to the Liberal Party. On 
the cover it is printed· as follows:.-" Socialism and Imperialism are 
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opposed, yet a Labour Government is faced with the fact of the Empire.. 

\Vhat is to be its policy?" 

Another is D 553 ''Socialism and the Empire"- Report of the 
I.L.P. Empire Policy Committee, submitted to the Annual Conference 
of the Party in 1926. Similarly D 544 "India today"-is a report on 
conditi,ons in India, an outline of policy by the I. L. P. Indian .-\dvisory 

'committee. 

P r272 "\Vhat to read?'' "A guide for worker students", 
published by the Plebs League. I do not know why the Prosecution 
have put in this e"hibit. This booklet gives guidance for reading on the 
following subjects: -Economics, History, Geography, l\Iodern Problems, 
Psychology, Biology, a course in exact science, Philosophy, 
(Introductory, modern, philosophy, tant, Hegel, l'leitzgen , English 
Literature and a note on periodical · literature. On the question of 
Money and Finance it recommends the "Meaning of Money" by Hartley 
\Vithers among others, also the "\Vorld Monetary Problems" by 
Gusta"· Cassels ; on History it recommends "The Outline of History" 
by H -G Wells, also Sir J. G. Frazer's "The Golden Bough", also 
the Cambridge "Ancient History of Babylonia" by C. H. \V. Jones, 
"Crete, the forerunner of Greece" by Hawes, J. 13 Bury's "History of 
Greece", A. F. Pollard's "Factors of .\lodern History" and so on. 

It might be remembered in this connection what Mr. Brailsford 
said about the Plebs League. "I know a publication called the Pie bs 
of which P 1276 are samples. It is a Socialist, not a Communist 
publication. Its leading conductors are ~Ir. Horrabin, M. p, and Miss 
Ellen \Vilkinson, M.P., Junior Member of the Labour Government. It 
is Marxist but not Communist. 1\brxism is the theoretical bc.sis 
of the whole of the Continental Parties of the Second International 
Movement''. 

P 1273: '' l'he Mass Strike" by Rosa Luxemburg.. At the time 
of the General Strike and before and after, such books were prominently 
displayed in most bookshops in London. I have got other books on 
similar subjects found in my search which I have put in as Defence 
exhibits. fhey c.re D 533, ''Behind the scenes of the Great Strike\", 
by Mr Hamilton Fyfe, editor of the Daily Herald. London, and also 
D 547 "\Vorkers' history of the Great Strike" by Miss Ellen \Vilkinson, 
written from material supplied by Plebs Correspondents in all parts of 
the country by R \V Postgate, Ellen \Vilkinson ~~ r. and J F. Horrabin 
and it was published by the Plebs League. I have lived in England 
through the momentous days of the General Strike and I could not but 
be impressed by the great solidarity of the British working-classes 
extending from the on~ end of the country to the other; nor could I 
but be impressed by the tremendous spirit of self-sacrifice shown bv the 
masses of the Uritish workers, for the sake of an ideal- people whom 
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some of our Nationalists prefer to consider as materialists. To stand by 
the miners in their difficulties, old railway workers and transport workers 
about to draw their pensions gave up their ·jobs at the ca11 olf their 
leaders. Living in England in those days, through all the inconveniences 
and uncertainties, I could not but be interested in what was happening 
and wanting to know more on the subject. P 1277 are several . issues 
of the Plebs. One of them is the 2oth Birthday number. The Plebs is 
described as the organ of the National Council of Labour colleges. 
In the first editorial of this Birthday number is quoted an extract from 
the first number of the Plebs 20 years back "To the organised Labour 
~Iovement we appea]; for support on a question that lies at the very 
bottom of working-class organisation. We could not trust our economic 
s:1.fety to the good intentions of the, possessing class. We do not rely 
upon the politics ori>ur employers for measures ol progressive legislation. 
We establish our own economic fortifications, we have our own political 
weapons, we control our own literary despatches. Why then should we 
not as independently manage our educational affairs ? Even as we have 
a platform of our own and a press of our own, let us have educational 
institutions of our own." 

D/26-I 1·31. 

In the same issue in the article entitled '' Two pages of Labour 
College history" Mr. J. Reynolds writes, " The early pioneer work 
of developing Marxian thought in this country was carried on by 
the old S. D F. led by Morris, Hyndman, Backs,. Quelchs and 
others. But the S. D. F. attitude toward~ .Trade Union Move· 
ment considerably limited the progress of this .movement. The 
S. L. P. took UIJ' the work and carried it further, with success. 
But it had become apparent in the· first decade of . the century 
that a development and extension of working·class education was 
required. The first attempt to constitute an organisation, the 
specialised fun~tion of which would be to provide the trade unions 
and Labour Parties with men trained in the science of social 
relations was made by two institutions established at the beginning 
of the century-the Workers' Educational Association and Ruskin 
College ........ Some of the more far-seeing bourgeois elements 
saw in Ruskin College and the Workers' Educational Association 
the possibility of reconciling Capital and wage Labour. But 
economic deveiopment was at work intensifying the actual struggle 
between the exploiting and.?tpioited classes and asserting the 
irreconcilable antagonism. These had two consequences ; fitst to 
strengthen the interest of the bourgeoisie in the activities of Ruskin 
Collerre and the \V. E. A. and therefore to accentuate the in-o 

fiuence of bourgeois culture in both ; second to develop among an 
ever-growing section of young workmen a hostility to those institu· 
tions. In 1906-7 there \\·as · set on foot among the student~ of 
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Ruskin College a !TIOvement to make Ruski'n Coilege ' defini!ely 
Lab'Jur in its teaching .and' in its constitution and · control..:·~ . ; . · .' 
Disorganised activit1 ~on the part of the students m~rely intensified .. ·. 
the determination of t'he reactionary elements to persevere•in reaction .. , · 
The cri~is came to a ·head in 1909! when the principal of the Ruskin ' 
College, the late Dennis Bird. was forced to resign because he was 
suspected of favouring, this reformation movement. The students went 
on strike in April of that' year. It no'' became clear that the original 
objective of the newly formed Plebs League was impo~sible. In August 
of the same year the Central Labour College, now the Labour College, 
was founded in Oxford and was moved to its present premises in London 
in 191 z. The struggle to build up the Labour College for an indepen· 
dent proletarian culture is a severe one. Trade Unions had to be won 
over to the new idea in face of the opposition of many of their leaders, 
who favoured the "broad" education of Ruskin College as against the 
"narrow Marxism" of the Labour College. But the pioneers of the 
Labour College had an irresistible ally in the economic evolution, which 
proclairned in fact the antagonism which the "broad and impartial" 
education sought to conceal. The latter might try to eradicate the idea 
of a class struggle. It could not eliminate the struggle in practice. 
And now the struggle was carried over into the theoretical field, and the 
~crence of society, which alone is founded on the fact of - dass 
antagonism-Marxism -became the fulcrum of the Labour College. 

"The nature and intensity of the struggle to build up the college 
can readily be im1_sined, since, within the whole province of social 
theory, no theoretical system hac; been so fifrcely and frequently assailed 
as that of Marxism. But every advance in capitalist development re
inforces our conviction of the scientific soundness of Marxism and on 
the other hand, increases the intensity of the attack upon it. \Vith the 
passing of the years, the conscience of capitalism grows mpre uneasy and 
it calls out even more desperately for its Knight·errants to go forward 
and slay the Marxian dragon. They fare about as well in their heroic 
adventures as did the knights of Cervantes I The British bourgeoisie, 
under the guise of giving a "broad and impartial education" to the 
workers is now promoting anti· Marxian propagdnda. \Veil may these 
anti-Marxians advocate a "broad" education, since it is a breadth i. t. 
due to a lack of depth I ........ :\ot onl ,. is there a need for the main· 
tenance ·and extension of education among the working class in this 
country but there is also an ever-growing need for International co-ordina
tion among the proletarian cultural institutions throughout the world. 
\Vhen the workers of each country know more· about the history of the 
workers in the other countries, they will recognise the oneness of their 
oppressors and the oneness of their salvation; and then all the more 
speedily will they translate this knowledge into oneness of action before 
wl.1ich the ancient house of oppression must crumble into dust and cease 
from troubling the toilers of the world." 
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P 1275 is a copy of the Communist Bookshop Catalogue. It 
will be seen that it does not only advertise Cqmmunist publications, in 
(act the overwhelming majority of the publications advertised are non· 

. Communist, \Vitness the following for instanc;e :-
• 1 • 

"The Great Illusion'' and 11 the Press and Organisation of 
Society" by Norman Angel ; " English. Constitution" by Walter 
Bagehot; the 11 Theory of International Trade" by C. P Bastable; 
"the Mercy of Allah" and "the French Revolution" by Hilaire 
Belloc; "Shelly, Godwin and Circle" by H. N. Brailsford; " Past 
and Present" by Thomas Carlyle; "Towards Democracy" by Edward 
Carpenter; "Crime and Punishment'' by F Dostoievsky; "Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire'' by Gibbon; "Sex" by Patrick Geddes; 
"The Doll's Hou:,e'' by Ibsen; " Unto this Last'' by John Ruskin; 
"Virgin Soil'' by Turgeniev. 

This catalogue came to my address in London among the un· 
solicited literature. I never bought any book from that Bookshop. In 
London I was a member of the Times Book Club and I used to buy 
books and general literature from th~re; I ha~e also a permanent balance 
with the. I. L. P. Publication Department and I order books on Labour 
and Socialism from there. 

Thus it will be seen. that nothing was found with me when I 
landed and nothing was found at the Spark office either when I was 
arrested more than a _year later, that would not be ordinarily found 
with any newspaper man, especially one who is~ Socialist and is running 
a Socialist paper. The Police officer who arrested me, and carried out 
the search of my place has admitted in his evidence that he seized 
only such things as he considered would be relevant to this case 
according to the detailed instructions. given to him. The rest of my 
books and paper5 he left behind. Ordinarily, it would not be fair to 
judge the general character of the entire contents of my library from 
su:h a carefully selected and isolated material. But in spite of this, 
it is significant that out of some 16r items in my search the Prosecution 
have thought it fit to put in only 3L items as Prosecution exhibits. And 
out of these again only the few irregular issues of some Communist or 
Communistic perivdicals would alone deserve the name of Communist 
literature in my possession. It is remarkable that not a single authori· 
tative book on Communism by a Communist author was found 
with me. The only book on Communism ·found in my posses
sion was one written by a non-Communist or, as the Communists would 
prefer to say, by an anti·C~mmunist namely "Communism'' by 
Professor Harold Lasky, published by the Home University Library 
(item No. 93 in my search-list), and the Prosecution naturally have not 
even thought it worth while to put it forward as an exh;hit. As against 
this th<t~fn my search·list P 1240 on Socialist subjects by 
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Socialists is overwhelming, beginning with item no. I in my search
list namely, "The Intelligent woman's guide to Socialism and Capi
talism" by 1Ir. G. Bernard Shaw, and Rt. Hon',ble Ramsay ~iacDonald's 
''Socialism- critical and constructive'' (item no. 70) to the Socialist 
Annual D 5 (al and Songs for Socialists D 5 (b) published by the 
l L. P. and the Fabian Society respectively and ''Labour and Hous· 
ing in. Bombay" by Professor Burnett Hurst. I have put in a few 
more books from my search-list as defence exhibits as further samples 
of ciifferent schoois of political thought. Your Honour may refer to 
D 5 (a) and D 5 (b ~ and from D 533 and D 553· Apart from my 
pre-occupation with ·Socialism, even the search-list P 1240 itself 
would show my interest f~r instance in Liberalism, although the Police 
were not likely to bring along many books on Liberalism from my 
library. \Vitness D 534 "The land and the Nation-the rural report 

of the Liberai Land Committee 1923-25" and the three books by 
Henry George "The Crime and Poverty" D 545, nscotland and 
Scotsmen", D 546 and ''Land and People" D 549· This ·will ill us· 
trate my intellectual curiosity to know what the critics of Socialism
not only those on its Left (Communists) but also those on the Right 
(Libera!s)--had to say about Socialism. I must admit I was never 
interested in what the Tories thought or wrote about Socialism. 
Their possessive and predatory propensities are only too manifest but 
I have never believed that they have either the heart to feel for the 
sufferings of the poor or the intellectual capacity to offer any rational 
remedies for the social disease. · 

For the benefit of the Prosecution I may point out what Mr. M.N. 
Roy, ''hom they evidently consider an expert on many things, has to say 
about Henry George in P 2344, an article on "Socialism and the 
Nationalisation of land" forwarded to the editor of ''Forward", Calcutta, 
in September 1928. In this article he writes: "The Land Tenancy 
Retorm .Association founded by J.S. Mill in 1870 claimed 'the unearned 
income of the land and}Produce thereof' for society as a whole. It pro· 
posed that the State should take control of the land.'' (J S. Mill, Pro~ 

gramme of the Land Tenure Reform Association). 

Nevertheless, practically all the liberal theorists, polidcians and 
social reformists of the epoch joined the Ass~ciation. This again proves 
that abolition of feudal (or any other form of unproductive) land-owner· 
ship is far from Socialism, being a measure advantageous to capitalist 
development. As a matter of fact all from ]. S. Mill to Henry George 
and Alferd Russeli \Vallace who advocated land reform (in various ways, 
namely nationalisation of the land tax, single tax, nationalilation 
of the land etc.) were either tacitly or expressedly opposed to 
Socialism. Even the American, Henry George, who m his book 
"Progress and Poverty" presented a complete scheme of land rc· 
.form supported by a synthesis of Bentham's philosophy of "Natural 
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right'', Ricardo;s and l\Iill's theories of rent and Dove's proposal for the 

nationalisation of rent, disassociated himself clearly from Socialism. The 
actual application of the remedy of the "single tax" prescribrd by Henry 
George for the "old country ·• would be nationalisation of the land, although 
he did not make such a radical proposition, yet he opposed Socialism as 
something "incompatible with personal freedom". The doctrine of 
personal freedom, "individuaiism," is the corollary to the capitalist 
economic theory of competition. A · believer in the capitalist 
doctrine of con:petition, Henry George demanded the abolition 
of the monopoly in the form of land ownership. The hypocritical 
verbiage about the sufferings of the working-class, contained in the book 

·of Henry George, was meant to deceive the working-class and the inci· 
pient socialists. Henry George's quackery of single tax consider· 
ably retarted the ·clarification of socialist thought in England, 
because most of the incipient socialists of that time f~ll under the 
influence of his propaganda. The British Socialist Movement was not 
liberated from the harmful influence of Henry ·George until the followers 
of Karl Marx, headed by H. M. Hyndman, exposed the capitalist charac· 
ter of his remedy.'' 

Mr. Bernard Shaw writes in the "Intelligent womah's guide" as 
follo}vS : "Between Karl Marx and ,the Webbs came Henry George ·with 
his "Progress and ,povetry'', which converted many to lar.d nationalisation. 
I.t was the work of a man whq had seen that the conversion of a:n American 
village to a city of milliouaires Wfl.S .also 'the conversion of a place where 
people could live and let live in tolerable comfort to an inferno of seeth· 
ing poverty and misery. Tolstoy was one of his notable converts. 
George's omission to consider what the state should do with the national 
rent after it had taken it into the public treasury stopped him on the 
threshold o( Socialism; but most of the young men, whom he had led 
up to it, went through· like myself into the Fabian Society and other 
socialist bodies. "Progress and poverty" is still Ricardian in theory, 
indeed it is on its abstract side a repetition of De Quii1ce.y's logic of 
political economy. But whereas De Quincey, as a true blue British 
lory, a century ago accepted the capitalist unequal distribution of 
income: and the consequent division of society into rich gentry and poor~ 
proletarians, as a most natural and desirable arrangement, George, as an 
equally true blue American republican was revolted. by it.» 

As the Magistrate in his Committal Order refers to the anti·war. 
propaganda in the Spark and- stigmatises it as a bogey which runs 
through all Communist. literature, it will be interesting to note the atti· 
tude taken by the British Labou'r'Party at· its 26th Annual Conference 
held a\ Margate in 1926, a report of which was found in my search a:nd 
has been put in as D 538. On page 256 is printed the resolution that was 

~ passed by the Conference on war resistance and world peace. The resolu
tion runs as follows:-" This Conference simultaneously with its advocacy 
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of Labour's peace policy, calls upon the workers to make clear to their 
Covernments that they will meet any threat of war, so-cnlled defensive 
or offensive, by organising general resistance, including the refusal to 
bear arms, to produce armaments, or to render any material assistance. It 
urges that steps should be taken, at the earliest suitable moment, by the 
World Conference of the· Socialists, Trade Union and Cooperative 
Internationals to prepare.concerted acti.:m on these linEs." 

The resolution was moved by :Mr. Fenner Brockway of the Inde· 
pendent Labour Party and was seconded by Mr. Arthur Ponsonby M. P. 
who was Under-Secretary of State for foreign affa~rs in 1\ir. MacDonald's 
first Labour Ministry. In the_{£>Urse of his speech Mr. Brockway observes 
'·Labour aione could save the world from the disaster of another great 
war, and it would be a race between the constructive capacity of Labour 
and the destructive capacity of Capitalism ....••. They must face the fact 
that in this race between constructive Socialism and destructive Capi
talism, destructive Capitalism might win and they might be faced with a 
danger of ~ new war before they had removed that danger from the world 
by ado-ption of the Labour P~rty's policy. They therefore ask that Labour 
should accompany its constructive policy by declaring that should Capi· 
talism force a war upon the world, Labour would resist it to the utmost 
limit on the industrial as well on the political field ......... What was 
required however was that this idea should be organised, that prepara· 
tions should be~made through the I. F. T. U., through the L. S. I. and 
through the Cooperative International so that they would not again be 
placed in the position they were placed in 1914, when, on the Sunday 
before the war was declared, they were speaking of war resistance', but 
by the middle of the week their arguments had been shattered and resis
tance made impossible. Mr. Arthur Ponsonby while second:i.,the resolu· 
tion said, ·'He was proud tn be able to do so before that important 
meeting~ ..... It might seem to some people an academic resolution, 
because for the moment there happened to be no war clouds on the 
horizon, but the wo~st moment to discuss a measure of that sort was 
when there was a war cloud. They had to do it when their heads were cool 
and when they could understand what war meant, and remember the 
~ssons it had taught that generation. He would venture to say that it 
was the most important resolution that they had on their agenda during 
the week. Because unless they· could make the world safe, unless they 
could remove the menace of war, all their hopes, their ideals, their pro· 
grammes were bound to be frustrated. The authorities, the capitalists, 
those that had kept the world under bondage so long, had got the man 
with a bugle at their side, and the~ knew that if the great Labour 
Movement marched forward and:caPture the majority of the country, a 
blast from that bugle would break up their ranks and scatter their forces, 
and their opponents would not hesitate to make the man blow the 
bugle if they thought it was necessary to break the movement;. that if the 
Conference passed the resolution, t~e authorities would know that a very 
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large section of the population, come what might, were going to resist the 
next war, and by that means they would. withdraw the war card from 
diplomacy, and they would find that Foreign Secretaries when they 
came together would be very chary about using it, and they would get 
international disputes,settled by civilised means. There(ore by pass· 
ing the resolution they would be taking a great step forward in tearing 
the curse of war from the world.'' On page 326 again are published 
the manifestoes issued by the Executive Committee of the Labour 
and Socialist International 1926, amongst which is one against militarism, 
against Imperialism and against war. On page 85 of the same report 
is given the Parliamentary Labour Party's resolution moved in the 
House of Commons about the prosecutiOlJ,. of certain Communists in 
England which runs as follows: "That the action of the Government 
in initiating the prosecution of certain members of the Communist 
Party is a violation of the traditional British rights of freedom of speech 
and publication of opinion." The Government's action was stigmatised 
as a political crime inspired by political motives. 

On page ro of the same report is given the Labour Party's 
programme on the formation of the League of Youths, " The develop· 
ment of Young Peoples' sections within the Party has made steady 
progress during the past year, the total now numbering 206. It is 
suggested however that more attention to this phase of work might 
be displayed by many of our local parties. Our political opponents are 
not idle in this respect, and there are many organisations seeking to 
influence the young and to mould their opinions upon lines antagonistic to 
the obj<tcts and aims of the Labour Party. A keener interest in this 
desirable attempt to ass~ciate our young people with the life of the 
Party will bring added strength to our ranks which would stand us in 
good stead in future years." This would explain and justify the 
interest taken by the Spark in the Youth Leagues Movement in India 
by publishing two contributions on the subject to provoke a further 
controversy. 

l 
On page 11 of the Socialist Annual D 5 (a) information about 

the ''New Leader" is given as follows:---

"The weekly organ of the I. L. P. is the 'New Leader', edited 
by H. N. Brailsford. It seeks to combine a fighting Socialist policy 
with a statement of our con~tructive case ..•... It has a great reputation 
both nationally and internationally and has been described by continental 
Socialists as 'the best Socialist W eekjy in the world.' " 

I shall later be able to point out that similar articles as have 
appeared in the Spark have also been appearing io the New Leader. 
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D 553 is "Socialism and the Empire", a report to the I. L. P. 
Empire Party committee submitted to the annual Conference of the 
Party in 1926. It opens with the following remarks:-, 

"The policy which Socialism would adopt in relation to the 
Empire problems involves a complete break with many past traditions. 
To quote the I. L. P. constitution "Socialism is an International Move· 
ment. It recognises that the interests of the workers throughout the 
world. of whatever race, colour or creed are one; and that war, Imperialism 
and the exploitation of native races are mainly caused by the greed of 
competing capitalist groups." "It seeks to prevent these evils by the 
establishment of a world organisation of free peoples, cooperating in 
the production and distribution of the world's goods.'' "Our immediate 
proposals must be in line with those principles and their soundness will 
be measured by the success with which they tend to bring about the ideal 
of an International Socialist Commonwealth. . The object of a Socialist 
policy for the Empire, in short, is to create the political and economic 
machinery that will enable such a transformation to be brought about." 
On page 6 while referring to the dominions· it says, "Since the war, 
the tendency towards independence has been very marked.'' The following 
developments are indicative of the enchanced status of the dominions: 

{ r) They are independent voting members of the League of 
Nations. 

(2} They separately signed the peace treaties, which were separately 
ratified by their Parliaments. 

(3 1 They claim the'right to be consulted on questions of foreign 
policy and decline to be committed without their own consent. General 
Smuts has claimed the right to secede if they so desire and Mr. Bonar 
Law has admitted that a moral right of secession was undeniable. 

I 

(4) They have been granted the ~ight to separate representation 
at the capitals of foreign powers. 

(5) They have the right separately to negotiate treaties with 
foreign powers. 

This was established by the precedent of the Canadian represent· 
ative counter-signing the Halibut Treaty between Canada and the 
U:. S. A., instead of the British ambassador, as on previous occasions. 

l> 543 is "The Labour Year Book" for 1926, issued by the General 
Council of the Trades Union Congress and the National Executive of 
the Labour Party. 

On page 6 ol this Year Book is given the resolution ()n "Against 
Imperialism" passed at the Scarborough Session of the British Trade 
Union Congress in 1925. It runs as follows:-
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"This Trades .Union Congress .believes ·that . the domination of 
non· British peoples .Qy. the British Go\rernrnent is a form of capitalist · 
exploitation having for its oqject the securing for .British capitalists: 

~(1) of .cheap sour.ces .of;·raw materials, 

\2) the rigbt to exploit cheap and unorganised ·labour··anH use the 
competition of that labour to degrade the workers' stantlard h1 ·Great 
Britain. 

"Jt declares its c.o~plete .qpposition to .Imperialism, and resolves
( 1) to suppqrt the workers in all .Parts .of the British Empirt! to .or.ganise 
Trade Unions.and yoli.tical :parties in .order to .further their .interests and 
(~):to support the right .of all ;peqples in .British Empire to self·detennina· 
tiop, in~ludin,g .the dght to .choose ·Complete separation from 
the E.{llpire.." 

{)n page 4 Mr. A. B. Swales in his Presidential address at the 
same Congress udealing with International Trade 'Un'ion affairs urged 
the necessity of Closer relations w'ith Russia, o'f promoting the organisa· 
tion of the Indian workers, and supporting the ~Chinese people in their 
struggle against capita'list Imperia1ism. 14 

On page 10 of this Year Book is given the resolution "Disaffiliat· 
ing Communists from the British Labour Partf'' which was passed at its 
annual Conference held at Liverpool in 1925. It runs as follows:-

(~) Th.at :the application .of the Communist Party for affiliation 
be refused. 

i 2) That no member of the Compmnist Party shall be eligihle for 
endorsement as a Labour candidate iod Parliament or for any local 
authority. 

(3) That no member of the Communist Party shall be eligible 
to become a member of any individual section of any affiliated Labour · 
Party, or be entitled to remain a member~'· 

On page 37 is given information about the Parliamentary Labour 
Club with reference to which I have already put in a defence exhibit. 

0 544 is "Ipdia. to·day'', a report on conditions in India and 
out}iQ~ of Policy by the I. L.P. Indian Advisory Committee. 

On page 4 is given the: resolution passed by the I.L.P. Conference 
iQ t9~S whkh towards its close ~uns as follows:- C 

"The I.L.P. is further of opinion that the needs o{ the wcrkers 
of India demand more urgent and sympathetic consideration thatl fg givefi 
to them. at present. It therefore draws attention to the immediate 
n~cessity of improving the lot of the Indian workers and ]ooks forward to 
the time when India, self·governedl shall establish her own Co?perative 
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Commonwealth on Socialist lines. It assures the workers ot India of its 
solidarity with them in their needs and demands.'' This might be 
remembered when I said in the Lower Court in my statement/" I am in 
bvour of a Cooperative Commonwealth on the lines of Brailsford, 
Maxton, Fenner Brockway and others." 

0 540 "The Socialist and Labour ~lovement in Japan" by an ' 
American sociologist and the "Irish Labour Movement" by \V.P. Rayan 
(item no. 63 in search) will give an idea of my interest in the Socialist 
IVlovement in other countries besides England. 

The .Spa,-k. 

I have already said that on my' return from England I joined the 
Bombay Chronicle, but soon went over to the Indian N a tiona} Herald. 
There was a keen and mutually destructive competition between the twn 
papers. The Indian National Herald financially got into low waters 
early in 1928. About August 1928 the High Court of Bombay passed 
or1lers to liquidate the concern when a suit was filed by the creditors of 
the paper, amongst whom were some old et_nployees of the concern. 
But thanks to the extremely slow pace of work at the Government 
Receiver's office, the Herald continued some sort of existence even after 
I left it in January 1929; in fact it was finally closed some time after 
our arrest. 

A couple of months after I had joined the Herald by the end of 
1927, I was beginning to feel I had made a mistake in leaving the 
Bnmbay Chronicle. But I could not go back to tho old paper, as my 
place was already taken by another. Then I was wondering if I could 
start S')mething of my own in case the Herald actually went down and 
to use my knowledge of Socialism. I used to discuss with my colleagues 
on the Herald and other journalist friends how far it could be feasible 
to run a small independent weekly in 13ombay ; among others I remember 
to have had discussions on this subject with Mr. Pothan Joseph, now 
editor of the Indian Daily Mail, Bombay; Mr. L. G. Khare, Assistant 
Editor of the Bombay Chronicle; Mr. Kbadilkar, the editor of the 
Nawakal and owner of the Dattatraya Printing Press •. and.l\Ir. L. K. 
Prabhu, another assistant editor of the Herald. I was hesitating 
because of my inexperience. I had never before assumed the responsi· 
bility of editing a paper myself. Mr. Khare of the Bombay Chronicle 
had some previous experience of running an independent weekly called 
the "Indian Nationalist". He advised me to start a very small paper 
in the beginning which I could run at a loss for some time, if necessary; 
and if the response from the public was adequate, then I should increase 
the size of the paper. It was during my talks with Mr. Khare that 
we hit upon the name "Spark., as a simple and striking title for the 
paper. He also impressed upon me the prospects of a paper with 
Sociali ~t views which would have the advantage of cutting out competi· 
tion with other already existing nationalist papers and which had quite a 
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fair prospect of being .popular with · the increasingly large num.ber ·of 
educated persons both inside the Congress and outside who were taking 
an increasina interest in the Socialist 1\J.ovement.. At one · time I had 

0 

an idea of starting. the· Spark jointly with. my friend: Mt. Prabhu,. my 
colleague un the Herald. Mr. Khadilkar had al<io an :idea of starting a 

I monthly magazine at his own t.xpense and putting me in editorial charge, 
But for various reasons that project fell through. 

By January 1929, I decided it was not worth while to stay on the 
Herald ; but a!l Mr. Prabhu wanted to stay on the paper; I decided to 
plunge ahead alone. Before I actually left the Herald or formally 
announced the advent of my paper to the general public I used to talk 
frequently to rriy other journali~t friends in Bombay about it with a view 
to take their advice and. also to secure their cooperation. I also at that 
stage inquired of different presses in Bombay in order to ascertain the 
minimum cost of bringing out the Spark. Ultimately it was Mr Khadilkar 
who carne to my help and offered to print my paper at considerably 
reduced rate; and' Mr. Sadanand, the Manager of the Free Press of 
fndia, offered t'o encourage me by giving his Saturday"s news service to 
me at a concession rate. 

It was on account of the helP' and encouragement that l received 
from these friends that I finally made up my mind to start the Spark and 
Mr. Sadanand through his news agency the Free Press broadcast the 
news that I would be bringing out a socialist weekly called the Spark iiJ. 
Bombay. He subsequently also wired if I remember rightly an extract 
from the first editoria1 outlining the policy of t~e paper. 

\Vhen I dedded to give the simple narn.e Spark to my paper, I 
never dreamt that such a terrible . hullaballoo would be made about the 
sarrie. At the time when 1 gave that name, I had if· anything the 
Bombay new::: boys in mind and 1 wanted to give them a simple word to 
shout at !!treet corners, which they could not easily twist out. <?f shape. 
Once i was connected with a nationalist daily in Bombay called "The 
Voice of India". And would you believe it ? The boys used to .shout 
"The Vice of India". Yo-ur Honour, there are a few words that ar~ 
dear to journalists all the world over like the chronicle, courier, news, 
post, herald, times, star, spark, 'torch, search-light, standard etc Even 
Mr. Brailsford considered Spark an attractive name for a paper. When 
l chose that name i for one did not know that the word "Spark'' when 
translated into Rl1ssian ·meant "iskra'' and Iskra was the name of one oJ 
the numerous papers \rith which Lenin in his chequered career seems 
to have been comietted. If 1 had called my paper the Torch or ?.earchlight 
I am ::.£raid the Prosecution would have translated the words into French 
and solemnly informed us that there was a paper of that name run by the 
Paris Communards of 1870. It is difficult, your Honour, to discover a 
word that can be guaranteed to 'be fool proof. 
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According to Mr. Derojinsky P. W. 182, Pravda and Izvestia, the 
two well known Bolshevik papers, mean nothing more than "truth" and 
"news" respectively. And "Truth'' also happens to be the name of a 
well known Conservative weekly paper in Britain. According to the 
same Russian witness, "workers' cause" in his language meant 11raboche· 
yadelo", "new life" meant "novayazihn'', ''watchman'' meant "dornik", 
"Dawn" meant ''zaria" etc. And these Russian equivalents happen to 
be the names of some of the many papers with which Lenin and 1 rotsky 
and other Bolsheviks seemed to have been connected as can be seen from 
the recently published ''Trotsky's Autobiography" and other books. If 
by chance I had given any of these names to my paper, the Prosecution 
would have with equal avidity fastened on this coincidence as a valuable 
piece of evidence to prove that mine was also a Bolshevik paper. No 
wonder that when they are armed with such evidence, the Prosecution 
have been afraid to face a jury trial in a High Court. 

Mr. Brailsford in his evidence rightly said that "a socialist journa· 
list might call his paper Sp'ark without reference to Iskra. He might 
hit on .the name by entire accident. He also knew of a· Russian paper 
called ''Vperiod" meaning "Forward" with which by the way Lenin was 
also connected ( Vide ·" rrotsky's Life'''· And there is also a socialist 
paper of that name in Glasgow to which Mr. Ramsay MacDonald was a 
constant contributor." At this stage in Mr. Brailsford's examination, I 
would remind the Court that the Prosecutiotl Counsel inqui~ed of my 
counsel the point in asking these questions. He was told that we wanted 
to expose the frivolous nature of this content'ion. To this Mr. Kemp 
replied .. if that had not been sufficiently done already". On this assu· 
ranee my counsel Mr. Sinha dropped the point. I was therefore sur· 
prised to find Mr. Kemp's returning to the charge on this very point in 
his cross-examination of Mr Brailsford. Mr. Brailsford further said that 
when Lenin was connected with Iskra as one of the five mem hers of the 
editorial board in 1903 (when I (Desai) had not even learnt the English 
alphabets), the Iskra was a Social Democrat Menshevik paper and not 
a Bolshevik Communist paper at all. If I ha1llived in London in 1903 
I might perhaps, like Mr. Brailsford, have come to know some of these 
facts But living as I did in London from 1924 to 1927 I affirm I did 
not know when I started the paper that Lenin was at any time connected 
with a paper called the Iskra which in its turn meant Spark. 

"A socialist weekly" was the sub·title of my paper and in each 
issue it was prominently printed. In the very first editorial I mentioned 
the Daily Herald of London as an unrealisable ideal in the following 
words :-"It is almost utopian for instance to expect a socialist daily in 
Bombay like the Daily Herald in London", and then I went on to say 
that it should not be impossible to have a weekly socialist paper. 1 
pointed out in my statement in the Lower Court that the London Daily 
Herald was first run by Mr. Lansbury as a weekiy paper. \Vhen the 
Spark came out, it was reviewed in different papers in different ways. 
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I published some of these notices in the second and the fourth Issues of 
the Spark. The Times of India greeted its appearance with half a 
column of mischievous, inaccurate and tnalicious abuse. I published 
this criticism and printed along-side it in the next column how t~is very 
paper,·the voice of Anglo· tndians on the Bombay s1de, had greeted 
Mr. Keir Hardy, the father of Sritish Socialism and founder of the 
I. L P. and New Leader, when he had landed in Bombay in October 
1907. · This in itself is signiflcant and illustrates the bent of my mind 
and throws light on the policy of the paper. • When my paper was 
attacked by the Times of India, why should I have gone nearly a quarter 
of a century back through the· musty files of the paper to show how this 
very paper had abused the leader of British Socialism when he appeared 
in Bombay. Tne Times of India was aln1ost daily indulging in abuse 
of Communism and Comlnunist leaders like Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin 
and a more recent parallel could have been easily found. It is in the 
fourth issue of the Spark dated 24th February 1929 on the last page that 
I print these two paragraphs from the Times of India side by side. I 
have printed them as follows :-"Leopard may change his spots but 
D-d old lady of Boribunder will not give up her billingsgate." The 
contrasting paragraphs are headed as follows :-

0) ''How she greeted keir Hardy, the father of British 
Sotialis m". 

'2) "How she greets Spark the new socialist weekly''. The 
first paragraph runs as follows : ...... 

"Does it occur to this man of the people (Hardy) uncultured, 
illiterate, with at the best a stunted and perverted imagination, does it 
not occur to him, and the astuter ones who are making him their eat's 
paw, that his enterprise is not only radically mischievous but over· 
whelmingly ridiculous ? The appeal was from the masses to masses, 
the slogan of gutter to gutter, cementing all the forces of inferiority, 
inefficiency, and serfdom, against all that is best and s~nest and strongest 
in life. It is the voiced concentration of hatred, the hatred which the 
sick and feeble and the bad, by a strange law of antagonism, cannot help 
cherishing against the healthy, the great, and the good. On the one 
hand the aristocracy, the rule of the best, on the other democracy, the 
rule of the mob, that "bellnacenticeps11 representing again the inexoner· 
able law of nature what for the time being is the worst". (Times of 

India 26·IO·i907). 

That is how the Times of India had described Mr. Keir Hardy's · 
arrival in Bombay during the Bengal Partition days. 

D/28·t1•3i. 

By printing side by side with this outburst of indignation against 
Mr. Keir Hardy and the Socialist Movement, the abuse that the Times 
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of India had levelled against the Spark, I wanted to show how in spite 
of the intervening years there was n0t the slightest change in the attitude 
of the Times of India towards the Socialist Movement. And it seems 
to a large extent the present Prosecut~on also have nearly the same out
look towards the Socialist Movement. \Vitness their anxiety to refer 
to workers as coolies. Of. course in these days it seems safer to dr1p the 
word socialism for it is slightly inconvenient to attack Socialism by name 
with a Socialist Premier in office. 

For printing the Spark 1 had made arrangements with Mr. K. P · 
Khadilkar. Mr. Khadilkar is perhaps the oldest journalist on the 
Bombay side. For years and years he was the le~der writer of the late 
Lokamanya Tilak's paper, the Kesari. Since l\'lr. Tilak:s deatb 
Mr. Khadilkar came over to Bombay and for some years was editing a 
l\1arathi daily called the Lokamanya. For the last decade and more he 
has b~en editing the premier l\Iarathi daily in Bombay, the Nawakal. 
He is also the owner of the Dattatraya Printing \Vorks, Girgaum, 
Bombay. He is perhaps the most important disciple of Mahatma 
Gandhi in the city of Bombay. 

From the outset I had explained to Mr. Khaclilkar that my paper 
was purely an individual enterprise and although it would maintain a 
Socialist outlook it was entirely unconnected with any of the existing 
political parties or groups. And Mr. Khadilkar accepted my credit 
because he had known ~·me as a professional journalist working on 
n:t.tionalist papers in Bombay and also because he personally knew the 
status of my family. It was further made clear to Mr. Khadilkar that 
while the paper would be going through his press, no one should be 
allowed to have anv access to the manuscripts, the proofs, the blocks, 
the galleys or the printed copies of the paper, in short, no one should be 
allowed to have anything to do with the paper except myself and 
Mr. Dhairwayan of the Bomba'y Chronicle who used to assist me ,in 
seeing the paper through the press ; and no suggestion about additions, 
arterations, or subtractions in the copy should be accepted unless it bore 
my own signature. And these provisions. and safeguards were strictly 
carried out by the press people. 

In the first issue of the Spark I published a brief editorial notice 
to the readers to the full owing effect:-

"\Ve are coming out a fortnight earlier than we intended and are 
giving a full page publicity to the candidates of the \Vorkers' and 
Peasants' Party as they seem to have been let down at the last moment 
by the Local Congress organization on a flimsy pretext. From 10th. 
February the Spark will appear regularly every Sunday-Ed. Spark." 

This note which by its nature had to be very succinct and was 
written hurriedly late at night at the last minute contains two 
distinct statements. The object of the first statement is to make it 
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clear that since we are publishing our first number ~advance of the due 
date no odium should be attached to the paper for not publishing the 
second issue on the following Sunday. The second statement relates 
to the publication of the Municipal Election Manifesto of the ·workers' 
and Peasants' Party, at the same time specifyi.ng the reasons for doing 
so in the following words : 

" As they seem to have been let down at the last moment by 
the local Congress organisation on a flimsy pretext.'' We believed 
it would be obvious from this that we published their Election Mani
fest(\ not because we were in agreement with the policy and programme 
of theW. P. P. but because it was represented to U!', and we belie,•ed 
it, that these worker candidates had been suddenly deprived of the 
facilities for publicity which would have been available to them if they 
had stood as Congress candidates. Under the circumstances we 
thought it fair to give them a chance of publishing their viewpoint as 
the Indian National Herald, the Nawakal, the llindustan and Praja 
Mitra and other Bombay dailies had done. It may be remembered 
in this connection what Mr. M. N. Desai, Inspector of the Special 
Branch Bombay tP. \V. 215) said in his cross·examination. H~' said, 
" I think I saw similar election manifestoes to that c n page 5 of the 
issue of the Indian National Herald dated 25th January 1929 in the 
~ombay Chronicle also." I may also point out that the Nawakal not 
only published the election manifestoes of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party's candidates for the Municipal election but also editorially sup
ported them even some time before the Spark actually came out. I 
shall put in the relevant issue of the paper \~hen the proper defence 
witnesses come along. The publication of the W. P. P. Municipal 
Election Manifesto in the Spark was an expression of sympathy, not 
with their principles and policy, but rather with their plight brought 
a?out by a clique in the local Congress organisation) mainly represent· 
ing vested interests !n the city. It was represented to us that they 
were not allowed at the last moment to stand as Congress candidates 
because they were at the same time members of another political 
body·the Workers' and Peasants' Party. This we considered curious. 
because the Congress never insists on its members giving up the 
membership of cotumunal political organisations, for instance .. Besides 
if this were the view of the Local Congress Committee it need not 
have adopted them as candidates from the beginning, instead of 

·springing a surprise on them at the last moment. 

My arrangements with Mr. Khadilkar for printing the paper were 
on a monthly basis and we had agreed to bring out the paper from 
February of 1929 onwards. I had similar arrangements with the Free 
Press and with the distributors also. In the meanwhile Mr. R. S. 
Nimbkar, the Secretary of the B. P. C. C. and Secretary of the All· 
India \Vorkers' and Peasants' Party approached Mr. Khadilkar, as I 
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understand he had approached several other editors and explained to 
him the plight of these candidates. Mr. Khadilkar promised to give 
what support he could through the columns of his own paper and in
cidentally mentioned that a Socialist paper was soon to be printed at 
his press, and promised to speak to the editor on the subject. 
Mr. Khadilkar when he spoke to me also emphasised the advantage of 
bringing out my paper before the \lunicipal elections rather than after, 
from the point of publicity. for the paper. As I had always greatly 
valued the advice of ~lr. Khadilkar in such matters because of his 
life-long experience of journalism, I readily accepted the suggestion. 
But there was a difficulty about our previous monthly agreement to 
bring out the paper from February onwards and the elections were on 
29th January. We then mutually agreed to bring out the first 
number on Sunday, 27th January and to cut out the next issue in 
February. \Vhen the first issue was nearly composed and was about to 
be sent to the machine i~ the early hours of 27th January, Mr. Khadilkar 
inquired if I had put in a notice in the paper adequately explaining why 
the next issue would not C•)me out before a fortnight. I then hurriedly 
scrawl"ed a few lines that appear in the first issue of the Spark. The 
phrasing may not b~ as happy as it might have been. But it would be 
absurd to read into it the far-fetched meaning that the Prosecution are 
seeking to do. 

In this connection I may point out that while the Nawakal and 
. other papers even editorially supported the candidature of these members 
of the \V.P.P., the Spark only published their Election M::mifesto. The 
Nawakal for instance .praised their fearless and militant leadership of the 
Textile strike, not only at the risk· of going to jail but even· at the risk 
of their life, in spite of the false charges and assaults inspired against them 
by the local capitalists and advised the voters to vote for them. \Vhen the 
Spark did devote 1n editorial to the subject of Municipal elections, after 
the elections were over, in its second issue the Spark did not confine 
its comments to the defeat of these wcrkers' representatives but also 
deplored the defeat of the nationalists at the polls. The following is an 
extract from its editorial:-

11 Lessons of defeat" in the second issue of 1oth February. ''People 
get the Government they deserve. After having voted to the corporation 
. a majority of incompetent 1 ohnnies and reactionary watch dogs, the 

. citizens of Bombay have to th:mk themselves if they find themselves badly 
served in Municip'-'1 matters during the next three years. Vested inter· 
ests and communalism have won ail along the line. Not only have all the 
Labour candidates being routed but the nationalists also have fared 
baaly. They have secured in the new Corporation only 12 seats against 
about 18 in the old. While the only 1\Iohammadan to stand as a 
Congress candi~ate, ·Barrister Vali was defeated, rabid communalists, 
both Hindu and Moslem have been successful. Take the Girgaum \Vard 
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which prides itself o~ being intell~ctual and progressive. Here people 
had the choice if thby hid ~anted to vote for a very moderate Labour 

. , . . . . . . . ' . • ' : . . I 

candidate Bakhale. Not only was he not successful but even il he had 
secured all the ~::>tes that wedt to Pendse, the Labour extremist, he 
~ould not ha~e passed the ,~inning post. Let it furthei· be pointed out 
to the shame of Girgaum, that while the plutocratic Sabawala and the 
obscure Sanzagid were succe~sful, Mrs. Avantika Bai, the only lady 
candidate, wis almost at the bottom of the poll. Perhaps the only 
~edeerning f~athre of the election was the well deserved defeat of Vaidya; 
Tai~s~e and bJm~sia". 

Policy of th~· .<;park. 

Before 1 proc~ed to a~ examination of tbe contents of the s1,ark, 
let m~ ~ay a ~ord abo~t it~ policy. i have already said in my statement 
in the Lower Court; "My paper w'as in English and was meant for 
the ihtelll'gentsia. Fr~rh week to week it dealt with events and activities 
from a broad Socialist stci~dpoirit". 

It is no good merely saying in reply that this is not true. The 
burden of proof rests with the Prosecution to point out that the Spark 
really preached Communism and not Socialism. 

I feel that in interpreting the policy· of the Spark, the Prosecution 
have done a great injustice to me. I had expected that before branding 
a. paper as a Communist journal they' would endeavour to find out the 
distinguishing marks which are stamped on all Communist literarature 
which differentiate them from the Socialist. ~,Now there are a few 
things common both to ~ocialism. and CommunismJ both being 
working-class movements. For the matter of that, there are a few 
things common to Socialism, Communism and even Liberalism; for 
instance their common opposition to feudalism and all it stands for. So 
it would not do to point out merely· such common grounds of agreement. 
The Prosecution must point out the apostacy of the Spark from the 
Socialist faith. I have again and again challenged the Prosecution to 
point out a single passage in the Spark where I have advocated any 
violent overthrow of the State, or have preached the necessity of the 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat or 'condemned democratic institutions in 
order to acquire political power or 'where l supported any 'characteristic 
feature of Communism which differentiates it from Socialism. As ·a 
matter of fact I have not even advocated confiscation of property with6u't 
comp~nsatio'n which some e'xtreme socialists m~y favour. · 

The Magistrate was evidently conscious of the necessity of dis
covering some such thing in the contents of the Spark and hence he 
points to Mr. 1\lirajkar's articles P 1247 and ·p I 248 and says that the 
latter especially has some similarity to the G. K. '();. leaflet P 967. He 
evidently refers to the following passage in P I 2~8 whiCh runs as 
follow.s :-"The extremists whose union to·day has the largest membership 
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are trying to take it forward. The constructive programme that is to be 
attained within the next couple of months in the matter of organisation 
and defence from the attacks of the employers and the Governrr.ent 
Committee which is sitting and recording evidence at the present 
movement is as follows:-

I,oo,ouo membership of the Union; 

2,oo,ooo rupees to be collected as strike fund in case it ts forced upon 
the workers ; 

r,ooo trained volunteers; 

100 speakers from among the wo'rkers the.mselves. 

~~This programme they (the extremist leaders) are determined to carry out 
and create a mass force, they think, the time has come to hnrl upon the 
faces of the exploiting employers in the mill industry. 

The textile worker of Bombay is no longer a dumb man; he is a 
conscious unit of the working-class. He clearly sees how the employing 
class has drunk his blood, how he and his family is starved by the master 
class which posses~ the power of exploitation, he thoroughly knows how 
he who produces we ·lth is deprived of it. He therefore means war upon 
the exploiters viz. the millowners. '' 

And the G. K. U. leaflet P 96i is also referred to in the affidavit 
that the Prosecution filed before the High Court at Allahabad at the 
time of our bail applications as evidence· of the preaching of violence. 
S. i of this affidavit runs as folbws :- ''That a \Marathi leaflet P 967 
was issued by the G;tU. after the end of the Bombay Mill strikes in 
October, 1928, ove~stgnatures of the accused Dange, Mirajkar, Bradley, 
Al we, J oglekar, Kasle (and two others not concerned herein)". Para 3 
of this leaflet (translated) contains the _following passage:-

' "s,ooo men of the Red Army, I,ooo lecturers and 2,oo,ooo of the strike 
fund must now be organised." 

Evide.ntly the Magistrate relied on this alledged evidence and 
there is no other when he says in the Committal Order that "at the very 
least Desai was actuated by the desire to rouse the working-classes 
forcibly to take the Government of the country into their own hands." 

Apart from the absurdity of starting a paper in English, a language 
foreign to the workers-to rouse them to do anything-to buy a copy of 
my paper, for instance, let alone taking the Government forcibly into their 
.hands-it is unfortunate for this theory that it is entirely based on pre· 
mises that have no existence in the objective world. Not only was I not 
concerned in any way with that G. K. U. leaflet P 967 but I never had 
any knowledge o{ it either i nor is it suggested that I had. Secondly I 
never published th~ articles of Mr. Mira jkar P 124 7 and P 1 24s, the 
latter of which is alleged to have some similarity with the G. K. u. 
leaflet P 967. To quote the Committal Order" In an unpublished article 
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on the Dock \Vorkers' Union he clearly supports Mirajkar; and in 
another on the textile workers he :hails with joy the efforts 6f ;the ex· 
tremist leaders' to create a tnass force on the Hnes laid down in the 
G. K. U. leaflet such as (P 967, ·issued by Dange and others of· the .. 
accused)". 

'Jw(..- . . 
Here I must admit I am beaten. Yqur Honour, I wa~ born in Kent 

or Cornwall to speak or write unimpeachable English and I frankly 
~onfess I cannot understand the sense of this passage if it has any. When 
we poor editors wish "clearly to support" any body or anything, or wben 
we "hail with joy" anybody ?r anything, we generaliy publish the con;. 
tributed ar.tide prominently with an editorial note to that effect. But 
what cannot enter our poor editorial brains is how by refusing to 
publish a report sent in from outside, one can clearly support any body, 
left alone hail with joy. 

\Vhen we filed our bail applications before the Allahabad High 
Court, the Prosecution filed the above mentioned affidavit as required by 
the High Court in order to indicate evidence of advocacy of violence 
again~t the accused severaliy and individually. The first five sections run 
as follows : -

( r} That there is no evidence on the record showing that any of 
the accused herein committed any overt act of violence. 

(2) That with ~reference to the question whether any of the 
accused had made preparations for the commission of acts of violence, it 
is in fact the case for the Prosecution-and there. is considerable evidence 
in support thereof -that the accused intended and hoped to fulfil the aims' ' 
of the conspiracy with which they stand charged by means of the vwle1d 
overtlzrow of tlu Govem'nent by low established and the com.Jiete a'estr, c· 

ti'Jn o'j~10le Sta·u appaf'atus. 

( 3) That it is further the case for the Prosecution- and there is 
again considerable evidence in support-'-that the Communist Party of 
India, \Vo.rkers' and Peasants' Parties and certain other bodies we;e 
organised and maintained in pursuance of the said conspiracy with the 
object of training and preparing the members thereof for vzulent 
revolutiona'r)' action- that the trade union movement was regarded as one 
of the most important of the possible weapons in the struggle for power 
and for tlu ertreblislzment of the proposed DictatorJhip of the Proletariat, 
and that the members of the said conspiracy in fact engaged in trade 
union work, and encouraged others to engage therein, with the sole or 
primary object of mobilising the workers for the class struggle and 
leading them ultimately into open conflict with the said forces . 

• ... : ,.. (4) That having regard to the facts itf paragraphs 2 and 3 herein 
above stated, and to the whole theory and teaching on which the 
Leninist doctrines affected by the accused were founded, it is submitted 
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that all the accnsed clearly contemplated and madt." preparations for the 
commission o( acts of violence. 

(5) That apart from the above general considerations applicable 
to all the accused, there is certain evidence, herein below· more parti~ 
cularly set out, affecting individual accused on the point' of preaching 
the use of force or disseminating literature advocating the same." 

After this the affidavit goes on specifying evidence against each 
accused giving extracts from his speeches and writings on the subject 
of preaching the use of force etc. It is significant that the Prosecution 
could not find a single passage in the Spark to put in this affidavit. In 
fact I have not been mentioned anywhere at all. Towards the end of 
the affidavit the Spark is just mentioned and the reference given is to 
P I2jl. (Mr. Spratt's letter forwarding his article on the Public Safety 
Bill). Thus it shows'that the Pro~ecution had no specific evidence on. 
this point to place before the High Court. 

J put to Mr. Brailsford when he was in the box as a court witness 
practically all the features of the contents of the Spark and all the 
circumstances connected with the conduct of the paper on which the 
Prosecution and the Magistrate had reiied upon as betraying the 
"Communist character" of the paper. I put to him amongst others 
questions on the following points. 

(I) Whether he published any contributions from Communists in 
his New Leader? 

(2) Whether he reviewed Communist books like "Lenin by 
Trotsky" and "Reminiscences'' of Clara Zetkin? 

(3) Whether Socialists carry on anti-war propaganda? 

SERVANTS OF INDIA 

.. BRANCH UBI 

BOMBAY 

(4) \Vhat is the attitude of Socialists on the question of class 
struggle? 

(5) \Vhether. Socialists had participated in agitation against the 
execution of Sacco and Vanzetti ? 

. (6) \Vhether the article entitled "Is Russia collapsing?" by Zelda 
K. Coates publishec.l in the Spark of 1oth March 1929 was the same as 
it appeared in the New Leader? 

(7) \Vhat is the attitude of British Socialists towards Capitalism 
and 1 mperialism? 

(~) \Vhether Marxism was a monopoly of the Communists? 

( ) "rh th h t d th d · t. t 1 · 1· "1 ~u4-h. 9 "" e er e accep e e escnp 10n o mpena 1s~ m 1ts 

operations abroad? 



His answers should.leave no doubt on these points. For instance 
on the question of Sacco and Vanzctti he said "My party like others 
carri~;d on agitation against the execution of Sacco. and Vanze~ti. I 
wrote an article myself in the New Leader on the subject.'' Ih his.cross· 
examination by 1\'Ir. Kemp he said, "I think that in my Art!<;le on Sacco 
and Vanzetti 1 put forward the view tha~~rriage of justice was, arr 
expression of the fear of the employing classe~ of the agitation which 
was going on among the workers and that the incident was an evidence 
of the actual antagonism between the classes under the present system 
of society:• 

D/30•1 I·JI. 

The news that I publisLed on the s~cco· Vanzetti question in the 
5th No. of Spark· runs as follows:-

''New York, Marcll L 

Complete vindication of the innocence of Sacco and Vanzetti is 
made to·day by the publication by the committee of distinguished lawyers 
of the evidence which shows· conclusively that Sacco's defence plea of 
aiibi was perfectly true. It will be remembered that Sacco pleaded that 
on the day on which he was supposed to have committed murder at Baintry 
he was actually at Boston. Sacco was supported by two Italians who~ 
corroborated Sacco and testified that the date of murder was the same. 
date on which Sacco was present at a dinner given to the Italian journa· 
list. · 

"Mr. Lowell, member. of the ~'\dvisory Committee, which was, 
~ppointed. ~ ....•.. investigated into the evidence and reported that the . 
two Italian witnesses testified falsely because the dinner to .t~e Italian 
journalists was given one month before the date of murder. Later 
Mr. Lowell came to know that he was misled and apologised for his error 
but the evidence which · went to support the plea of alibi went. 
unreported ...• ~. fhere is a considerabie feeling as the result of the, 
disclosures. Free Press Beam service" This news was published under 
the heading "Sacco and Vanzetti vindicated. Bourgeois justice another 
word for bourgeois revenge.'' 

But I have never been able to understand what the present Prose· 
cution have to do with the execution of Sacco. and Vanzetti; why they 
go' out 'Of their way to defend the misdeeds of the A~erican Government? 
And this particular instance of a glaring miscarriage of justice has not 
been condemned by Communists and Socialists alone but by all decent· 
minded men throughout the civilised world. I remember that a few · 
days before the actual execution ofthese two champions of freedom took 
place, even the London Times came out with a scathing indictment of 
the whole business in its chief editorial and published on the central 
page a letter of protest signed by many important Bi{Hsh ~ abthots and 



intellectuals. I have first referrtd to the news a bout Sacco and Vanzetti 
published in the Spark, because I consider it the most irrelevant thing to 
bring against me. Anybody who has read Mr. Upton Sinclah:"sJ:_~>Ok 
'3oston' which is a thorough exposure of this ugly inciden~udicial 
history of America will be convinced that the execution of Sacco and 
Vanzetti was not 'n act of justice but an act of revenge on the part of 
judge Thayer and the American authorities. 

\Vhen I was giving my statement in the Lower Court, the Magis· 
trate asked me, "Does not your description of the Spark's object in the 
1st Number 'as anti-Imperialist, etc.' imply that you were aiming at 
depriving the King of his sovereignty in India?" My answer wt.s, "The 
two things are not the •same. By 'hrferialism' I mean 'capitalism in 
its operations abroad'. I am criticising the domination of the economic 
life of my country by foreign c~pital. It has nothing to do with the· 
question of sovereignty." Yet in his Committal Order the Magistrate 
wrires, "Nor can I· accept the explanation that Imperialism has no refer· 
ence to the suzerainty of the King Emperor, but only means "capitalistu 
in its operations abroad." Hence I put to Mr. Brailsford this description 
of Imperialism and his answer was, ''I have come across the expression 
of opinion that 'Imperialism is capitalism in its operations abroad' and 
myself considered it apt.'' He further said, "The independent Labour 
Party is the declared adversary of every form of Imperialism and capital· 
ism. Its policy is to put an end to every form of exploitation of the 
colonies.'' 

As the anti-war propaganda in the Spark 1 refer to the quotation 
entitled British workers and war danger in the second issue of the 
Spark) had been characterised as a bogey that runs through all Com
munist literature, I next questioned Mr. Brailsford on this point and 
his answer was as follows:-. 

•'The Independent Labour Party carried on vigorous propaganda 
against the last war and is doing the ·same against any new war. 
Prominent among those who did so were Keir Hardy and Ramsay 
MacDonald and Phillip Snowden," 

Emphasis has. been laid on the fact that the Spark was anti· 
capitalist and anti·Zamindar (refer to first editorial) thus showing the 
class character of the paper. On this point Mr. Brailsford said, 
"The Independent Labour Party also carries on propaganda among the 
British workers to establish a Socialist Government to bring about a 
Socialist state of Society. The Second International has always used 
and still uses the slogan, "Workers of the \Vorld Unite" which dates 
from 1848 (Date of the Communist Manifesto). In the literature of 
that International phrases like Class Solidarity and Ciass conscious· 
ness are frequently used. They are both advocated by the Trade · 
Unionists and in fact are the whole foundation of the Trade Union 
movement." 



In his •cross•examination by Mr. ·Kemp·. on this .point he .w_q.s~still 1 . 

more· emphatic. He,said,~ 11 The · Second Internatidlnal· recognis~s the.' 
existence of· the class. struggle or existing. class, antagoniS!J1S. Itt 
emphasises that:existence and insists .upon the· cla$S st~uggJe,, of which;. 
the· purpose · is, to .make ·an: end oL class, by the abolition o~ capj,talist;n. 

Probably the word "overthrow" of capitalism and even more 
in exact words are used even by leading Socialists of the Second 'Inter· 
national, but I 1 think· a wrong· impression is created by suggesting a 
catastrophic end .... While answering Mr. Dange he said, ·"The• I.L.P; 
is not opposed to ·class war.'' 

As considerable fuss was: made over the .fact that some Marxist, 
literature· was.foundl with me-. like the issues of the Plebs. etc. and also; 
the fact:that,.to quote·tho Committal Order, "a,regular feature, of the 
paper is- a, column entitled1 'Marxism, far. every man'. "; I questionedi 
1\Ir.; Brailsford on this point· and he-saidl "Marx\sm is the theoretical 1 

basis oftthe whole of the continental: parties ofthe Second. International! 
Movement." And,when oross•examined by Mr. Kempf he .. said1 "In, 
my stntement· about' the continental parties and Marxism I was: refer· 
ring· more to. the. m~terialist conception of history and th~ economiq 
analysis. of: the· capitalist system. I was also referrjpg to: Marx~st, 
methods. A Marocist aim· means the, transferen~e~ .of power from the 
present ruling class to the workers.'' 

On the question of Communist and Left \Ving periodicals he said, 
14As a Socialist journalist I have to· acquaint myself with Communist 
conservative liberar views and to that end I study their literature. In 
the course ofmy duties P frequently receive and read' and even subscribe 
to papers such· as The Communist lnternationat the Labour Monthly 
and the Sunday \Vorker...... The New Leader in my time received1 
unsolicited communications, pamphlets etc. £.rom Communist sources in 
large numbers;" 

On the question of publishing articles sent in1 by outsiders he 
said, "As an editor I very frequently invited contributions from persons 
other than those belonging to my Party." 

On the question of reviewing books wliitten. by Communists hG 
said, 11 I have also reviewed in the· New Leaden books by well known 
Communists, including "L.enin" by Trotsky and' "Reminiscences of 
Lenin'' by Clara Z.etkin and almost every importanb book by Communists." 
This question \\las asked because exaggerated importance had bee!il given 
to the fact that reviews of these two books , appeared in the third anq 
fourth numbers of th~ Spark., He also identified the article in, th~ sixth· 
number o£ the Spark "Is Russia collapsing ?" by _Zelda, K. Coates: ~s the 
one which had appeared in: tht:. New Leader. 



\Vhile answering Mr. Dange he said, "The Second International 
in a recent conference passed a resolution advocating Self-Government 
for colonies by degrees. I do not think it is opposed to what is generally 
called Complete Independence. That resolution is not applicable to 
India, which is not to be regarded as a backward colony. The Indepen· 
dent Labour Party would concede the right of India to independence 
if she should demand it, but would lay before her certain reasons in the 
hope of persuading her not to make that demand." 

Now let us see the contents of the Spark. 

(1) First, editorials in the seven issues of t~e Spark. From 
these it will be seen that the paper dealt from week to week from a 
Socialist standpoint with the subjects which were most prominent in the 
public mind at that time, for instance, the Nehru Report of the All· 
Parties Conference, the Bombay Municipal Elections, the Bombay 
Communal Riots, the Public Safety Bill, the Trades Disputes· Bill, the · 
Bombay Provincial Budget and the Indian Imperial Budget and lastly 
Maha_tma Gandhi's arrest after the Calcutta bonfire of foreign clothj in 
March 1929. 

• 
(2) The news columns are mostly taken up by the news supplied 

by the Free Press of India and the paper's own reports of happenings 
in the city. 

( 3) There are cuttings from English papers-like the Daily 
Herald and the_ Daily News, London; for instance the news about 
Colonel Lawrence that appears in the first and the fifth issue of the 
paper is from the Daily Herald and the Daily News respectively. 

(4) One column from the second issue onwards is devoted to 
giving an elementary idea of Marxian philosophy under the heading 
''Marxism for every m:m". 

(S) One column was generally devoted to humorous comments 
on some of the pompous platitudes of the week. 

(6) So far as the publication of outside contributions was con· 
cerned, my rule was this. Any article which was an exposition of 
capitalist or Communist theories or mere propaganda on behalf of the 
capitalists or Communists, was at once rejected. From those articles 
which contained a discussion of current topics from the workers' point 
of view some were accepted for publication, as I was anxious to present 
to my r~aders all available news and different views on the topical 
subjects of the day, besides my own views which we.re expressed in the 
editorial articles, in order to provoke discussion. But I always insisted 
on publishing the name of the writer prominently at the top of such 
articles so that the views expressed in these articles might never be 
mistaken for the views of the editor or the paper. 
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When I wanted to ·identify myself with views expressed in the 
outside contributions, I would have done so by writing an editorial note 
to that effect. 

1. 7) The reports and news about Trade Unions etc. sent from 
outside. From the 4th issue of the paper I used to pr·int such news 
together in one column under the heading "Workers' World''. 
Pt. Jawahar Lal's appeal for help on behalf of the Bauria Jute workers 
was printed in the second number but not under this column of the 
Workers' world. I decided to set apart a coJu.mn for such Trade Union 
news from the fourth issue onwards. 

(10) Poems and quotations that were put in at the iast minute to 
fill out space in a column otherwise left efnpty ; I had often to cut out 
part of the copy from the proofs and at the last minute the space had to 
be filled up somehow. These q~otations and poems I used to pick out 
from any book or periodical or any of my old jotting books, that I could 
at the moment lay my hands on. 

To return to the first item-editorials-it will be seen that I have 
devoted one editorial to each of the topical subjects mentioned above, 
eJCcept the commu~al riots to which I have devoted three editorials 
namely "Bombay's Blood Bath" in the second number; "A Week of 
Blood and Terror'' in the third number; and "Roots of Hindu-Muslim 
antagonism" in the fifth number. This was quite natural as during 
those days the communal riots in Bo:n bay had upset the whole. life of 
the city and the public mind was most preoccupied with them. 

The first article was written right in the midst of the riots, the 
socond towards the end of the riots and the last was written reviewing the 
entire situation. 

All the three articles make a fervent appeal Jor peace and unity) 
I tried to expose canards deliberately started to inflame passions on both 
sides by communalists and Anglo· Indian papers and to trace the pseudo 
religious trouble to its sordid economic roots and blame the leaders of 
both the communities for their selfishness and whole-heartedly supported 
the efforts of those who were endeavouring to bring about peace. 

\Vhat else was a responsible journalist expected to do? To 
follow the contemptible lead of the Times of India and the Evening 
News and Khilafat and the Mahasabha papers and try to add fuel to tlie 
fire? Can the Prosecution point to a single passage in these articles 
where I have tried to increase scare or inflame the passions of one 
community against another? The whole trend of these articles is 
exactly in the other direction. Hence I am surprised that exception 
should have been taken to these articles also. The Magistrate in the 
Committal Order writes, "In the second issue the chief article 
'Bombay's Blood Bath' was devoted to showing that the Bombay riots 
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' were not caused by Moscow, and that the G.K.U. had done its best to 
stop them." The relevant pas5age in this article runs as follows:
"The lie factories of London's Fleet Street are already in full blast 
describing in purple language the chaos in Bombay and drawing with 
glee the moral about India's unfitness for self-government. The 
London Times goes to the fantastic length of connecting the 
disturbances in Colombo with the riots in Bombay and proclaiming that 
this is a rehearsal of the General Strike with the aid and approval of 
Moscow. One would like to know what Labour leader out of Bedlam 
would care to create deliberately discord between the masses of Hindu 
and Muslim workers as a preparation for a united front against 
capitalists." 

Now, your Honour, is this a defence of Moscow or an exposure of 
the mendacity of the London Time!} that high priest~ of British 
journalism? Any one could see that there could not be any conceivable 
connection between the Tramway Strike in Colombo and the communal 
riots in Bombay . 

. In those days of disturbances in Bombay it was extremely 
difficult to secure reliable news from 'different quarters of, the city. 
Sttll with the material available in the Spark Office, in the preceding 
several paragraphs, I tried to refute point by point several canardd 
spread in the city by mischiefmongers, chief amongst whom were the 
Anglo· Indian papers, beginning with the kidnapping of children and 
desecration of mosques and temples and false reports about the closing 
of the mills. 

It is a well known fact that G. K. Union leaders successfully 
prevailed upon the workers to go to work in the mills and not to loiter 
about in the streets and join the riots And if I am not mistaken no less 
a man than l\lr. Hotson, the Home Member of the Bombay Govern· 
ment, has given them a certificate in this respect in his evidence before 
the Bombay Riots Inquiry Committee The burden of my article 
'' Bombay's Blood Bath'' written while the riots were still on is con· 
tained in the following paragraph :-''At the time of writing now 
the trouble is mainly concentrated in Hindu and Muslim middle-class 
areas. If these people are wise they would profit by the example of 
the workers. Instead of falling prey to promptings of agents provo· 
cateurs and the suggestions of communalists, they would rally behind 
the non-communal organisations like the Youth League. The military 
at the best can patrol the big squares and thoroughfares, but if peace 
is to be established in the network of byelanes, in this jungle of bricks 
and mortar, it shall be with the help of non·communal national 
volunteers." 

The following telegrams sent out from Bombay by the Free 
Press o( India will throw light on the situation and also the part played 
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' by the mischief makerS and the ne\\;Spaper COntroverSy tblt \{,as at that 
time going on. On tile sth February the Free Press wired an eh~act 
from the Evening Ne~s elf India II Cleai-Iy i't is a war on the 
small Pathan community by the millhands and oil worker's numb~ring 
several thousands who have been led to believe that without 
Pathans industrial strikes in Bombay would have succeeded beyond 
measure., 

"Mr Shaukat Ali in an interview to the Times of Ind~a has ex· 
pressed definitely his intention of organising Mohamedans for self~ 

defence.'' 

On the 6th of February the Free Press wired as follows:.:.:.:.: 

II An appeal ove'r 'signatures of protninent Hindu and Muslim 
leaders rtrns as follows: ........ 'We afso hereby app'eal to the press 
in the City not to make the sltmitiO'n wdrse by exciting and hasty coin· 
rrients and trust they \Vill cissist in restoring peace,' II 

On the 7th February the Free Press wires as follow.s :-
0 - : I -.. _ • I , j

1 

"Leaflets are being distributed over signatures of Labour leaders, 
H~ndu Sabha leaders and Mus].im leaders etc. jointly and also sep~~at'ely 
asking people to cease fratricidal ~arfare. . . . . . . . . Editodally com· 
rrienting the Times of India considers Authodties have been tried a~cf 
found wanting as they had. ample warnings of the possibility of the' ugly 
developments', ~rges unofficial committee to fix the. responsibili'ty and 
to investigate the causes of t4e disturbances. in the meanwhile con: 
troversy continues in the press as to the caus~s of the disturbances. 
One view is said to be that Labour·leaders instigated the disturbances 
in order to avenge themselves on Pathans, while Labour leaders con· 
tend it is the handiwork o~ Government and capitalists. National 
Herald points out that it is neither conspiracy by Labour leaders nor 
communal· and that chain of events clearly establishes that they are 
neither." 

. ~ ' ' 
On the 8th of February the Free Press wired "Indian Merchants 

Cl~amber M'eeting when joint manifesto was issued signed by the lead~rs 
~ . . . 

of Hindu and Muslim communities. Leaders of all communities 
deprecate the attempt to impart communal or Communist cha~acter to 
the troubles which are largely due it is said t'o u~ruly, elements which 
had been roused by unfortunate incidents that followed the kidmippll1g 
scare." 

Ori the 9th of February the Free Press wired "The Times of 
India this morning in the course of its report about the riots made 
following statement:" "From all accounts the Peace Committee that 
was appointed as a result of the meeting of communal leaders convened 
by the President of t~e Corporation o~ Thursday was to a gre~t extent 
the innocent cause of tragic events.' " Publicity Bureau of the Co~mittee 
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in the course of a communique issued this afternoon says "That the 
blame to a large extent has to be laid at the door of the Authorities 
who have failed to carry out the reasonable and practical suggestions 
put forward by the Central Executive Committee appointed at a public 
meeting convened by the President of the Corporation and refers to the 
statements of the Times of India in the following terms: 'It is a 
wicked and mischievous suggestion to make that the Peace Committee 
was in any way responsible for the riots that tonk place later on in the 
evening'. The Times of India thr· ugh the columns of the Evening 
News this evening admits the statement made against the Committee 
and explains it as one ofthe many conflicting reports received at an early 
hour in the morning and regrets that anything should have appeared in 
its columns reflecting adversely on the work of the Committee which 
the paper says has done and is still 'doing very noble work at great 
inconvenience and possible danger to themselves." 

On the 1 rth February the Free Press of India wired as follows:
"The Indian Daily Mail authoritatively contradicts the mischievou.s and 
unsifted r?mour giv~p currency to by Times of India this morning 
stating that respectable Gujrati women were seen picking fancy articles 
from the looted Bori merchants' shops in Bhuleshwar. '' 

To some extent in the first editorial and to a greater extent in my 
article on Dominion Status I discussed the economic implications of 
the Nehru Report. Just as -'~uslims condemned the report because 
according to them it did not provide sufficient safeguards for the interests 
of their community, similarly from the point of view of the toiling 

masses, I criticised the Ne~::.:~:t because while on the one hand 
'd' d {/L~~ t f . d . d' prov1 tng unnecessary an guaran ees to ore1gn an m 1ge· 

nous vested interests, it did not provide adequate safeguards for the 
toiling masses against continued and inteasifying exploitation. To quote 
a passage from the article entitled "Dominion Status": "\Vhat the 
starving masses of India want is not ~paper constitution, whatever name 
you give, but concrete freedom- freedom from hunger and cold, from 
ignorance and degradation". I further point out that "To be exact what 
the Nehru Report asks for is not even full fledged Dominion Status 
but something half·way towards it " J 

D/I·I 2•31. 

To condemn Dominion Status, especially the sort that is adum· 
brated in the Nehru Report, does not "amount" to severance of British 
connection. It might be noted in this connection that in this article I 
have not conde:nned Dominion Status, as it obtains in Canada and 
Australia where owing to various factors, I believe, it on the whole 

} . 
works out in the interests of the broad masses of the people. 

In fact what I have always looked for~ard to is not an alliance of 
the British upper class with the Indian upper class, which may result in 
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the exploitation of the· toiling masses in both- the countries, but a~ 

alliance between the masses of the people in Britain wfth the .~masses ~f 
India. \Vitness irt this connection the picture I published in th~ second 
issue of the Spark of the lacerated back of a British miner working ih 
a r6 inch seam in a Lanarkshire mirte, with the following lines underneath. 

"This British lad is nearer to·us than Burdwans and Agha Khans 
, I 

in our common fight against Imperialism": And I have already explained 
what I mean: by Imperialism. 

Hardly any explanation is necessary for the appearence in my paper 
of the two editorials on the Public Safety Bill and the Trades Disputes 
Bill in the second and the third issues of the paper respectively. No 
Socialist paper coulcf. have justified its existence if it had not. condemned 
such out and out anti·working·class legislation. 

Ia my editorials on the Provincial and Imperial Budgets I have 
criticised the enormous expenditure on the Police atid the Military and 
such grandiose project$ like the Back Bay Reclamation or the Sukkur 
Barrage Scheme, Sind, while starving the nation-8-uilding ~partments 
like Education and Health and putting an unbearable burden on the 
peasantry. 

My editorial in the 7th number of the paper o'n Mahatma Gandhi 
entitled, "a blessing and a curse" consists partly of praise of Mahatma 
Gandhi and partly of criticism of his Utopian and reactionary gospel of. 
Chr.rkha and Khaddar for ameliorating the condition of the masses. 

So much for the editorials ; now for the news. In this connection 
I may point out that besides the Lenin Day meeting another public 
meeting held in the city of ~om~ during the same week was also 
reported in the same issue of the Spark; I refer to the one on page 2 of· 
the issue under the heading "Bombay's support to Amanullah's fight 
against mad Mullahs." Similarly a whole page of the third issue . is· 
devoted to a report of the Police Court proceedir.gs in the trial of the: 
nationalist editor, Mr. K. P. Khadilkar. 

As for the report of the Lenin Day meeting, I have already 
pointed out it was held on 22nd January 1929, and a report of it appears· 
in the Spark of the following Sunday, ,;, e. 27th January~ But m the· 
meanwhile fuller reports of the meeting had appeared in most of the': 
Bombay dailies. 

P. \V. 215 Inspector M. N. Desai of the Special Branch Bombay· 
said in his evidence, "I saw reports of the Lenin Day meeting in other. 
newspapers such as the Times of lndia, ·the Bombay Chronicle etc." 
The report in the National Herald of 23rd January 1929 was headed 
"Bombay celebrates anniversary of the saviour of workers." The Bombay 
Chronicle gave a fuller report under the following heading, "Lenin is" 
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dead, not Leninism-prepare for 'workers' world' says Bradley-Com· 
munists not allied to Bengal terrorists"; and the cross headings for t!1e 
different sections of the report in the Chronicle were as follow_s :-

"Lenin dead not Leninism-died for freedom of 1\Iasses-\Vorkers 
must not repeat the mistake of last war-\Vorkers' Paradise-nailing 
lies to counter," and the Chronicle report begins as follows :-

"The sth .-\nniversary of the death of Lenin, the father of Soviet 
Russia, was quite fittingly celebrated in Bombay at a public meeting 
under the auspices of the Workers' and Peasants' Party on Monday at 
the Peoples' Jinnah Hali, Girgaum. The meeting was well attended 
and Comrade Shaukat Usmani of Cawnpore Conspiracy Case presided;" 
and the Chronicle report ends as follows :-

"Mr. Gangadhar Moreshwar Adhikari who has recently returned 
from Germany after a six years· stay in that country then addressed the 
meeting, after which the proceedings came to a close." 

As for the. cuttings from the English papers, I may point out that 
besides those from the Daily Herald and the Daily News, London, there 
are a few more from the Observer and the London Times. News 
appearing under the heading) "Debunking Kellogg Peace Pact," on 
page 8 of No. r is bodily taken from the Observer just received. 
Similarly the news on page 2 of No. 2, appearing under the heading, 
"German week in MosCO\\", the news appearing on page 5 of No. 3 
under the h~ading "Britain angling for Russian Trade'' and the next 
one "China renews war on foreign concessions" are all taken from either 
the Observer or the London Times received by mail that week. 

It is a common practice with coionial papers to lift news from 
British papers, sometimes with and sometimes without acknowledgment. 
Rightly or wrongly, the copy right in news especially is not considered 
to continue after more than a fortnight. 

With regard to quotations, I may point out that what the Prose~u· 
tion consider as a quotation from Mr. Saklatwala (page 1, No. 6) is not. 
exactly a quotation but a news item sent by the Free Press Beam service 
giving the opinion of Mr. Saklatwala on the arrest of Mahatma Gandhi 
at Calcutta a few days earlier. It is only by mistake that the words 
'Free Press Beam service' do not appear .at the end of the news. But I 
can easily prove this through the relevant defence witness. 

The quotation from 1\I. N. Roy on page 8 of the 7th issue was 
taken from one of my old jotting ~ooks. It runs as follows:-

"Although somewhat unique in its idiosyncrasies and fanaticism, 
the Gandhi cult is, not an innovation Divested of the rebellious spirit 
and the shrewd politician in him, Tilak would resemble Gandhi in so far 
as religious beliefs and spiritual prejudices are concerned. But for his 
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versatility in modern t~pU:ght ~u~ charact~ristic ~o8se~ess of convi.c,tiqn, 
Bepin Chandra P~l. would, perchan.ce join th~ ~ah,atma in ~he pa,s_siqn~te 
denuncj~tion of ~ver}:t.h.ir:~ t~~~ a~~s to the m..~t,erjai ~omfor~ ?f ~ar:. 
Had he been more of a monomaniac than a profound thinker with 
metaphysical pre·occupation·s, irabinda Ghose ... would' subsc~ibe to 

' ... • ' I I oa 

Gandhi's philosophy, which pretends to command a rushing 'tide', 
"thus far shalt thou go and no farth.er." In the ~cnternporary epoch 
outside India, Tolstoy has been the apostie of what Gandhi professes. 
~n . f~~t the la~ter. is . an ~~~~ed ~dis~iple of fhr f~~mer. · Ga~dhi7,m ~~ 
;nothing but p~tty bourgeois hu!J1anitari~nism hopelessly bewildered in 
tqe clas~es ~f the staggeri11g fqrces ~£ .h~man ·wogress. Tqe croc~d~le 
t~~rs of this humq.nitarianism are sh,ed ostensibly for the u:n~}eniable 

sufferi'ngs of the maj~rity in ~ap~tali~t so.ciety, but Jh~y~r~ really ·~~used 
by grief over the end of the old o~·de~. ~lready 'oe'st~oyed o; about. to b~ 
so. It pin~s for that 'ancient' . g~ld·e~ age ~hen 

1

the majority ~e;~ kept in 
blissful ignorance in' order that a few c9uld · roll in .idie I"uxury, ~ndis~ 
turbed by the revolt of the disco~tented; the spiritual cult'u~e of 'which 
was based 0~ .the Rarbarism of the peopie .at l~rge .: -~~e si

1
!J1plicity of 

whi.~h w.as the si~rn ,of its ~ack.ward~e~.s.' . This lo~g·i~g ,glance b~c.kwards 
;is due, in sorf!e case.s, [to th,e c~msurnmate intr~gues of . the forces _qf 
.r~actiop and in pthe~s. to invo.l.ul)tary subordinatio:n to .the influ~nce 

9f tqe ~.ame.~gen,~y. Hs:tendency towards a sort of .religious or Qtopian 
Sqcialismproves .that .<;iflndh~sm, as well as jts .source ifolstqyism, 
belongs, t_o .th~ l~tt~r categpry. Qr in other wo.rds, the- s~,rvices r~nde~ed 
.bY it.to reactiqn.~re involuntp.ry." ¥. N. Roy)n "l~dia i~ Transitio~··. 

Thi_s q~o~a~~on .was . ppblisped ~nder t~~ reaping "~,arydhism~a 
Reactionary Gospel". Where is there any Communism, Leninism or 

.St.alinisrp ipall t~is business? The.vi~\\'s .. e4pressedJhereinmight well 

.be subscribed to by .ev~n a progressive capitalist writer. In fact 
-~ir ~iarisingh ,Gaur, $irSankaran;Na~r, Mr. -George Joseph and host of 
other writers have criticised Gandhian . philosophy in alp:wst . the same 
strain. 

·The quotation 1 from ,Pabne Dutt which is .put in to fill out the 
co~umn on .page.:S .of the 3rd issue runs .as follows:-

"For Socialism, war .is the ine~itable product pf capitalism; and 
, t • ~ : ~ ,' ' · ··1 ' 1 ' 1 · · • · , 1 • r , 1 1 ~ . I I 

therdore the fight ~gain~t \'far is i~~eparabl y un~~ed with the ~g~t aga~nst 
• r, ' ; , o1 I. J ~' . . • 1 • ' 1 

capitalism-with the. wp.~ki9g · cla.~s. _st~~ggl e.'' 

This qu~tation I had .taken fr~m one pf. .~he i,s~~:es ;o~ t~e ,Labour 
Ml1nthly. From the_different.refer~n~es .I, ~aye alread~.giy~n ill~stt~ti~g 
the attitude of prominent Socialists with regard to anti-war propaganda, it 
will be seen that there is nothing in this quotation that is contrary to the 
viewpoint . of the· Socialists on this question. I have nowhere given a 
quotation from a Communist writer that pr~aches Le~inism or Commun· 
ism or the violent overthrow of- the State etc .. , The other quotations and 
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poems are mostly taken from the G. B. S. calendar (which I have 
already put in as a defence exhibit) giving quotations from the writings of 

·Bernard ~haw and Upton Sinclair's ''Cry for justice"-an anthology of 
quotations on social questions from ancient writers up to the modern. 

A~ outside contributions. I have published in different numbers 
the following articles among others. 

( 1) One by Mr. Philip Spratt on the Public Safety Bill. 

(2) One by Mr. B. F. Bradley on the }haria Congress. 

( 3) Three by G. Adhikari on "\Vhat Gerf!l~my thinks of India'', 
"Trades Disputes Bill" and lastly a rejoinder to the article on Youth ' 
League by Mr. Y. J. Mehrally, the Secretary of All-India Youth Con· 
gress, which had appeared in the previous number. 

(4l One article by Mr. Lester Hutchinson on the significance of 
Anglo-French alliance and a review of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's book 

on S?viet R ussi.1· 

I had seen Mr. Spratt being dubbed as a Communist especially in 
the Anglo- Indian Press but I never knew that he was a member of any 
Communist Party in the world. Mr. Bradley's articles had often been 
appearing in different Indian papers and the designation given after his 
name was generally the same as he had sent to the Spark when he sent 
in his article on the }haria Congress, namely that he was the Vice-Presi. 
dent of the Indian Railwaymen's Federation and was connected with the 
Amalgamated Union of Engineers, Great Britain. I had of course heard 
different irresponsible stories about him, !ncluding the one that he was an 
agent of Lancashire capitalists, 

All that I knew about Mr. Adhikari was what I had heard when 
he was introduced. to the audience at the Lenin Day meeting; that he 
was a P. H. D of the Berlin University and was the President of the 
Hindustan Association in Berlin and had just returned from Germany. 
At the meeting he impressed one as a very erudite but rather unpracti· 
cal man with more academic than any practical interest in life. 

Through my friends among the newspaper reporters I had heard 
that Mr. Hutchinson was a young British journalist recently come out 
to India. The journalist circle of Bombay to which I belong did not 
know him at all as a Labour leader) much less a Communist. In fact 
before my arrest if I am not-mistaken he had never appeared on any 
W.P.P. or G.K.U. platform. 

Mr. C.G. Shah whose reviews of a few books have appeared 
in the Spark is neither a co-accused nor a co-conspirator. I never knew 
that he was a member of the \V.P.P. or was in any way connected with 
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it. So far as my informati.on went, he hetd some sort of a job at a 
students' hostel in Bombay and used' to write as a free-l:ance journalist 
to English and Gujrathi; papers iri Bombay. 

In the sth and the 7th issues of the Spark, m the column called 
the Workers' \Vorld, I published two reports of Trade Union activities 
-the first giving news about the work of lhe G.K.U. and the second 

·about the Oil Strike that was going. on at Sewri, from Mr. Ghate and 
Mr. Nimbkar respectively. As I could not verify all the facts, I pub· 
~_ished these reports with the~ initials of those who had sent tl1em in 
from outside, to indicate that these reports were from outsiders. Any 
way there is no preaching of Communism in these reports ; they ar~ 

only objective accounts of the activities of the two unions, which were 
fairly prominent at that time and no paper in· the city eould afford to 
shut out news about them. I never knew that the persons who s~nt 

these reports were members. of what the Prosecution call the C.P .I. I 
never knew· that there was such a body in existence. 

There are two more points I would like to refer to. First I would 
1ike to draw your Hcmour's attention to P r 344 and P 11'70. The 
first is alleged to be a minute of a Committee meeting of the W. P. P. 
and the latter is alleged to contain notes· by Mr. Adhikari at the same 
Committee meeting. It was held during the· February riots. The 
Junior Prosecution Counsel while summing up the case for the prosecu· 
tion in the. Lower Court said that "these two exhibits describe the· 
activities of almost all the Bombay accused except Desai and 
Hutchinson." But this i·s strange. For like 0ther Bombay Papers, 
the Spark was again and again reverting to the question of the communal 
riots in the city and devoted three editorials to the subject. If the W. 
P .P. had the slightest connection or influence with the Spark, the papers 
policy with regard to· the ri'ots would surely have been discussed at this 
meeting. But there is not a single reference. The policy of the Kranti 
is discussed; Mr. Shaukat Ali's letter in the N ationai Herald is dis· 
cussed, but there is not a word about me or my paper. The Magistrate 
correctly says that "no mention of the paper is to be found in the 
proceedings of the \V.P'. P."' 

The second point I would' like to draw your Honour's attention 
to is the 1\'lagistrate's reference to a passage in my article on Dominion 
Status in the first number of Spark, dealing with the Labour procession 
to the Calcutta Congress, wherein he unjustly draws adverse inferences 
on the basis of inaccurate data. In the first place he says that "similar 
comments on the incident are made by Mr. M. N: Roy in an article 
(P 1256) tound with me." I have already said .I had rejected this 
alleged article by Roy and have given my explanation about P 1256. 

It will be seen that it is dated 19·r·29, and my article on Dominion 



Status was publishe<l in the Spark of 27·1·29. Even if the article of 
Mr. Roy had come directly to the Spark Office from Europe which it 
did not, I could not have received it until many days after my article 
was already published; hence the Magistrate's remarks entirely miss the 
mark. 

D/3·12·31. 

This demonstration of the workers at the Calcutta Congress, 
which is only metaphorically described in my paper as having "capturecl 
the Pa.ndal". was admitted in the Pandal under the orders of the 
President of that Congress, the late Pandit Moti Lal Nehru. The 
procession of the workers was headed by Mr. K. C. Mittra-the 
then General Secretary of the East Indian Railway Union, who 
is well known as a socio-religious leader of the workers. The procession 
on being legitimately admitted into the Congress Pandal held a meeting 
there under the presidentship of Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru; as such 
there could be no Communist character about the demonstration or the 
meeti·ng. I only saw in it an evidence of the awakening of the workers 
and their desire to participate in the national movement. Being a 
Socialist I could not help noting this fact with an evident sense of 
satisfaction. 

A few days before I started my statement, the Prosecution 
presented me a document which while indicating their line of argument 
with regard to the contents of the Spark, makes sweeping generalisations 
and puts a series of questions with regard to the contents of the paper. 
I am obliged to the Prosecution for this. The very first sentence of 
this document says, "The Prosecution will read practically the whole 
contents (of the Spark) to show its tone". They are welcome to do 
so and I hope your Honour will not stop them. But strangely enough 
even in this belated document they do not specify any passages in the 
Spark that they object to. With regard to whatever specific questions 
were suggested in this document I have already given my explanations. 

Now let us turn to some of their resounding generalisations. First 
the charge of "exposing and ridiculing Retormtsl leaders·'. Does it 
mean that because I am a Socialist I am bound to sing Hallelujahs to 
each and every opportunist or careerist or favourite of the bureaucracy 
who enters the Labour Movement with his own axe to grind? It will 
be more to the point if the Prosecution can point to any passage in the 
Spark where I have criticised a Socialist for being a Socialist or any 
Indian Labour leader for his criticism of Communism either. Have I 
anywhere in the Spark criticised Mr. N. M. Joshi of Bombay, easily the 
most pro111inent of the so·called 'Reformist' Labour leaders, and could 
any Communist paper come out week after week in the same city with· 
out running down Mr. N. M. Joshi? 
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In those days 1\Ir. N. M. Joshi used to confine .himself to a purely 
Trade Union platform, saying that workers should have nothing to do 
with politics and should confine themselves to disputes with their 
employers about wages and hours of work. That is a position no 
Socialist c.m accept and leave the political field clear for the land owners, 
industrialists, merchants etc. to enable them to influence the Government 
and use :he Go;ernment machinery for the aggrandisement of their own 
class. Everv genuine Socialist will demand a democratic franchise 

- ' freedom of speech, association and organisation, · and a general 
democratisation of the administrative machinery so that the poor and 
the working classes can freely participate in politics and use the Govern
ment machinery to ameliorate the conditions of the masses-on the one 
hand through the powers of taxation and expenditure and on the other by 
bringing under public control public property like tramways, railways, 
mines, steamships, key industries, banks etc. which to·day are in private 
hands. · 

In spite of such fundamental differences I have never tried to 
•ridicule' or condemn Mr. N. M. Joshi, as I had too great a regar·d for 
his transparent sincerity and self-sacrifice. I am glad to note that since 
those days Mr. Joshi has advanced rapidly and has now identified himself 
with the Socialist platform. Witness his uncompromising attitude at 
the Round Table Conference on adult suffrage and .other relevant points. 

In the days I was running the Spark the demand for adult suffrage 
was ·a cry in the wilderness. It did not even find a place in the 
famous r 1 agitational demands of Mahatma Gandhi, on the strength of 
which he roused popular enthusiasm for his Civil Disobedience Move
ment But to-day the demand for adult suffrage has entered the 
sphere of practical politics and the representatives of Labour and 
Congress at the R. T. C. amongst other·s stand committed to the same. 

Similarly, when I criti~ised Mahatma Gandhi's programme in 
my editorial entitled '• A blessing and a curse" in the 7th number of 
the Spark, I pointed out amongst other things that •'there is nothing 
to prevent us from demanding a graded land tax and a total exemption 
from the same for the poorest section of the peasantry, just as is 
afforded in the case of the ·income-tax to the poorer .. strata of the 
populace in the city. The relief that would thus accrue to the poor 
and middle peasantry, coupled with similar protection against the 
moneylenders, would be far more than would come from the spinning 
of the charkha. Besides,. it would broaden and deepen the home 
market (or the development of Indian industries." 

· And in the next para I indulged in what the Prosecution call 
.. expo,ing and ridiculing the reformist" policy· of the Congress leaders 
on this question, and I think they jolly well deserved it. My criticism 
runs as follows :-
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11 But curiously, whenever there has been any effort to arne· 
liorate the lot of the peasantry, it has been stoutly opposed by our 
upper class nationalist. From the Tenancy legislation in the South 
to the Borrowers' Protection Bill in the Punjab, it has been a dismal 

I 

record. The upper classes will do anything for the masses. They 
will shed crocodile tears for them. W~th a melancholy perseverance 
they would devise grandiose schem~s to find work for the half starved 
and half naked living skeletons even during their spare time. The 
upper classes will do everything for the masses except get off their 
backs. The Mahatma's faith in the. charkha is as naive and. pathetic 
as that of the Tibetan Lamas in their prayer wheels". 

There is nothing more iniquitous in the whole system of Indian 
taxation than the present fiat and ungraded land tax which presses 
most cruelly on the poorer sections of the peasantry and at the same 
time allows the riC'her landowners to escape their fair· share in the 
taxation of the country. Practically all authorities on Indian Eco· 
nomics from Principal Findlay Shirras to Professor K. T. Shah 
have all agreed that this is so. The necessity for a graded land tax 
had been pointedly brought to the notice of the Mahatma only some 
time before the Spark was started in a series of articles iu his 
'Young India' by Professor Vakil of the Economics Department· of 
the Bombay University; but the Mahatma refused to support that 
demand. He never put forward such a demand throughout the Bardoli 
agitation. It doe~ not find a place in his famous II demands of the 
Civil Disobedience period. But fortunately those 1 1 demands are 
now superseded by the resolution on 11 fundamental rights" passed at 
the Karachi Congress, which not only supports this demand for a 
graded land tax but also supports adult franchise, protection against 
moneylenders, public control of public property which is to·,Hy in 
private hands, and the majority of the planks in the s.ocialist platform. 
I congratulate the Congre:;s leaders on their advance towards 
Socialism. 

But if in the days of the Spark I criticised the Congress leaders for 
identifying themselves with land owing and capitalist interests and some 
labour leaders for not standing up for the interests of the working 
classes as resolutely as they should have done, even by ''exposing and 
ridiculing" them, what was wrong in that? On the contrary, I am 
proud that even my little paper did its bit during its brief span of life in 
popularising the Socialist platform. 

Mr. Brailsford in his evidence, while replying to Mr. Dange, said, 
"The tndependent Labour Party supports the present Labour Govern· 
ment with many qualifications.'' \Vhen he said this he put the matter 
very politely and gently. Anyone who has read Mr. Maxton's speeches 
in the Commons or reads through the page of the New Leader or the 



Glasgo1v Forward, not forgetting Flambos devastating caricatures in the 
first and the Daily Herald's scathing editorials, can see for himself how# 
much of 11exposing and ridiculing" goes on against some of the 
'Reformist' Labour leaden' in the Socialist Press of Britain. 

Before I leave this point I would like to draw attention to some 
items in the Spark, selected at r4..ndom, to know if the Prosecution call 
these also as instances of "exposing and ridiculing Reformist leaders": 

(1) ''Burma enthusiastically welcomes Mahatma" followed with a 
report of the unprecedented welcome given to him when he visited 
Rangoon in March 1929. (Page 7 No. 6). 

(2) "Diwan Chaman Lal addresses the Delhi workers" followed by 
a brief report of his speech saying ''Swaraj was required for the teeming 
millions and will be only won by the labourers and workers the~selves." 
(Page 3 No. 3). 

Of course, in another place I have criticised Diwan Chaman Lal. 
\V ell, if a gentleman goes from extreme left to extreme right and back 
to left again, he rather asks to be criticised. 

(3i The full page report of the Police Court proceedings in the case 
against ''Lokamanya's disciple\" (Page 8 No. 3). 

(4) "Can League arbitrate between India and Britain" with Sir 
Vijayraghavachariar's suggestion and a Press interview that this question 
should be referred to the League of Nations (page 8, No. 5); or is it the 
Prosecution case that Sir Vijayraghavachariar is not a Reformist but a 
Communist? 

· (5) "Dr. Ansari pays Congress levy on income" followed by a news 
item tbat Dr. Ansari had decided to 'pay Rs. so/· monthly towards 
Congress funds as .one per cent. of his monthly income in pursuance of 
the Calcutta Congress resolution. (Page 7 No.6). 

(6) "Gandhi to lead General Strike," in case the Ahmedabad 
Mill owners' Association is unable to enforce the award of the arbitrators 
in their dispute with the Ahmedabad Labour Union. (Page 8 No. 1). 

(7) ''Peace Committee's appeal against victimisation" followed 
by the Bombay Citizens' Peace Committee's appeal to employers in the 
city that no dismissals should take place on communal grounds after the 
communal riots and that the past should be forgotten and Hindus and 
Musalmans should continue to' live and work together in mutual trust 

·and confidence. (Page 7 No. 3). 

(8) .. Delhi leaders on Government attitude'' followed by a report 
of a public meeting in Queen's Garden, Delhi, which decided to hawk 
khaddar, ~~ followed by the announcement that the evening meeting 
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will be addressed by Pandit Motilal Nehru, Pandit Malaviya, Messrs. 
Sherwani, Jamnadas Mehta and other leaders. (Page 3 No. 7). 

l9 · The late Mr. Langford James in his Opening Address said that 
according to Communists in this case, Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru is "a 
tepid Reformist'' and yet I give nearly a full page to his appeal for 
help on behalf of the starving jute workers at Bauria in Bengal. (Page 7 
No. 21. 

I have dealt at some length with one of the sweeping generalisa
tions made by the Prosecution regarding the contents of the Spark in 
the document presented to me some time before I started my statement; 
and I hope this will illustrate the futility and absurdity of the other 
generalisations of the Prosecution, which I shall try to deal as briefly 
as possible. 

The next charge is that the Spark preached what the Prosecution 
call ''class hatred". I do not think I need say much on this point after 
what Mr. Brailsford told the Senior Prosecution Counsel in his evidence 
that "The Second International also recognises the existence of the 
class struggle or existing class antagonisms. It recognises that existence 
and insists upon the class struggle, of which the purp()se is to make an 
end of class by the abolition of capitalism." 

1 will only add that' neither socialists nor the working classes are 
in any way responsible fur the present class system and the consequent 
class antagonisms. These things are already there and only the hypocriti
cal and the heartless can ignore them. Every sensitive soul has felt the 
oppressive presence o£ these things and felt the necess ity of giving ex· 
pression to them, not excluding that famous leader of the British Tory 
Party, I mean, Lord Beaconsfield; but of course that was before he had 
become a leader of the British Tories and when he was only a brilliant 
young novelist depicting the class, struggle in England and the anta
goni~m between what he called ''the two nations'' in the English society. 

The responsibility for the present deplorable state of things rests 
entirely with those who especially through and since the industrial 
revolution in Britain and in India have intensified the division betwee'n 
classes with the frightful inequalities of wealth. The responsibility lies 
with those who drove the peasantry from the land towards the new 
industrial cities, herded them in slums, reeking with dirt and disease, 
those who use their influence in the legislatures to shift the burden of 
taxation on the poor, those who while importing the latest machinery and 
building up modern industri:ll organisations in a backward country like 
India thus shattering its old social system, at the same time prevent the 
working classes from building their own defensive Trade Union organisa
tions in the light of the experience cf the western work~r~, by passing 
anti working·class legislation .• -\nd on the top of this they expect to be 



loved by the eX'ploited da~ses,and the slum dwellers. Their demand is as 
reasonable as would be the expectation oh the part of an oriental potent" 
ate to be loved by the enslavefo~eraglio. . 

We soCialists heartily detest the present sJtate of thing's, whkh we 
at lea·s~ did not create btit which we strive to improve to the best of our 
capaCity, \Vnat I did preach in. the Spark was "class consciousne~s and 
class solidarity" so that the poorer classes would defend themselves 
against the terrible wage cuts and the yet more terriblelunemployment as 
the result of rationalisation~ for which the workers alone are made to 
suffer and not the dividendwallas. 

But when the capitalist organs, Erotn the London Morning Post 
to the Bombay tiines, justify these things and urge on the Government 
to pass anti·working·class legislation, they are of course not preaching 
what the Prosecution call "class hatred"; they are only over-flowing with 
the milk of human kindness towards all children of God, irrespective of 
classes. 

Next we come to the charge of i'iinputing evii motives to British 
Imperialism." i do not know what is exactly ineaiit by this or what 
exactly in the contents of the Spark it is that the Prosecution are refer~ 
ing to as they have given no indication of the same. But as a socialist, 
I freely ad.nit I am opposed to all Imperialisms and consider Imperialism 
itself an evil. .-\s Mr. Brailsford has pointed out, . ''The Independent 
Labour Party is the declared adversary of every form of Imperialism 
and Capitalism~·; and I may add that the attitude of all socialists in the 
world is exactly the same, and with the greatest goodwill in the world 
we are sorry .we can not make an exception in the case of British 

Imperialism. 

I have already pointed out what I have meant by imperialism and 
I have only criticised the Government to the extent that- it had allowed 
itself to be influenced, dominated or inde'ntifled with indian or Imperialist 
financial vestt!d ihterests; I may point out in this connection that I had 
criticised in the editorial article~ in the first issue of the Spark the 
sweeping and permanent guarantees given to the British Imperialist 
financial interests in the Nehru Report. I am glad to note that the 
Congress leaders and also the representatives of Indian capitalists like 
:\lessrs. Birla and Thakurdas and ~ven Mederates like Mr. Jayakar, 
have realised the mistake and 1n the Round Table Conference made it 
clear that they wo~ld not coasent to tie the hands of the future Indian 
Parliament ad.d deprive it of the power to discriminate against foreign 
capitalists in the interests of national key industries, nor give permanent 
guarantees to perpetuate the existing unequal relations between British 
and Indian capital and also would reserve the right to inquire into 
property unjustly acquired m India by British ImperiaJists, although 
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there was no intention to discriminate against British Imperialists on 
merely racial grounds. 

.. 
I may point out further that with a perfect impartiality I am 

opposed to all Imperialisms. Witness in this connection more than 
·_two columns on page 8 no. 6 devoted to an exposure of the misdeeds of 
the French Imperialists in French Congo. The credit of exposing the 
doings of Belgian Imperialists in Belgian Congo belongs to that well 
known British socialist Mr. E. D. Morel, the editor of the "Foreign 
Affairs," and we need not overlook in this connection Lord Olivier's 
work in throwing light on the exploitation of the South African negroes 
by the Boers with the connivance and support of the Government in his 
book "Anatomy of African Misery." 

Then we come to the next charge of "praising Lenin, and the 
Soviet, and everything Russian." Am I to understand that the Prose
cution are the declared adversaries of "everything Russian" including 
the Russian climate, literature, Russian ballet, Chaliapin, the Soviet 
films which even Douglas Fairbanks praises so highly, Russian trad)' 
which the British Government any way is certainly in favour of? 

One had expected people in law courts at least to be a little more 
precise and careful in their charges and not to resort to the language of 
the hustings. But perhaps the excuse is that this is after all a pol_itical 
case. 

Now about Lenin. There is not a single article in the Spark that 
. is devoted to an exposition of Leninism. let alone its advocacy·either on 

the question of "State and Revolution" or his justification of terror, 
etc. etc. 

The Spark has only published a couple of reviews of two books 
of reminiscences of Lenin, both betraying an interest in the outstand· 
ing personality of Lenin rather than in his political teachings. The 
review of Clara Zetkin's book appeared under the following headlines: 
"Talks with Lenin-art and culture belong to the workers." The follow· 
ing are typical passages in this review: "Art belongs to the people. 
It must have its deepest roots_ in the broad masses of workers. It must 
be understood and loved by them. It must be rooted in and grow 
with their dealings, thoughts and desires. It must arouse and develop 
the artist in them. Are we to give cake and sugar to a minority when 
most of the workers and peasants still lack black bread? I mean that 

I 

not, as you might think, only in the lighter sense of the words but also 
figuratively." 

"And we are a poor nation, a mendicant nation; whether we like 
it or not, the majority of the old people remain culturally the victims, 
the disinherited. Of course we are carrymg on a vigorous campaign 
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against illiteracy. \V e are setting up libraries and reading huts in the 
small towns and villages. \Ve are organising educational courses of 
the most varied nature. \V e arrange good theatrical productions and 
concerts. \Ve send educational tableaux and travelling exhibitions over 
the country. 

But, I repeat, what is all that to the many millions who lack the 
most elementary kno\vledge, the most primitive culture? While in 
Moscow today lq,ooo.....:.:.and perhaps tomorrow another ro,ooo-are 
charmed by brilliant theatrical performances, millions are crying out to 
learn the art of spelling, of writing their names, of counting, are crying 
for culture, are anxi"ous to learn, for they are beginning to understand 
that their universe is governed by natural ia\\·s". 

What is there in such reminiscences of an old worrian of her 
talks with Lenin to frighten the Prosecution, I do not know, unless it 
be a painful consciousness of the contrast between this drive against 
illiteracy in Soviet Russia and the disina:I recotci of the lndian bureauc· 
racy in this respect during the last century or so. 

The review of the second book of reminiscences of Lenin by his 
colleague Trotsky, which was published in the Spark in its issue of 
17th February I929 begins as follows: "That is thtir v\resttninister 
Abbey", Lenin said to Trotsky on the latter's first joy ride on the 
top of a bus through London. Trotsky comments "Thet'r meant 
naturally. not English but the bourgeoisie-· the class enemy of the 
exploited and oppressed. This meaning was always obvious when 
Lenin spoke of any kind of cultural value or conquest (i~ is always 
their culture, their institutions etc.). The invisible shadow of the 
shareholders of society (the property owners of all land, who have the 
monopoly of all material productions and culture) lay, as it were, in his 
eves on all human culture, and this shadow· he felt as intontestabiy as 
daylight''. 

D/4·i2·3I. 

Mr. Brailsford has admitted that both these books were reviewed in 
the New Leader. But why the New Leader? Practically every decent 
paper in the world did so, because the interest in Lenih's personality is 
world wide. However violentlv one may differ from certain aspects of 
Leninist teachings and however one may criticise certain of his actions, 
after all one has. \o admit that Lenin was a great man, even as Napoleon 
was; although in most respects there could not have been a greater 
corltrast between these two men. To say that he was not, only shows 
one's own petty·mindedness. A non-Communist like Professor Harold 
Laski, in one of his articles in the Daily Herald, considered Lenin 
easily amor:g the first half dozen men since the Renaissaince; and even 
such a rabid antagonist as Mr. Church-ill, while criticising L~nin and the 

\ 
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Soviet Government in his " \V orld crisis," cannot help being impressed 
by the tremendous intellectual stature of Lenin. The leader of the 
opposition in the He use of Commons today, Mr. George Lansbury, 
wrote about Lenin to the Daily Herald (3rd March 1920) during his visit 
to Russia a-s follows :-

"I have met statesmen of all countries and I am well acquainted 
with those who rule over our own land. There is not one'of them who 
can surpass Lenin in ability and knowledge, in honesty and in courage. 
He has fine eyes which look you straight in the face. ~hey have an 
expression of careful kindness and you put him down as a man "'ho must 
love children." In his "Life'' Lansbury writes as follows on page 247: 

"Lenin had been nearly killed by- a would-be assassin, yet when I 
met him in his bare plain room in the Kremlin he was without guards 
and dressed like an ordinary British artisan ....•. I shall always esteem 
it the greatest event in my life that I was privileged to see this fine, 
simple and wise man and speak with him. People like me in the House 
of Commons must learn from him that our position, our climb to the top 
advantages nothing to the workers unless accompanied by fundamental 
social and industrial changes." 

Now about "the praise of the Soviet"; there is one article about 
Soviet Russia land not about the Communist International, it might be 
noted). It is published in the 6th numberof the Spark and is entitled, 
"Is Russia collapsing?" by Zelda K. Coates. It was bodily taken from 
the New Leader, received by mail, of which I am a subscriber. It was 
identified by Mr. Brailsford. 

This article deals with the economic situation in Russia and the 
policy the Russian Government was pursuing and what the critics on the 
Right and on the Left were saying about it. In brief it discusses the 
economic foundations of what is known as the Five Years' Plan. The 
idea of the Five Years' Plan has now become so popular that well 
known British economists like Sir]- M. Keynes strongly recommend the 
adoption of a similar plan for Britain, and the Statesman of Calcutta the 
other day advocated a similar plan for India. 

A similar article might be written by some American economist 
about the present economic cr,ndition of Britain, giving facts and 
figu.es about British exports and imports, the volume of the British 
trade within the Empire, describing the progress of filltionalisation in 
Bri:ish industry, the Conservative support behind the present National 
Government and the Trade Union opposition to it; the plans of the 
present ~ational Government on the question of tariff, and how it 
propo~es to bq.iance the Budget and balance the trade, by giving 
a quotation from the speech of the Chancellor o{ the Exchequer, 
and entitle/ the article as "Is Britain collapsing?" 1he following 
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1s an extract from the speech of Stalin, the leaJer of the 
"Centre Group" who stood fot the policy of the Five Years' Plan, which 
is quoted in this article: ''The characteristic feature of our difficulties 
is that they are difficulties of progress, of growth. When the question of 
our difficultie~ is raised, it is generally a matter of by how much per cent we 
ought to raise the output of industry, by how much per cent we should 
increase the ar~a under cultivation, by how many pounds we should raise 
the yield of the harvest and so on. And it is became our difficulties 
are tho;:;e of progress and not of a retrogade economy or of stagnation 
th~t they should in no way be anything in the nature of a danger to the 
Party". 

Is there anywhere in this article any preaching of revolutionary 
violence or of the overthrow of the State etc. ? .After all, Soviet Russia 
is a very big fact in the modern world, a fact that covers the whole of 
Northern Asia and a good deal of Europe. The economic policy it 
pursues is bound to produce repercussions on the economic conditions 
outside Russia. It is difficult to open any paper or periodical in the 
world these days without some news or views being published on the 
subject of Soviet l~ ussia. Almost every issue of even a paper like t.he 
London Times contains something or other on the question of Soviet 
Russia. 

\Vhen so much was being published on this subject including the 
persistent lies of the Riga Correspondents and misrepresentations in the 
Jingo Press) w.1s it wrong on my part to give to my readers a serious 
presentation of the subject by a student of E,conoinics which had appeared 
in a responsible Socialist weekly in Britai~ ? 

Mr. Bernard Shaw after his visit to Rmsia last summer in company , 
with lady Astor said in a speech at the I. L P Summer School (Page6, 
New Leader-7th August 1931 ;. 

"Every body who can possibly do so, should go to Russia. I have 
been preaching Sociaiism all my political life and here at last is a country 
which has established Socialism, made it the basis of its political system, 
definitely thrown over private ~roperty and turned its back on capitalism. 
A country which has succeeded in conducting industry successfully is 
achievin(l' a political constitution. It is, therefore, almost a duty for 

;:') 

people in those capitalist countries who preach Socialism in the wilder-
ne:;s to go over 'and find out exactly how the thing is being done and 
how it came about". And later he says, J'Their system is fire·proof
Hell-fir~·proo£ Nobody could go and see what they are doing, even 
hardened Conservatives, and wish that the Five Year Plan could fail. 
The success of the Five Year Plan is the only hope of the world. Our 
plln is certainly running us to the abyss and they know it perfectly 

well." 
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In the column devoted to humorous comments called bourgeois 
. brain waves I wrote in the Spark of 1oth Fe?ruary as follows:-

4· "Sir Victor Sassoon is working on ~pproved Com.munist lines, 
·while ~lr. Dange in opposing him lays himself open to attack as being 
a counter~revolutionary."-The Times of India. 

\Vhy? Because Soviet industry also is adopting Rationalisation. 
But Bori Bunder. forgets one little detail. . In Russia the profits of 
Rationalisation·go to the workers' State. We 'do not think that the 
Bombay textile workers would seriously oppose rationalisation if· the 
consequent profits, instead of · goi~g into tl:e pockets of a Bagdadi 
Englishman and such gentry, were to come back to 'them in the form 
of higher wages, t& insurance benefits, tickets for theatres and sanato· 
riums. In the balmy air of the II Times'' office, people seem to be 
walking on their heads; th~t iswhy they-see things upside down.'' 

That is what 'I wrote in 1929. Mr. George Bernard Shaw 
after his visit to Russia says (in . the . same speech quoted above) in 
1931: "taking the Five Year 'Plan in the lump, evidently we want 
a Five Year Plan here verybadly. They want a Five Year Plan very 
badly in America.. 

" Why is it that they cannot have it? They have it quite easily in 
Russia. "Put your back into it'', they say there, "starve,yourselves 
a bit, do not expect any luxuries, work as hard as you, can for the next 
five years." But put that to the workers here, say to them, u make a 
splendid effort for the next five years." They would say, •· Go, short 
for five years in order thaftdle and rich class may become idler and 
richer than ever. My job as a worker is to get as big wages as I can, 
but to give a~ little as 1 can for it." In Russia it is simple. 
They know m Rus'i'l that w'tat com~c out of tlte pf,m, they will e-et it . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . With reference to Rent, the diff~rence here is thdt .. 
you pay it to the man who, for all you know, may go and blow it at Monte 
Carlo. But in Russi:t it is paid to a local Soviet and employed for 
public purposes, of which you get the benefit. Nevertheless, you have 
to pay for your accommodation. 

'' If all the rents of London were paid to the London County 
Council, there would be no rates, and not only would this be very 
rleasant but there wouid be a good deal to 10pend on amusements and 
amenities. . 

('But in London this is Bolshevism, Socialism, Communism, 
everything frightful ani horrible. In other words, people in London 
are fcols, and the peoplef of Moscow are sensible people." 

:\ow what is the difference between what I wrote and what Shaw 
~ays except that unce in a way I score a point over Shaw by expressing 
my me~ning in far fewer words? 
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"\Vhen the Russian Revolution came we hailed its coming as the 
dawn of a new day. Our first step was to take the Albert Hall for a 
congratulatory demonstration. This was held on 31st March 1917. 
The Albert Hall meeting was followed by a demand for a national 
Conference. So we set about organising a national gathering at 
Leeds. It is most interesting to read over the names of some 
of tlDse who w :!~:! present at the Leeds Conference held on 3rd 
June 1917- Ramsay MacDonald, Phillip Snowden, Ernest Bevin and 
Ben Tillet-and to read the resolutions in favour d Soviets that people 
like Snowden and others supported,"-writes Mr. George Lansbury in 
his'' Life", page 187. Mr. Snowden supported the resolution in the 
following words:-

" The new order is being born in blood and suffering over two· 
third of Europe, and the Red Flag of Socialism, red with the blood of 
our martyred dead, floats where but yesterday despotism held the people 
in vile subjection. · If a revolution has to be achieved in Great Britain 
by violence, it will come in that way because of the resistance of the old 
order to new birth. If those who now control Governments and economic 
p0wer hold on and resist when in the course of histc·ry and economic 
evoiution the end of the epoch has come, they ~ill have to be dis· 
possessed. Now that fateful hour has struck J We who boast that we 
have in us the blood of the heroes and martyrs will not shrink from our 
grave task. \Ve will not betray our comrades in other lands who are 
dying for Intern·ttional Socialism''. That is what Viscount Snowden, 
the Iron Chancellor of Great Britain, had said 1 2 years before the Spark 
was burn. 

" I have already said that my mind has been g· eatly . drawn 
towards the achievements of the Soviet Government ever since my first 
acquaintance with it. There are some special reasons for which they 

• deserve to be discussed. At the back of the image thereof, that has 
taken shape in my mind, there swings this black curtain of India's 
degradation.'' That is not what the Spark wrote but what Dr. Rabindra 
N .1th Tagore wrote in the Modern Review after his visit to Russia. 

But I cannot stop to tell how different men in different countries 
have praised different aspects of Soviet life- Romain Rolland, Sir 
J. 1\1. Keynes. Theodor Dreiser, Clare Sheridan, Douglas Fairbanks, the 
British Trade Union Delegation, the Delegation of Young British 
Toties headed by that brilliant youth l\Ir. Robert Boothby, the Parlia· 
mentary Secretary of l\lr. \Vinston Churchill, and what praises these 
Tories lavish on the soundness of the Banking and Financial systen~ 

of :Soviet Russia. 

Finally we come to the charge of "ridiculing or deprecating influ· 
ence of religion". The Prosecution people seem to be hyper·sensitive 
tl' any i.dea of ridicule. This the second time they have mentioned it 
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in this document. But apart from that, I would prefer to deal with 
this question of religion a little later, as I consider it one of the most 
irrelevant and mischievous things to bring against us in this case. 
When I read this charge in the Prosecution document presented to me, 
I rl'bbed my eyes and wondered if I was standing trial in a secular law 

·court of the 2oth century or before the Spanish Inquisition of the 16th. 

In the meanwhile I would like to know in which category the 
Prosecution would put the following items in the Spark, as they claim 
that practically all the contents of the Spark falls under one or the other 
of the categories they have mentioned. 

( x) "Mr. Pussyfoot Johnson welcomed in Madras-"Dry" 
Programme hasn't failed in U.S., he says'', followed by the report of a 
public meeting-on the beach when Mr. Johnson said "For many years 
the Government have been trying to stop the evils of drink without 
stopping drink. America, he said, has adopted the only rational way by 
stc pping the evil''. (page 6 issue of 3rd March 1929). 

(2) "I am not the father of 'Dora'- 'Jix' repudiates responsibility of 
her birth'', followed by half a column report of the speech by 
Sir \Villiam Joynson-Hicks, the Home Secretary, at Oxford in the 
course of which he said, "that he was attacked by traders and publicans, 
clubs and temperance workers, in fact by everybody, in connection 
with the old lady 'Dora', for whose birth he had no responsibility. And 
he closed by saying that he was confident that at the general election 
they would !10t find 20 candidates to pledge themselves to repeal 'Dora'. 
(Defence of the Realm Act). Then what is the good of making my 
life a burden and throwing brickbats at me?" (page 7 issue of 24th 
February 1929). 

(31 "Peeress takes to business'', followed by the ne\\'s that the. 
Countess of Oxford h:•s opened a11 establishment in London for carrying 
on business as hom~e decorator and furnisher. (page 8 issue of 24th 
February 1929). 

· 4l ' Robber's · rule in Kabul- Indian papers banned.-Kabul 
trader's pathetic tale" followed by· two news items covering two half 
columns saying that Bachcha-e-Saqqao has ordered the confiscation of a11 
Indian new:>papers as they contain propaganda against him and in favour 
of his adversary, Amanullah. 

The next news item relates the story of a Peshawari trader who 
hr.d returned from Kabul and who related how a father killed his daucrhter 

0 

to save her from falling into the hands of Bachcha-e-Saqqao and so on 
and so forth. 

(Sl "G.B S. on Honours list''. fdlowed by Mr. Bernard Shaw's 
comment on the paucity of literary figures in the delayed new year's 
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list. ' It was no wonder because there were so many of them and the 
Government themselves wrote books." 

16) In the column devoted to the Workers' World in the issue 
no. lV the news about thl;l Clerks~ Union recently started and the propos· 
al to organise the bank clerks etc. etc; in <\11 issues similar instances of 
such general n_ews could be found. Of course in my papef there are no 
cross·word puzzles. football results or ladies' page given news about the 
latest fashions at the Lido and the usual dope that is served out by the 
capitalist papers to distract . the working-classes from thinking about 
their more important problems of life. 

Now to return to the question of religion. At the outset i may 
point out that there is not a single article in the Spark that is devoted 
to an attack on religion. In the first editorial, when I defined the 
policy of the paper I said that it would be •nti·communal, not anti· 
religiolj. After the first issue of the Spark was out, the communal riots 
started in Bombay, when one could see men killing each other in broad 
daylight, and also butchering those asleep on the fUblic pavements at 
night·amongst other things for the greater glory of God and religion. 
But even in the three serious editorials, I devoted to the question of. 
communal antagonism, there is nowhere any attack on any body's religion; 
on the contrary, these articles endeavour to point out that these riots 
are not due to any genuine religious trouble at all, but that economic 
rivalry has a good deai to do with them. And the editorial entitltq 
"Rootf; of Hindu Muslim antagoni~m," in the sth -issue of the paper, 
amongst other things points out that ''it is significant that men who in 
those clays (days of Non Cooperation Moveme'lt) figured as apostle£! of 
non-violence, today hold the leading strings of the ~ectarian movements 
and hardly utter a word in support of nor.·violence." 

This surely is not preaching violence nor an attack on religion. 
But in the column devoted to jokes, and in a quotation or a poef\1 I pave 
had occasionally a dig at religion. There is so much of it in this \:01.mtry 
that it can easily stand it. 

I am more an agnostic than an atheist ; but I do not mind how any 
one else makes his peace with the ).lnknown. I will only criticise any· 
body if I find that he is exploiting religion as a cover to queer the pitch 
in social and political matters, and that is all that I have occasionally 
done in the jokes column and in one or two poems, As for instance 
when the communal ieaders were exploiting their religion in order to 
encourage further trouble in rhe city or when the Bishop of Bombay said 
"the b.>ttom of the theory ot democracy is that everybody is equal. But 
God m,1de them unequal and it is no good pretending they are not. !I 

The criticism is mainiy of priests and leaders who abuse their 
pJsitivn rather than anything else. The Queen's Prnciamation of 1858 
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assures non·interference in religious matters. Does it mean that free 
thinkers alone are to be persecuted ? \Vhen foreign missionaries of all 
denominations, from Baptists and Methodists to Seventh day adventists, 
can come to India and preach their gospel, which may be violently 
opposed to a11 the dearest sentiments of the people of this land, in places 
of pilgrimage and on banks of ,sacred rivers, it is sheer impertinence to 
question the right of the sons ~f the soil to criticise the priests, to expose 
religious abuses and give expression to agnostic or atheistic ideas if 
they are so inclined, especially when the free thinkers are repeatedly and 
publicly being condemned to everlasting hell fire in the next world. 
Although it is difficult to believe in these days of pseudo religious riots, 
yet it is a historical fact that there was perfect religious toleration in this 
country in the old days, and it was extended not only to the adherents of 
different religions but to all sorts of people from Atheist to Animists. 
And famous atheists like Charwaka were allowed to preach their gospel 
from temple steps. It may be news to the Prosecution but it is iL fact 
that two of the important religions of India-Buddhism and Jainism-are 
based on agnosticism and atheism respectively. 

Similarly the poem ''Caliban in Coal Mines", published in the 
second issued of the Spark will not in any sense be repugnant to the 
Hindu mind. It runs as follows:-

God we don't like to complain ; 
We know that the mine is no lark, 
But there's the pools from the rain, 
And there's the cold and dark. 

God, you don't know what it is, 
You in your well lighted sky, 
Watching the meteors whizz, 
\Varm, with the sun always by. 

Gorl, if you had but the moon 
Stjuck in your cap for a lamp, 
Even you'd tire of it soon 
Down in the dark and the damp. 

Nothing but blackness above, 
And nothing that move~ but the cars; 
God, if you wish for our love, 
Fling us a handful of stars. 

The Hindu mind encourages perfect familiarity with the Deity, and 
being cross with God is one of the most favourite motifs of the Krishna 
cult and the entire Bhakti school. 

D/s·r 2·3 x. 

And the Adwait Vedant which is affected by Hindu intellectuals 
and which proclaims that your own self is God is nothing if not the one 
side of the medal of which the other is rank atheism. 
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- Anyway ·what has this question of religion or irreligion got to clo 
with the present case? . The· overwhelming majority of the first . 
generation: of. Indian . graduates from the newly established Government· 
universities were agnostics or atheists, not because they were brought up . 
on Stalin's Leninism, but because they had imbibed the teachings of Mill, 
and SpenserJ .Samuel Butler and August~ Comte and other bourgeois > 

authors whose works were· the prescribed text-books for their exami~ : 
nations. 

! ~ - ' ' 

Your Honour, I do not propose to enter into theological and . 
metap~ysical discussions on the .. existence .. or. ~).On-existence of God ; 
otbe~wise we may be det~ined here ~i!l Kingdom C~me. -But I will 
ju_st point out what perhaps the most ~uts~nd!n.g. philosopher of our day . 
Hon'ple B~rtrand Ru~sel~ has ~o s~y about _religion. O~e by one he. 
demolishes tpe argu¥lents advan~ed by thei~ts for the ex.istenc~ :of Go~. :\ 

(I;. ~he: firs~ cause ~by putting the Iollo~ing question ::from John·~ 
Stuart Mill's autobiography, -~'My father taught me that the question ' 
who made me cannot be answered ·since it immediately suggests the'·• 

. fu~.the~ question .wh'o ~kde God." -· ' " 
' - .._ .I :~ 

(2 l The natural law argument. 

(3) Argument from design.· by put~ing the following'_ question. 
''Do you think that if you were. gr~nted omnipoteh-be.and omniscience 
and millions of years in which to perfect' xour ,~oriel you could produce 
nothing better than Ku· Klux-Clan, the : Fascisti and Mr. Winston 
Churchill·'? .. : .: · .1 ,/ 

(4) The moral argument. ;, l. 

(, 

(5) Argument for remedying injustice. r · 

16) The emotional factor. 

Lastly he comes to the influence of religion and both ''ridicules it 
and deprecates it" in the strongest terms. After praising Christ's charac· 
ter in certain of its aspects he starts criticising many of . the unedifying 
features of the same. Christ says, "Th7 son of man shall send forth 
his angels and they shall gather out of his J~in'gdom all things thafoffend, 
and they which do iniquity and shall cas't them into a furmice qf fire ; 
there shall be wailing and gnashing o( teeth'', and he goes on about 
the ·waili~g and gnashing .of teeth. It comes in ·One verse after 
anothe~ and it .is quite m~nifest to the ·reader that there is a certain 
pleasure in contemplating wailing and gnashing of teeth, or else it 
would not occur so often ....... "Depart from me ye cursed,_ into ever· 
lasting fire.'' Then he say a again, ~·If thy hand offends thee, cutit off; 
it 1s better for thee to enter. into life maimed than having two hands to 
go into II ell, into the .fire that never . shall be quenched, where their 



warmth dieth not ar.d the fire is not q ueuched." He repeats that again 
:;.;1d ::1gain also. I must say that I think all this doctrine that Hell fire 
i's a punishment for sin, is a doctrine of cruelty. It is a doctrine that 
put cruelty into the world and gave the world generations of cruel 
torture; and the Christ of the Gospel, if you could take him ~s his 
chroniclers represent him, would certainly have to be considered partly 
re5ponsible for that." 

Then later ft'Jr. Russell criticising Christian religion in particular 
and all religions in general says, 11 That is the idea-that we should all 
be wicked if we did not hold to the Christian religion: It seems to 
me that the people 1rho have held to it have been for the most part 
extremely wicked. You find this curious fact that the more intense · 
has been the religion of any period and the more profound has been 
the dogmatic belief, the great~r has been the cruelty and the worse 
has been the state of affairs In the so·called ages of faith, when men 
really did believe the Christian religion in all its completeness, there 
w1s t_heJnquisition, with its tortures; there were millions of unfortu· 
nate women burnt as witches, and there was every kind of cruelty 
pr.1ctised upon all sorts of people in the name of religion. 

"You find as you look round the world that every single bit 
of progress in human feeling, every improvement in the Criminal Law, 
every step towards the diminution of w~r, every step . towards better 
treatment of the coloured races, or every mitigation of slavery, every 
mor~l progress that there has been in the world, has been consistently 
opposed by the organised Churches of the world. I say quite de
liberately that the Christian religion as organised in its Churches 
has been and still is the principal enemy of moral progress in 
the world ........................ Religion is based, I think, pri· 
marily and mainly on fear. Fear is the basis of the whole thing-fear 
of the mysterious, fear of defeat and fear of death. Fear is the parent 
of cruelty and therefore it is no wonder if cruelty and religion have 
gone hand i 11 hand. It is because fear is at the~ basis of those two 
things. In this world we can now begin a little to understand things, 
and a I ittle to master them by the help of science, which has 
forced its 'way step by step against religion, against the 
Churches and against the opposition of all the old precepts. Science 
can help us to get over this craven fear in which mankind has lived 
for so many generations. Science can teach us and I think our own 
hearts can teach us, no longer to look round for imaginary supports, 
no louger to invent allies in the sky but rather to look to our own 
efforts here below to make this world a fit place to live in, instead of 
the sort of pLce that the Churches in all these centuries have 
made it ............ The whole conception of God is a conception 
derived from the ancient oriental despotisms. It is a conception quite 
unworthy of free men." 
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I will refer to only one more para as it bears a close resemblar.ce 
to the attitude of the Hindu reli~ion also on the question. "You may 
think that I am going too far when I say that that is still so. I do not 
think that I am. Take one fact. You will bear with me if I mentitm 
it. It is not a pleasant fact, but the Churches compel one to mention 
facts that are not ·pleasant. Supposing that in this world that we ·live 
in to-day an inexperienced girl is married to a syphilitic man, in that case 
tbe Catholic Church says. "This is an indissoluble sacrement. You 
must stay together for life." A:nd no steps of any sort must be taken 
by that woman to prevent herself from giving birth to syphilitic children. 
That 'is what the Catholic Church says. I say that that is fiendish 
cruelty and nobody whose natural sympathies have not been warped by 
dogma, or whose moral nature was not absolutely dead to all sense of 
suffering; could mai~tain that it is right and proper that that state of 
things should continue~" I may add that the state of things thus 
described still continues 'in Hindu society, supported by Hindu religion. 

All this Mr. Bertrand Rnsseq says not to a gathering of high 
brow philosophers, bpt in a popular speech delivered at a public meeting 
in Hattersea Town Hall held under the auspices of the South London 
Branch of the National Secular Society (a non·political body), and 
it has been printed by the Rationalist Press Association which diffuses 
knowledge on the subject of free thought among the masses in England. 

Again I ask what has this question of religion ,got to do with 
this case? (At this stage Crown Counsel inquired if I was justifying 
the diffusio~ of knowledge about free thought among the masses). (I 
do not necessarily support all the views expressed in all the quotations 
as so far given. I merely point out how far Socialist intellectuals and 
publicists have gone, much further than I ever did or wanted to). 

Are agnosticism and atheism the differentiating ruarks of the 
Communists or are these their sole monopoly either? There have been 
atheists and agnostics ·in all political parties; Mr. A. J. Balfour among 
the Conservatives and Mr. John 1\Iorley among the Liberals} to mention 
only two instance:· · • .. 

Is it for me to tell the Prosecution how the advances in Astronomy 
and Geology, natural history and other sciences, undermined the found
ations of religion as far back as the beginning of the last century, not 
to go further back to the works of Hobbs and Locke and Diderot and 
other eighteenth century thinkers; and the further advance from Kant 
to .-\ r:guste C omte ; how this work of undermining religion was carried 
further by Darwinism and researches in Anthropology (Tylor to Frazer) 
which amongst other things pointed out the similarity between the 
mystery of Eucharist with the heathen rite of eating the dead god, the 



iconoclastic work of Burne and Herbert Spenser, how in 1855 Jowett, 
~!aster of llalliol, and a g·roup of Li~eral c1erzymen decided to defy in 
their words,· "The abominabfe syst~m of terrorism which prevents the 
statement· of the plainest fa~ts" by their annihilating criticism of th~ 
doctri~e of .-\ tonement a~d a rationalistic discussion of God's e:xistence 

. . J . . . -

itself, by publishing "Essays and Reviews'' (18601; how for publishing 
this volume Rev Powell was convicted by the Ecclesiastical 'court, 
how this decision was reversed by the Lord Chancellor \Yestbury in his 
judgment of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, prompting the 
Epitaph. "Towards the close of his earthly career he dismissed Hell with 
costs .md took away from orthodo'x members of the Church of England 
their last hope of ever· lasting damuation" ; how Lyall· s "Antiquity of 
nnn," S.:eley's Ecce Homo ,which the pious Lord Shatesbury said was 
''vomited from the jaws of Hell" , Lecky's "History of rationalism". 
shocked orthodox opinion ; how secularists and rationalists were en· 
c· •uraged by the Ac't whi~h allowed atheists to give. evidence .in a Court 
of Justice (t869). (It might be pe>inted out" in parenthesis that 
J\Tr ·Brailsford when he gav~ h~s evidence in this Court did not ~all for 
divine support to enable him to tell the truth) and later by the abolition 
of religious tests at all the universities ( 187 I); the progress of agnostir:ism 
inside the English Church itself represented by the Broad ·church 
movement which went so far that in the words of Mr. Lesli Stephen 
''it may be said that there is not onry no article in the creeds which may 
not be contradicted with impunity, but that there is none· which will not 
be contradicted in a sermon calcula~ed to win ·the reputation of ortho· 
do~y a·nd r'egarded a~ a judicio~s· biq for a bishopric; the defiant 
agnosticism of Huxley, Le.slie· Stephen and 'John Morley; how Morley 
carried o~ a crusade against religjon thr~~gh his fortnightly Review and 
in ~is ''Compromise': conden~ned as mischi~vous "the who~e system of 
objective proposiucns wh:ch make up the popular belief ~f the ~by'' 
a~d urged thos~· who disbelieved to speaF out plain!'y, ~s speaking out 
~as an intellectual duty, an4 condemned the weak sense of intellectual 
responsibility <~m~ng' Engli'shmen.and s~id ~~at not. to speak o~t cur 
disbelief was a crime against society, for "they who ta~'per with veracity 
from whatever mc•tive are tampering with the vital force of human 
Ji>rogress; ., how a· popuiar diffusion of Free Thought was carried on by 
Mr. Bradlaugh in public lectures and in his papet.,. "The National 
Reformer" until he secured the right of unbelievers to sit in Parliament 
without taking an oath ( 1888); how Mr. Holyoake founded the Rationa· 
list Press Assc.ciation for propagating rationalism among the masses by 
diffusing in a cheap fo;m the works of free thinkers of mark. 

The poets' poet Shelley was of course a· declared atheist and in a 
scathing letter to Lord Eilenborough, the Judge who had sentenced the 
pubiis:~er of Thomas Paine's ''Age or reason" (1796 , he wrote, ''Do 
you think to convert Mr Eaton to your religion by embitterincr his 
• 0 
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existence? You might force him by torture to profess your tenets, but 
he could not believe them except you should make them credible, which 
perhaps exceeds your power. Do you think to please the God you 
worship by this exhibition of your zeal? If so the demon to wh.on1 
some nations offer human hecatombs is less barbarous than the' Deity 
of civilised ::ociety"! 

A.nd right in the midst of the Victorian Age rose Swinburne 
to flout all the prejudices and sanctities of the Christian world and fling 
defiance at th~ tyranny of Gods and Governments and in his "Atlanta 
in Calydon" de!10unced "the supreme e~il, God.'' His '·songs before 
sunrise'' are a seed plot of atheism, sown with implicable hatred of 
creeds and tyrants and his famous hymn of Man closes -..vith the follow• 
ing refrain :-

" By thy name that in hell fire was written and burned at the 
point of thy sword, 

Thou art smitten, though God, thou art smitten; thy death IS· 

upon thee, 0 Lord, 

And the love song of earth as thou diest, resounds through the 

winds of her wings, 

Glory to Man in the highest! for !\Ian is the master of things." 

I know on this question of God and religion I have been em· 
phasising the obvious. I cannot bzing myself to believe that the Prosecu· 
tion are so backward as not to be aware of these common places of 
a liberal education ; I am therefore driven to the conclusion that this 
repeated empl1asis on God and religion, which started with the Home 
~le nber's speech while introducing the Public Safety Bill in the 
Assembly for which he was criticised-but which has been continued 
parrot-like throughout this case. is nothing but a piece of demagogic 
humbug to cre1te prejudice against us. 

Conclusion. 

·• Communists s'e?rn to hide their views." This is a boast, 
which has been m::>re than once repeated before your Honour and in 
your order on bail applications dated 7th May r93~ you have referred 
to this favourite slogan of the Communists. I may point out that 
Socialists aln drsd.~.in to conceal their views. The duty of clearly 
expressing his views is all the more imperative in the case of a jour· 
nalist who has to work openly and not tG hide under a bush. He can· 
nvt escape the responsibi1it¥ of broadcasting his views from housetops 
an1 stieet corners on all topics as they rise to the surface and occupy 
the public mind. If in spite of my repeated declarations of my 
socialist policy and socialist faith in the columns of my paper, any· 
bv.iy choose~ to paint me something different from what I :am, he can 
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only be co~s(der~d a~ a vi~ti~ of politica_l jaundi'ce', •. th~·-· same )~u·~di~e. 
t'nt ev~r~· election time makes the welHed1Britishers see the entire La· 
bour Par~\' including the Front Bench Leaders as practically Bolsheviks . 

. " 1 . ·• . ' 

1 have already said that my arrest m connection with this case 
was a surprise to me. I was not doing anything against th~ Ja.~ and 
never contemplated ·participating in any conspiracy.' I never had ~~y 
connection with any one who is mentioned as a corispirato'r in ~his case. 
A journalist of all people cannot live in a social va'cuum and carin.ot 
help coming in contact with persons of different political complexions 
and ~()~ial ~tatus ; __ as w~ll expect a doctor or lawyer to have patients 
or clients of . ;;t .particular religion or a particular standard of moral 
·probity. A j'o~rdalist may be expected to have a fair knowledge of 
events happening round him. But to attribu~e .to. h~m. a capacity to 
know the antecedents and the real character, to divine. t~~ secret con· 
nections and hidden motives of numerous persons, he comes in con· 
tact with in the course of his professional duties, is to expect him to 
be a_lmost superhuman. 

\,. ·~ ~···~ •.r ~-~£.:~·J· !; i:. • ,,·~~· ,:!".,.., .............. -~~1 

, . A ;new,spape~ ?~~(! ~gai~J i~ .not. e~a9tl): .. tike .. a .. __ cl~a~ anq well· 
ordere? lig~ary .of la pri,l!l _ro~.ng: I,a~y, . sto,cke~ _on)y :. ~ith ~er. nice little 
hymn-books, her favourite novels and De Luxe edition~ .... of .. ~~r darling 
poets. A newspaper office is more like a clearing-house where manu· 
scripts, papers and periodicals. come pouring in from outside and have 
to be attended to a~ best a~d as fast as we can. And what a poor 
journalist wrote in haste during less than two months in the spring 
of 1929, well trained lawyers have been microscopically scrutinising 
with a melancholy perseverance for nearly three years to read some 
meaning between the lines or to catch some subtle nuance in the tone 
of the paper. ~o that the poor journalist can be brought within the 
clutches of the law and convicted under a section with a maximum 
sentence of life transportation. This is probably what they call the 
British love of sport-but more reminiscent of the deer hunt than 
cd. cricket. 

\Vhether my paper was a genuine socialist paper or not is to be 
judg~d by the well known. tenets ~f Socialism ~ distinct from Com· 
mumsm, and by companng of Its tone and contents with those of 
other kindred papers like the New Leader, The Glasgow Forward 
and the Daily Herald, a reference to the files of any one of these would 
convince your Honour of the truth of my contention. As I ·said 
before, it is unfair to compare my socialist weekly with the avowed 
org.ms of Toryism \)r Anglo·Indi1n diehardism If you want to judge 
the ?rthodoxy or ~he heresy ~£ a. H;ahmin,, you, .have .to . apply. the 
tests o{ Sha~:ric rules. It would be unfair to judge him in the light 
of the Quramc laws or the cannons of Roman Catholicism. It is the 
misfortune of a socialist in these days to be attacked on the one side 
b; cl:)itali5rs J.nd c mservative interests, and on the other side by 
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Communists. His duty is to steer clear of the Scylla of Capitalism 
and the Charybdis of Communism. 

(Sd.) R. L. YORKE. 

Q. You have now read over your statement more than once, 
and it has been corrected as and where request-ed by you. Are you 
now satisfied that the above record is correct ? · 

A, Yes. 

(Sd.) M. G. DESAI. 
I8·1·32, 

Sd.) R. L. YORKE. 

i8•1•32, 

Certified that the above is a full and true account of the statement 
of accused Desai taken down by stenographers in my presence and 
hearing and subsequently transcribed by them and . corrected and 
amended as and where requested by accused and finally admitted by 
him to be correct. 

(Sd.) R. L. YORKE. 
18·1·32. 

L~ .. 
/ ~.vt/--
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